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A B S T R A C T
Most of what we know about the laws of physics at the sub-nuclear length scale is derived
from analyzing the outcomes of high-energy collisions of particles. Size and sophistication
of such experiments have steadily increased, producing more accurate and precise measure-
ments. To interpret these and to understand the underlying physics we need to develop and
improve state-of-the-art theoretical tools to predict collider observables in a more refined
way.
Such a tool is Soft-Collinear Effective Theory, which is a theoretical framework for
calculations that involve particles at widely separated energy scales. In a collider experiment,
such hierarchies are very common. In the analysis of detector patterns after a collision event,
one observes regions where a lot of energetic particles were measured close together, and a
small amount of energy that is uniformly distributed in the entire detector. This name-giving
collinear and soft radiation is captured by this specific effective theory.
When calculating the cross sections of such multi-scale problems, corrections that are
normally suppressed by orders of the coupling constant are multiplied by a logarithm
of the ratio of the scales. In the case of the interjet energy flow, for example, we have
particles of high energy Ein ∼ Q produced at the hard interaction inside the jets and soft
particles of energy Eout ∼ βQ outside the jets. If these scales are far separated, the logarithms
ln(β) become big and can ruin the perturbative expansion in the coupling constants. One
needs to resum these logarithmically enhanced terms to all orders. The so-called non-global
logarithms that arise in the presence of hard phase-space cuts are especially difficult to
resum. A simple exponentiation of the logarithmically enhanced terms is in this case not
possible.
Starting from a factorization theorem in Soft-Collinear Effective Theory, we derive a parton
shower equation for the resummation of non-global logarithms. We implement the shower
in a dedicated, easy-to-use computer code ngl_resum to resum such logarithms at leading
logarithmic accuracy in the large-Nc limit. We use tree-level event files in the common Les
Houches format as input and explicitly calculate observables such as the interjet energy
flow and photon isolation cone cross sections at leading-logarithmic accuracy.
Since our parton shower is derived from first principles and based on renormalization
group evolution, it is clear what ingredients we have to include to perform the resummation
at subleading logarithmic accuracy. After adding the observable-dependent next-to-leading
order corrections for di-jet processes, we are able to take a first step towards the higher-
logarithmic resummation for the interjet energy flow and the jet mass. To reach full next-
to-leading logarithmic accuracy, one would also have to include the two-loop anomalous
dimension. This is indeed very challenging and has not been reached thus far.
In a final step, we extend the framework to get away from the high-energy limit and
include massive quarks. At this point, ngl_resum becomes a general-purpose parton shower
to resum non-global logarithms at leading logarithmic accuracy for a plethora of observables.
We apply it to compute the interjet energy flow in tt̄-production.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
No dream is too big. No challenge is too great. Nothing we want
for our future is beyond our reach.
— Donald Trump
I started working as a theoretical physicist in the field of elementary particles almost four
years ago. Four years spent dreaming about computing observables, facing challenges both
big and small, naively reaching for the stars. After all this time I find it unquestionable
that we should dream big, but I also have to disappoint some readers by noting that some
challenges turn out to be too great. For better or worse, nature is not as simple as one might
want it to be.
This introductory chapter of my thesis should drive home this fact. It is not aimed at
experts, who anyhow already know all about the challenges we are facing. Every now and
then, I sprinkle in some more in-depth information for readers with a master’s degree in
physics under their belt, but I would also want to invite laymen along for the first part of
the ride.
The aim of this introduction is to review certain aspects of collider physics. After reviewing
the typical length and energy scales of particle physics, I will start with the experimental
tools and describe what one is able to measure and why there are limits. I will then review
our theoretical understanding and explain what experimental observables at colliders are
calculable and to what precision. As one of the most successful tools to achieve improved
theoretical calculations, we will then introduce effective theories.
Let me point out that none of the topics covered in this chapter are treated in a thorough
way and I refer the interested reader to [1–8]. Everything in this introduction is common
knowledge and I will only rarely refer to the original sources in this chapter.
Before going further, I need to add some disclaimers. I will restrain myself from even
trying to write down the history of science. While a short historical treatment might provide
an interesting bed-time lecture, it would certainly not do justice to any or all the giants on
whose shoulders we are standing. I highly recommend [9] to readers interested in the history
of physics. I will also not attempt to give an in-depth introduction to general concepts like
Quantum Field Theory (QFT) or the Standard Model (SM). These topics are extensively
treated in standard literature, I recommend [4, 5].
1.1 typical scales in particle physics
Let us start our journey into the world of particle physics by looking at how small the object
under consideration are. The smallest distance that can be seen with the naked human eye
is about 100 µm or 0.1 mm, which is comparable to the thickness of paper. For everything
smaller than that, we need to zoom in and enlargen the picture using some technology.
A bacterium is typically about one hundred times smaller, roughly 1 µm = 10−6 m. This
length scale can still be made visible by light microscopes. The size of a sucrose molecule
is again a thousand times smaller than that, around 1 nm = 10−9 m. Objects of this length
scale can be enlarged by an electron microscope. But we want to go smaller. In the next few
1
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Unit SI value of unit
Energy eV 1.602176634 · 10−19J
Mass eVc2 1.782662 · 10
−36kg
Momentum eVc 5.344286 · 10−28
kg m
s
Temperature eVkB 1.160451812 · 10
4K
Time h̄eV 6.582119 · 10−16s
Distance h̄ceV 1.97327 · 10−7m
Table 1.1: Measurements in units of electron volts eV and comparison to SI units. Note that in
natural Planck units (c = h̄ = G = kB = 1) the units of measurements reduce to eV and
eV−1.
orders of magnitude lay the radii of atoms, until one reaches the smallest neutral atom at
around 25 pm = 25 · 10−12 m. We are however not interested in atoms, but in the building
blocks thereof. The length scale we are considering in particle physics is another thousand
times smaller than the atoms themselves, around 1 fm = 10−15 m. Most of what we know
about the laws of physics at these tiny distances is learned from high-energy collisions of
elementary particles.
As one can already guess from these small numbers, in particle physics one does not
generally use SI units such as meters, kilograms and joules. Instead, it is customary to
measure things in electron volts eV. It is defined as the amount of kinetic energy gained by
a single electron accelerating from rest through an electric potential difference of one volt
in vacuum. This unit is not exclusively used to measure energy, one can also express other
measurements in terms of eV. In natural Planck units – where we set the speed of light c,
the reduced Planck constant h̄, the gravitational constant G and the Boltzmann constant kB
equal to 1 – indeed all units are going to be either eV or eV−1. A list of units and conversions
to SI units is given in Table 1.1.
We can see from the table that 1 GeV = 109 eV corresponds to the length scale of roughly
2 · 10−16 m. This means that while eV is the unit of choice, we usually need it at the magnitude
of GeV to express something at the typical distances of particle physics. This is the reason
why particle physics at colliders is also called high-energy physics.
1.2 collider physics : experimental side
Simply speaking1, collision experiments consist of two machines, namely the accelerator
and the detector. The accelerator accelerates a number of particles (such as electrons or
protons) in opposite directions (beams) by a very complicated arrangement of magnetic
and electric fields, such that they can smash together head-on in the center of detectors.
The beams are usually arranged in such a way that particles collide with the equal but
opposite momenta. In the detector, various data such as energy and momentum of particles
is collected. This data is then used to identify what exactly has happened to the particles
that smashed together. While this basic experimental setup has stayed the same for roughly
1 Please note that everything in this introductory chapter is extremely simplified and streamlined to make it
accessible for laymen.
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Figure 1.1: This schematic picture shows the accelerator complex at CERN during the second run
of LHC (2015-2018). Protons that eventually collide in the LHC start in Linac 2 and
get to the main ring via a succession of higher and higher energy accelerators. The
four main experiments ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LHCb are shown. The proton beams
collide with a hadronic center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 13 TeV. From [10].
half a century, the sophistication of the machines and accuracy of the results has improved
tremendously.
1.2.1 Accelerator
Let us first have a look at the accelerator, specifically at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
which produces currently the most energetic particle collisions in the world by colliding
protons with protons. The LHC is located at CERN in the border region of Switzerland
and France, close to Geneva. The two beams are in a pipe, up to 175 m below ground in a
round tunnel with 26.7 km circumference. This makes it the largest machine in the world. A
schematic view is given in Figure 1.1.
Protons that eventually collide in the detectors of LHC start their travels at Linac 2, where
they get accelerated to 50 MeV (∼ 31.4% of the speed of light) before getting injected into
the Proton Synchrotron Booster. In this accelerator, the protons get accelerated to 1.4 GeV
(∼ 91.6%) before entering the Proton Synchrotron where they reach energies of 26 GeV
(∼ 99.94%). At this velocity, the protons enter the Super Proton Synchrotron where they
get further accelerated to 450 GeV (∼ 99.9998%) before they are finally injected into the two
directions of the main ring of the LHC. Here, the protons are accelerated to the incredible
energies of 6.5 TeV (∼ 99.9999990%, just ∼ 3.1 m/s slower than the speed of light!).
To get a feeling for this energy we can compare it to the kinetic energy of macroscopic
objects, using the classical formula T = mv2/2 with the mass m and the velocity v of
said object. Indeed, a common fly of mass m ≈ 10 mg would have to travel at roughly
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Figure 1.2: The left panel shows a montage of the LHC beam pipes with the two beams in
the center going in opposite directions, accelerated and directed by a sophisticated
arrangement of magnets. The right panel shows a small part of the ATLAS detector –
it is simply impossible to obtain a picture of the entire detector. The part depicted here
shows the gap between the main detector and the outer muon spectrometer disk. The
diameter of the cylinder and disk is ∼ 25 m. The beam is fed through the pipe in the
center of the picture to the interaction point. Left panel from [11], right panel from [12].
v ≈ 1.6 km/h to reach the energy of 6.5 TeV. This is less than half the normal walking speed
of humans, which does hardly sound impressive for the world’s largest machine, right?
Wait.
Of course the LHC does not only have one single proton flying in each of the two
directions. The particles end up in 2556 bunches per direction, each bunch containing
1.15 · 1011 protons. Let us now look at two vehicles, namely a motorbike (Harley Davidson
Fat Bob including rider, m ≈ 380 kg) and the current Swiss Army main battle tank (Panzer 87
Leopard WE, m ≈ 56.5 t). Let us compare the energy of the 1.15 · 1011 protons in one bunch
to the kinetic energy of the motorbike. Again using the classical formula of kinetic energy,
one single bunch of protons carries as much energy as a motorbike including its rider
traveling at ∼ 90 km/h. The energy of all protons in the 2556 bunches flying in one direction
is comparable to the kinetic energy of the main battle tank driving at ∼ 375 km/h, which
corresponds roughly to the highest velocity of a Formula 1 car ever measured. Remember
that the total energy of the protons in the LHC is actually equivalent to two such tanks at
that speed, one going in each direction.
1.2.2 Detector
After this short rundown on how the protons get accelerated before the collisions happen,
we will now look at the machine measuring the particles after the collision. We stay in
Switzerland and discuss the largest of the four main detector experiments at the LHC,
namely ATLAS (the acronym standing for A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS).
The interaction point where the two beams collide lies in the center of the huge machine,
which is shaped like a cylinder around the beam pipe. The ATLAS detector has a diameter
of 25 m and a length of 46 m. The machine is built onion-like around the interaction point
with layers upon layers of detectors as depicted in Figure 1.3. These layers can be separated
into multiple sections serving different purposes, and we will now go over them from the
center.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic picture of the ATLAS detector with (1) muon spectrometers, (2) toroid
magnets, (3) solenoid magnet, (4) transition radiation tracker, (5) semi-conductor
tracker, (6) pixel detector, (7) liquid argon calorimeter and (8) tile calorimeter. The
beams enter through the pipe from the left and right and interact at the center.
From [13].
The section closest to the interaction point is fittingly called the Inner Detector. Its radius
starts a few centimeters away from the interaction point and reaches about 1.2 m. It is
surrounded by a solenoid magnet (number 3 in Figure 1.3) creating a magnetic field of 2 T,
which causes charged particles flying away from the interaction point to curve throughout
the Inner Detector due to Lorentz force. By tracking its path, one can therefore make
statements about the charge and the momentum of the particle. The path gets first tracked
by the pixel detector (6) whose first layers are mounted directly on the beam pipe to be
as close to the interaction point as possible. The second type of detectors are the silicon
semi-conductor trackers (5), another sophisticated arrangement of electronic chips to track
the trajectories of the particles. Note that these two kinds of detectors are finely segmented
and close enough to the interaction point that they allow the reconstruction of bottom and
charm quarks that can travel a few mm before decaying, as the trajectories of the decay
products are not traced back to the interaction point (we will see this in Figure 1.4). The
outermost part of the Inner Detector is finally the transition radiation tracker (4), which is a
straw-tube detector that provides additional information on the particle tracks as well as on
the likelihood of the measured particle being an electron. It consists of gas-filled tubes that
give a signal if the contained gas gets ionized.
The second section, starting outside the solenoid magnet surrounding the Inner Detector,
is the Calorimeters which are about 4 m in radius. The energy of the particles (both charged
and neutral) gets absorbed in these layers. There are two kinds of calorimeters to be
found, namely the lead and liquid argon electromagnetic calorimeter (7) that interacts
electromagnetically with the particles and the iron-scintillating hadronic calorimeter (or tile
calorimeter) (8), which absorbs the energy via the strong force.
The only stable particles that travel through the Calorimeters without loosing most (or all)
of their energy are neutrinos and muons. Outside the Calorimeters, the section called the
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Figure 1.4: Event 1452867343 of Run 311071, measured on October 21, 2016, is a candidate for an
event where the two colliding protons generated a tt̄ pair that decayed into b-tagged
jets (yellow cones), one electron of transverse momentum pT = 228 GeV (blue line) and
one muon of pT = 154 GeV (red line). The energies measured by the electromagnetic
calorimeter are shown in green, the deposits in the hadronic calorimeter in yellow. The
bottom left zoom in the left panel presents the view alongside the beam-axis, with
reconstructed trajectories of the measured particles. In the right panel, we look from
the side at the colliding beams. The white blobs represent primary vertices where
hadrons collided, and the azure ones show vertices compatible with the decay of
bottom quarks. From [14].
Muon Spectrometer (1) starts and ranges to the full extent of the detector with its diameter
of roughly 25 m. As the name suggests, this section is all about the tracking of muons. It
also contains the name-giving toroidal magnets (2) which generate a magnetic field of 4 T.
This again curves the trajectories of the muons to allow for a second measurement of their
momenta in addition to the one measured in the Inner Detector.
It is not possible to directly measure neutrinos in a collider. They are the only stable
particles not detectable by the ATLAS detector, and their energy is appropriately called
missing energy. It is literally the energy missing, when one sums over the energies of the
final state particles and compares this to the energy of the colliding particles.
There is one additional major difficulty in the analysis of collider experiments that can
not be stressed enough. Particle detectors are only able to detect stable particles, and they
will never get a signal from short-lived or confined elementary particles. More specifically,
they can only measure photons, electrons, muons and hadrons. Other particles, like the
tau leptons, can not be detected because they will already have decayed into various other
particles before the chance to measure them occurred. Also quarks and gluons can not be
detected; due to color confinement these elementary particles can not appear isolated. They
are forming hadrons, either baryons (consisting of three quarks) or mesons (consisting of
one quark and one anti-quark). Let me again emphasize the fact that photons, electrons and
muons are the only elementary particles measured in a direct way and that all measurements
on the strong force are done by detecting composite particles.
In Figure 1.4 we can see the result of the analysis of a collision measured by ATLAS. It
is a candidate for an event where the protons collided and a top quark and anti-quark (a
tt̄ pair) was produced at the left-most white blob in the right panel. As the top quark has
a very short life-time, it decayed into a bottom quark and a W+-boson. The bottom quark
survived for a little while and then decayed into various other particles (at the cyan blobs
in the right panel) and the W+-boson became a lepton and a neutrino. As the same thing
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happened to the top anti-quark, two leptons (red and blue line) and two bottom-tagged jets
(yellow cones) were measured.
Even though the elementary quanta of the strong force can not be measured directly, they
can be reconstructed with high accuracy from the detected hadronic jets, regions where a
lot of hadronic energy was measured close together. Due to momentum conservation, it is
logical to assume that the summed momentum of the particles in each of the two jets is
approximately equal to the momentum of the bottom quarks. The very difficult procedure
of inferring the fundamental process from analyzing the positions, energies and constituents
of the measured particles is called event reconstruction.
At least one additional complication arises, visible in Figure 1.4 as the white blobs. As
we have seen, the hadrons in the beam do not come one-by-one but in bunches of many. In
the case of the LHC, the hadrons collide in bunches of 1.15 · 1011 protons each. Generally,
one does not expect to have only one proton-proton pair of each bunch interacting. In
fact, at Run 2 of the LHC there are about 140 hadron pairs interacting in each collision
of the bunches. These interactions of multiple hadrons in the same bunches is called the
pile-up. While theoretically also occurring in lepton colliders, the probability of the leptons
to interact with each other is small enough to experience almost no pile-up.
1.2.3 Cross sections
Let us have a look at what one can learn by such experiments as discussed above. One might
be surprised that one can learn something about nature from collisions in the first place. As
an everyday example, there is nothing much to be learned from smashing two billiard balls
together, as the outcome is predetermined from the initial conditions, specifically by the two
momenta with which they will collide. Also the more sophisticated and more closely related
experiment of two motorbikes colliding head-on, both at ∼ 90 km/h, will hardly lead us to
a better understanding of motorbikes. But at the small length scales and the high energies
of the accelerated particles, quantum effects are not only relevant but dominant. Therefore,
anything the detector eventually measures, is fundamentally related to probabilities. In
the context of particle physics, the probability that a specific processes will happen in the
collision of two particles is encoded in the quantity called the cross section, denoted by σ.
Let me first point out that the interaction happens between elementary particles. This
is obvious for lepton colliders, where the beams consist of elementary particles anyway.
However, this also applies on colliding hadrons. In a pp collision at ATLAS for example it is
not the protons themselves that interact but their constituents (quarks and gluons).
We consider the collision of two particle beams A and B smashing together at net
momentum zero. We choose the beams to be aligned with the z-axis pA = (E, 0, 0, E) and
pB = (E, 0, 0,−E) such that a collision happens with a center-of-mass energy of Ecm = 2E
(or Mandelstam variable s = (pA + pB)2 = E2cm = 4E2). Note that in hadronic beams one
usually denotes the partonic center-of-mass energy – the actual energy of the interaction
between the elementary particles – as
√
ŝ to distinguish it from the beam energy
√
s. The
number of particles in one bunch of each beam is NA and NB. The cross section of a certain
outcome is then given by
σ =
(Number of events with certain outcome)
NANB
A , (1.1)
where A is the beams’ cross-sectional area and does also contain information on resolution
and blind spots of the detector.
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As we have already discussed, a particle accelerator does not only accelerate one bunch
of particles at a time, but collisions happen at a frequency of f times per second, such that
the number of events of a certain outcome per second in a detector is given by
R = L σ = f
NANB
A σ , (1.2)
where L stands for the instantaneous luminosity of the accelerator.
To calculate a specific cross section, one needs to reconstruct the events and classify each
of them by testing, whether it fulfills the conditions of a certain observable. This leads
to the rate R, which after division by the luminosity L gives the cross section σ of the
specific observable under consideration. This number can then be compared to theoretical
predictions made for a certain center-of-mass energy corresponding to
√
s.
The observables that one can extract from experiments are manifold. Probably the most
intuitive one would be the total cross section which is the probability that anything happens
when smashing the particles together. In this case the "certain outcome" corresponds to "any
outcome other than beams passing through each other". Other possible observables are for
example the cross section of photon production (events that, after reconstruction, contain a
photon of at least a given energy without hadronic particles close by) or the cross section to
measure no hadronic jets at all in a certain region of the collider.
The level of precision at which experimentalists are able to extract the cross sections of
various observables at the LHC is remarkable. Now we have to try to understand these
results from the theoretical side.
1.3 collider physics : theoretical side
While it is impossible to prove a theory, one can confirm or refute it according to measure-
ments. And even if a theory might approximate experimental results in some regime, it
must not contain the whole truth (and so far, no theory does and most likely never will).
Newtonian mechanics for example works very well in everyday life for slow-moving large
objects that are not too massive but breaks down for small objects (where quantum effects
become important), high velocities (leading to the theory of special relativity) or when
masses become large (leading to the theory of general relativity). Therefore, once one has
found a suitable theory to describe some experiments, one needs to further test in which
regime this theory holds.
1.3.1 Standard Model of particle physics
A tremendous success in theoretical particle physics was (and is) the development of the
Standard Model of particle physics (SM). It contains three of the four fundamental forces,
namely the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions, leaving out only the gravitational
force. The SM describes the known and experimentally observed elementary particles
amazingly well.
The SM Lagrangian is given in Figure 1.5. In this form, it looks like a tiny back-of-the-
envelope kind of formula. However, if one goes into the details and actually explains all
terms, it turns out to not be that simple. I refer the interested reader to [4] and [5].
Predictions calculated using the SM are confirmed time and time again. While some light
deviations provide fertile breeding ground for speculations about various expansions of the
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Figure 1.5: A famous formula, to be found on many physicists blackboards and desks: the La-
grangian of the Standard Model of particle physics. From [15].
SM, experimental measurements have so far not found any critically statistical significant
deviation thereof. The SM is indeed so successful that new physics is the terminology used
for particle physics that is not explained by it.
However triumphant the SM may be, its predictions are expected to break down at
high enough energies not yet reached by any experimental setup. But even if experiments
found any deviations from the SM, the theory would not be rendered invalid but merely
incomplete. Indeed, the incompleteness of the SM is well known, as it does not even try to
explain gravitation, dark matter or dark energy.
1.3.2 Calculation of cross sections
Let us look at how one derives theoretical predictions of cross sections as measured in
experiments. As we have seen in Section 1.2, a collision consists of two initial particles A
and B that become N final state particles. The cross section of such a 2→ N scattering is


































pA + pB −∑ pi
)
, (1.4)
where pA and pB denote the momenta of the colliding particles and pi the N on-shell
momenta of the final state over which we integrate. The matrix element (or scattering
amplitude)MAB→N(pA, pB, ΦN) contains the whole information of the exact process that
happens in the scattering, everything else in (1.3) is kinematics.
As already pointed out, interactions happen between elementary particles. This means




αs(MZ) = 0.1181± 0.0011 [GeV]
Figure 1.6: Running strong coupling αs(µ). Adapted from [16].
hadrons. Therefore, the cross section of a scattering process with two incoming hadrons and










fa/h1(xa, µF) fb/h2(xb, µF)
∫
dΦN |Mab→N(ΦN , µF, µR)|2 . (1.5)
The Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) fp/h(x, µ) can be interpreted as probabilities to
find the parton p in hadron h. Note that the PDFs depend on x, which is the fraction of
light-cone momentum p has in respect to h. So the partonic center-of-mass energy, which





We have also two scales appearing in the hadron collider master formula (1.5), namely the
factorization scale µF and the renormalization scale µR.
The PDFs provide the very nontrivial link between the incoming hadrons and the elemen-
tary particles that scatter. If we have two beams delivering protons p as in the LHC, one
might expect to have them both having the PDFs











while all other PDFs are zero. This would mean that each proton consists of two up quarks
u and one down quark d and each of those elementary particles would be carrying x = 1/3
of the full energy of the hadron. However, things are much more complicated in reality. First
of all, already the quarks in the classical picture need to stick together somehow, therefore
gluons need to be present. And we should remember that in QFT, particles get produced
and annihilated all the time. In particular, it is possible to observe additional quarks not
present in the naive picture of the proton. These so-called sea partons can also become the
interacting partons. It is not possible to calculate the PDFs theoretically and one has to resort






Figure 1.7: Leading-order (or tree-level) Feynman diagrams of muon pair production at an electron-
positron collider e+e− → µ+µ−.
to experimental methods to extract them. We will come back to a more thorough discussion
of the PDFs in Section 1.3.4.
Let us also talk about the scales µR and µF. The strong coupling αs(µ) is scale dependent,
see Figure 1.6. The renormalization scale µR corresponds to the scale at which the parameter
αs(µ) gets evaluated for the specific process. The factorization scale µF represents the scale
at which the PDFs get determined. It is customary to find a characteristic scale µ of the
considered process (either given by the mass of some intermediate particle or some function
of the final-state momenta) and then use µF = µR = µ as the default scales. Both the
factorization scale and the renormalization scale gets then usually varied by a factor of two
up and down to estimate the theoretical uncertainties.
The partonic matrix elementMab→N(ΦN , µF, µR) in the hadron collider master formula
(1.5) serves exactly the same purpose as in the lepton collider master formula; it contains all
the information on how the partons a and b become the N particles after the scattering.
We will now dive into the calculation of cross sections at lepton colliders and discuss the
production of each of the experimentally measurable particles. After the mechanisms are
clear, we will revisit the hadron collider.
1.3.3 Lepton colliders
As we have seen in Section 1.2, detectors can measure photons, leptons (electrons and
muons) and hadrons. Considering an electron-positron collider, the scattering lepton pair
may annihilate into a photon or a Z-boson. This vector boson however can not be a "real"
one, meaning that it can not be measured by the detector as it will have to decay (due to
momentum conservation) and is therefore called intermediate (or messenger/virtual) particle.
It can decay into a lepton or quark pair.
1.3.3.1 Lepton production
Let us first focus on lepton pair production. This process at leading order is shown diagram-
matically in Figure 1.7. First let me point out that the initial electron-positron pair could
emit more than one particle. Each of these particles might be an intermediate or a real one.
Real emissions of the kind depicted in Figure 1.9 would be called initial state radiation (ISR),
which we will come back to later. If it were an intermediate one, it could either connect to
another leptonic leg in the diagram, see Figure 1.8, or decay into other particle pairs. Also
the lepton pair on the right hand side of the diagram, the one into which the intermediate
particle decays, can radiate additional particles, both real and intermediate (see Figures
1.8 and 1.10). These kinds of real emissions would then be called final state radiation (FSR),
which we will come back to later.
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Figure 1.8: Feynman diagrams for the virtual corrections at next-to-leading order (one loop) to
the process e+e− → µ+µ−. The sum of those diagrams yields σ(1)e+e−→2.
Note that each additional node in a diagram comes with a factor of e in the matrix element.
In the case of an additional intermediate particle, there are always two nodes per connecting
line, forming a so-called loop. In the case of a real emission correction, this factor will appear
twice in the cross section due to the matrix element getting squared, see (1.3). For this reason
we can say that both the real and virtual corrections come with a factor of α = e2/4π each.
Just as we have seen for the strong coupling, the electromagnetic coupling also depends
on the energy scale at which we evaluate it, but for our purposes it suffices to treat it as
the fine-structure constant α ≈ 1/137. This means that any cross section with an additional
electromagnetic radiation or a loop correction is suppressed by a factor of 1/137. One
speaks of the diagrams displayed in Figure 1.7 with no additional α-suppressed terms as
the leading-order contribution (LO), and the calculation of diagrams with such corrections
as higher-order contributions. What one traditionally does in theoretical particle physics is
calculate the cross sections order-by-order in α
LO: σ = c(0) +O (α) ,










where NLO stands for next-to-leading order, NNLO for next-to-next-to-leading order and so on.
The coefficients c(i) are independent of the coupling constant. Note that if we introduce the
strong force, this expansion is not only done in α but also in αs.





















+ . . . , (1.9)
where the number in the upper index stands for the order of additional couplings α
compared to the leading-order diagrams, corresponding to the number of loops plus the
number of additional real emissions. Note that while individual cross sections σ(j)e+e−→i may
suffer from divergences, the sum inside the brackets is always going to give a finite value. To
derive the cross section at NLO, for example, we have to calculate the diagrams of Figures 1.9
and 1.10, both contributing to σ(1)e+e−→3. These diagrams are all infrared (IR) divergent, which
means that they become singular for photons at low energy. To cancel these divergences,
we need to add all the one-loop diagrams with two final state particles σ(1)e+e−→2, depicted in
Figure 1.9.
Let us assume that an experiment at an electron-positron collider measured a muon pair
µ+µ− (among N− 2 other particles) in the final state. We want to calculate the leading-order
contribution with a photon γ as the messenger particle. The full matrix element obtained by
evaluating the Feynman diagram in Figure 1.7 reads
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with the spinors u and v for particles and anti-particles, Dirac matrices γ and the momentum







For the sake of simplicity I do not want to get too deep into the details and refer the
reader to Section 13.3 of [5] for the explicit derivation. However, I want to point out that
we need to average over the polarizations of the incoming particles as electron-positron
colliders usually do not polarize the beams. Also, most detectors are unable to measure the
spin of the registered particles. Therefore we need to sum over the spins of the final state
particles. So we need to replace the squared matrix element in (1.3) by the squared matrix
element summed over the spins (final states) and polarizations (initial states) divided by a
factor of four (averaging polarizations). After going into the high-energy limit by setting the
masses of the leptons to zero me = mµ = 0, which we are allowed to do since the kinetic
energies of the particles are much higher than their masses, we have∣∣Me+e−→γ→µ+µ− ∣∣2 → 14 ∑spins
∣∣Me+e−→γ→µ+µ− ∣∣2 = 2e4s2 (t2 + u2) , (1.11)
with Mandelstam variables
s = (pe− + pe+)2 = (pµ− + pµ+)2 , (1.12)
t = (pe− − pµ−)2 = (pe+ − pµ+)2 , (1.13)
u = (pe− − pµ+)2 = (pe+ − pµ−)2 . (1.14)
Energy-momentum conservation in (1.4) eliminates four of the six integrations and as we
have a fixed total energy
√
s = ECM, one additional degree of freedom is lost. Therefore, we
can express the e+e− → 2 scattering in only one variable and one usually chooses this to be
the scattering angle (angle θ between the incoming electron and the outgoing muon). After















To get the full leading-order cross section of σe+e−→µ+µ− , one would also have to calculate
the diagram with the Z-boson as the messenger particle. To streamline this introductory
chapter, I will not discuss this here and refer the interested reader to Section 2.1.3. of [3].
Note that if we want to extend the calculations to include higher-order corrections, any
additional order comes with a much higher complexity as one has to include many more
diagrams per order. As we have seen, already the NLO corrections come with nine diagrams,
each of which is much more involved to calculate than the LO one.
1.3.3.2 Photon production via Initial State Radiation
Now let us go back to the discussion of ISR as depicted in Figure 1.9. This is one of the
leading-order possibilities to have a photon detected in a lepton collision. As we have
pointed out before, such emissions come suppressed by a factor of α ∼ 1/137. However,
such matrix elements also come with an internal electron propagator. Assuming that it is the
electron that emits the photon, corresponding to the left panel of Figure 1.9, the momentum












Figure 1.9: Feynman diagrams contributing to the process e+e− → µ+µ−γ via initial state radia-
tion (ISR).
This factor obviously blows up, if pe− · pγ → 0. There are two possibilities how this can
occur. Firstly, we can encounter a soft singularity, which happens if the energy of the
photon becomes very small, and secondly, a collinear singularity may occur, meaning that
the momenta of the incoming electron and the outgoing photon are roughly in the same
direction. This means that especially in these two regions, where the photon is soft or
emitted in a collinear fashion, the suppression by α ∼ 1/137 becomes meaningless. Of
course, this goes doubly for the photons which are soft and collinear at the same time. The
importance of these soft and collinear regions can not be overstated. Indeed, in Chapter 2
we will build an entire effective field theory around them.
In the case of ISR and remembering the experimental setup, it may seem like the above-
mentioned problems are of theoretical nature only. For a) it is not possible to detect the
photons carrying a very small amount of energy in the calorimeters (as they are drowned
in the noise) and b) it is not possible to have a detecting panel in the exact direction of
the beam. This means that theoretical calculations of ISR in the experimentally measurable
regime are automatically finite.
We can for example always apply a hard cutoff on the energy at the lower end of the
phase space integral (1.4), essentially accounting for point a) above. The cost we have is
a logarithm of this cutoff entering the calculation. Note that with the imposed cutoff, we
evaluate the cross section of the muon pair with an additional real photon of at least the
cutoff’s energy. Without such a cutoff, we have an IR divergence that cancels against the
virtual corrections at NLO, as already discussed above.
Point b) from above, the collinear emission pattern, must be accounted for. While we can
not measure such photons, they still get produced and take away some energy from the
electron. Intuitively, this problem gets solved by introducing a splitting amplitude that splits
the incoming electron beam into an electron of energy x
√
s/2 = (1− z)
√
s/2 and a photon
of energy z
√
s/2 = (1− x)
√
s/2. The electron at lower energy then still annihilates with the
positron to create other leptons. This branching off of a photon from the electron is very
similar to the hadron PDFs we already met. After detailed analysis, one finds the differential






















(x + dx)s/2 and dσ(0)e+e−→γ→µ+µ−(xs) is the leading-order cross section
of muon pair production with reduced Mandelstam variable s→ xs. To perform the above
computation, one has to introduce a factorization scale µ. Its interpretation will be discussed
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below. The derivation of this formula may be found in Section 2.2 of [3] and in more detail
in Section 17.5 of [4].
Note that (1.18) as it stands does not reflect the full electron probability. One also needs to
include a factor proportional to δ(1− x), accounting for the leading-order case where no
photon gets emitted.
Naturally, if we observe a PDF-like function that gives the probability to find an electron
in the electron beam, there is also a probability to encounter a photon. This probability
function to find a photon of energy between zE and (z + dz)E is given at leading order by
fγ(z) = fe(1− z) . (1.19)
As the entire discussion of the electron beam splitting into an electron and a photon also
applies on the positron beam (see right panel of Figure 1.9), this leads to the observation of
γ-e±-scattering and even γ-γ-scattering in lepton colliders.
Probably the most interesting part of (1.18) is the logarithm of µ/me. The factorization
scale µ is related to the minimal amount of transverse momentum pT =
√
p2x + p2y relative
to the beam (z-axis) a particle must have to get measured by the detector and not to get lost
in the beam. A photon which has less transverse momentum pT < µ is undetectable and
must be treated as if it belongs to the beam itself. The logarithm comes from the integral
of the photon over the unobservable phase space region pT < µ. It should not come as a
surprise that ISR depends on the sensitivity of detectors, and indeed if one saw all radiation
µ = me, we would recreate the naive picture with
f (0)e (x) = δ(1− x) and f (0)γ (z) = 0 , (1.20)
corresponding to an electron-only beam. We see that photons of ISR that are radiated close
to the beam are in fact not simply reduced by a factor of α as expected, but also enhanced by
a factor of ln(µ/me). If µ is far away from me, this second factor may very well be of order
∼ 1/α and the cross section with an emitted photon can become of the same size as the
cross section without. Therefore, the expansion in terms of α as shown in (1.8) breaks down
and to obtain accurate predictions for lepton pair production, we need to treat the terms
proportional to (α/π)m lnm(µ/me) for arbitrary m as of the same order as the LO term. This




































where L is the large logarithm ln(µ/me) and LL stands for leading logarithmic accuracy. The
inclusion of these infinite sums of logarithmically enhanced terms is called resummation.
In the case of ISR at lepton colliders this problem is solvable, as the distribution functions
fe and fγ obey a system of differential equations, known as the Gribov-Lipatov equations














































































δ(1− z) , Pe→γ(z) =
1 + (1− z)2
z
, (1.25)
Pγ→e(z) = z2 + (1− z)2 , Pγ→γ(z) = −
2
3
δ(1− z) . (1.26)








1− z , (1.27)
such that 1/(1− z)+ = 1/(1− z) for z 6= 1 to regulate the denominator. Using the Gribov-
Lipatov equations and the starting conditions at µ = me reading
fe−(x, µ = me) = δ(1− x) and fe+(x, µ = me) = fγ(x, µ = me) = 0 , (1.28)
we can calculate the distribution functions. The physical meaning of the Gribov-Lipatov
functions is that if we shift µ→ µ+ δµ, the previously detectable photons of pT ∈ [µ, µ + δµ]
become invisible (part of the beam) and therefore included in fγ. The electron beam at
µ > me consists of electrons, photons and positrons and if the energy of one of the leptonic
partons becomes xE, it can emit an ISR photon of energy xE and transverse momentum
pT ∈ [µ, µ + δµ]. The Gribov-Lipatov equations are constructed in such a way that both the
net electron constituent and the total momentum of the physical electron are conserved∫ 1
0
dx ( fe− (x, µ)− fe+ (x, µ)) = 1 and
∫ 1
0
dx x ( fe− (x, µ) + fe+ (x, µ) + fγ (x, µ)) = 1 .
(1.29)
The constituents of the positron beam are exactly the same, as are the Gribov-Lipatov
equations. One simply needs to replace the electron-beam initial conditions (1.28) with its
positron-beam counterpart, obtained by fe−(x, µ = me)↔ fe+(x, µ = me).
1.3.3.3 Photon production via Final State Radiation
Now we want to turn our attention to the other side of the diagrams and look at photons
emitted from the muons via FSR. The diagrams are given in Figure 1.10. FSR can be treated
analogous to ISR. However, there is one major difference, namely that photons collinear to
the muons can be detected (while soft ones still go unobserved if Eγ < Emin).
If we write down the matrix element of the diagrams in Figure 1.10 and integrate over the



























Figure 1.10: Feynman diagrams contributing to the process e+e− → µ+µ−γ via final-state radia-
tion (FSR).
Of special interest are the two logarithms appearing, where ln(Q2/E2iso) comes from the soft
region and ln(Q2/m2µ) from the collinear one. We emphasize that above result is only given
at LL, which in this case comes enhanced by the two logarithms. The single-logarithmic and
constant parts are omitted. The product of these two logarithms is known as the Sudakov
double logarithm. Sudakov has first discovered these kind of logarithms in the calculation of
the quantum electrodynamic vertex function and his findings were translated and published
in [17].
1.3.3.4 Hadron production
Let us now discuss, how one can calculate the hadrons eventually measured in a detector.
As we have already pointed out multiple times, the theoretical calculations of scattering
processes are based on elementary particles. Quarks and gluons, in terms of which the
perturbative expansion is formulated, can however not be measured by detectors, as they are
not color-neutral. As we have seen in Figure 1.4, the measured jets allow for a reconstruction
of the elementary particles created at the interaction point. From the theoretical side, we
therefore first have to calculate the cross section of producing quarks and gluons, and
then apply a mechanism that eventually turns them into hadrons. This procedure is called
hadronization. It is non-perturbative and very complicated to study. As all existing approaches
rely on phenomenological models, it is complex to quantify their accuracy.
Some observables however do not depend on the hadronization. For example, the total
cross section of creating hadrons in an electron-positron collider is given by
σe+e−→hadrons = σe+e−→partons · P(partons→ hadrons ) . (1.31)
We can then use the probability P(partons→ hadrons ) = 1, as the partons have to become
hadrons somehow. Of course this is an intuitive, rather naive picture but it turns out to
be correct in the high-energy limit. In Section 18.4 of [4] one may find a more rigorous
approach, leading to the same result up to corrections of order Λ4QCD/Q
4.
This lets us start by looking at the creation of partons from an electron-positron annihila-
tion and worry about hadronization later. At leading order, we encounter the same diagrams
as we had in lepton pair production, depicted in Figure 1.7 with µ− → q and µ+ → q̄. Also
the calculation is the same, except that we have a factor of ieQq in the matrix element for
the vertex between the quarks and messenger photon instead of −ie, where Qq is the charge
of the quark. Therefore, the LO cross section to measure any hadrons reads











The factor of 3 comes from the three possible color charges and the sum over q goes over all
quarks that can be created in the collider running at the respective energy. For example, no
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calculation of this cross section had to include the top quark, as the production threshold of
a tt̄ pair has not been reached so far by any lepton collider.
Measurements of the dimensionless ratio of the cross sections of the total hadronic





have confirmed that the parton model provides an accurate picture. In these measurements
one can observe a step-like increase of R whenever the center-of-mass energy
√
s reaches
new production thresholds. As the top pair production threshold has never been reached in













= 3.67 . (1.34)
The messenger particle of the interaction at energies far below the Z-mass is usually a
photon, but the total ratio Rhad should also include the ratio of the diagrams involving a
Z-boson as the messenger particle. For an electron-positron collider with its center-of-mass
energy close to the Z-mass, the R-ratio at leading order in αs is obtained as
Rhad = 20.09 . (1.35)
This observable was measured very precisely and the experimental results are only ∼ 3.5%
higher, a difference that decreases further once we include loop corrections to the theoretical
calculations.
Let us now come back to the procedure of hadronization which is usually modeled using
Monte Carlo techniques. The two most common schemes are string fragmentation and cluster
fragmentation. In both approaches there are many free parameters which need to be adjusted
(tuned) to measured data.
The string fragmentation method gets its name from the idea of color strings. When
looking at the qq̄ pair created at LO in a lepton collider, one can say that the two partons
form a color string (as together, they need to be color-neutral). As these primary quarks
are flying in opposite directions due to momentum conservation, they can not form a
bound state with each other, because their invariant mass is much larger than the binding
energy
√
s  ΛQCD ∼ 200 MeV. This is where string fragmentation comes in – one takes
this color string and breaks it in half by spontaneously creating a secondary quark and
anti-quark, transforming the original color string between the primary quarks into two new
color strings, each connecting a primary and a secondary quark. These color strings are
fragmented again and again, until the invariant mass of the string is ∼ 1 GeV, and these
strings are then forming the mesons. A similar but more involved method can be used to
formulate the creation of baryons. As already pointed out, there are many free parameters
such as string tension, breaking point, momentum distribution of the secondary quark pairs,
and so on. This method is for example used in the parton shower code PYTHIA.
The cluster fragmentation model works similarly to splitting functions. Basically, one
assumes the two quarks created at the interaction to emit gluons, and these gluons are again
emitting other gluons and/or decay into a qq̄ pair. One then recombines the hadrons by
looking at the color information of the particles that end up close to each other. This method
is for example used in the parton shower code HERWIG.
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We need to remember that the main part of the collision energy gets carried away by
the initial qq̄ pair. Hadronization merely smears out these directions, creating a jet around
each of them. To compare theoretical calculations to experiments, it is often good enough to
treat the center of a measured jet as the direction of an elementary particle produced at the
interaction point. The sum of all the measured hadronic momenta in the jet is approximately
equal to the momentum of the quark which initiated the jet, as all those measured hadronic
particles observed in a jet are assumed to come from the same initial elementary particle.
Hadronization can be thought of as the theoretical counterpart to event reconstruction, but
it works the other way around. Instead of measuring a jet and reconstructing its origin, we
know the particle that became the mother of all the hadronic partons ending in the jet.
It should be obvious to the reader that in terms of photon production from ISR or FSR it
does not matter whether we have a lepton pair or quark pair in the final state. However, in a
quark pair we observe an additional type of FSR, namely gluons emitted from the q or q̄. At
O(αs), where we have a quark pair and a gluon in the final state σe+e−→qgq̄, we can measure
three hadronic jets if the gluon was emitted at a large angle in respect to the quark pair.
A very important tool to calculate the transition from a parton created at the interaction
point to a measured hadron are the already mentioned parton showers. They are a collection
of Monte Carlo simulations which take a final state parton as calculated using perturbative
theory and turn it into detectable hadrons. However, the only part reliably calculable is
parton branching, which can be computed perturbatively using resummation methods. The
rest is non-perturbative and therefore needs to be extracted from experimental data and
comes with significant uncertainties.
1.3.4 Hadron colliders
Now we want to look at a hadron collider with two proton beams such as the LHC.
In general, the same procedures apply that we already discussed for the lepton collider.
However, as we have already seen in the master formula for hadron colliders (1.5), hadrons
consist of multiple partons which renders the calculation of cross sections much more
complicated.
This brings a multitude of difficulties, one of them being that the interacting particles do





x1x2s, where xi is the fraction of the proton momenta carried
by the parton from beam i =∈ {1, 2}. In general we have x1 6= x2, which means that
the center-of-mass frame of the interacting partons is not equal to the lab frame, where
the hadronic center of mass lies. The two systems are in fact moving with a relative
velocity of β = x1−x2x1+x2 . As these fractions differ for each measured event, they need to be
reconstructed from the measured particles. This is only possible up to a certain degree,
as most events include invisible particles such as neutrinos. These kinds of kinematic
uncertainties complicate the analysis of hadron collider results.
1.3.4.1 Parton Distribution Functions
To decide which partons in the hadrons are the interacting ones, we can use the PDFs
fp/h(x, µ). We already encountered those in the master formula (1.5), but postponed the
proper treatment. In the meanwhile, we met the splitting functions of the lepton beams and
are now perfectly well equipped to tackle the PDFs.
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PDFs are partly fulfilling the same purpose as ISR in lepton colliders, as they also account
for radiation too close to the beam to be detected. In addition, they also account for the
probability of having additional sea partons in the hadron. The set of evolution equations to
account for the parton distributions in QCD (the analogue of the Gribov-Lipatov equations)
















































































































where n f is the number of quark flavors with mq  µ, with µ again standing for the
factorization scale. The meaning of this scale is that particles with transverse momenta
pT < µ belong to the beams and are included in the PDFs, while particles with pT > µ are
accounted for in the computation of the matrix elements. Of course, the physical observable
is not going to depend on this scale.
While these functions are qualitatively very similar to the Gribov-Lipatov treatment of
ISR photons, the main difference and complication is to find reasonable starting conditions
similar to (1.28). In QED, we were able to assume that if all ISR photons were observed, we
would have a clean, electron-only beam. As we have hadrons consisting of many partons,
this assumption is not valid anymore and the probability to find one specific parton in
the hadron is not calculable. To extract the PDFs, one therefore has to perform a fit to
some experimental observables. Once this is done, we can use the PDFs to predict other
observables, as they are reaction-independent and only depending on x.
To be of use when determining PDFs, observables need to check three criteria. Firstly,
they need to be sensitive to as many PDFs as possible with a broad spectrum of x values
(the µ-dependence can then be computed via the Altarelli-Parisi equations). Secondly, one
needs to have access on accurate calculations at the parton level, preferably to NNLO in αs.
Thirdly, the contamination from new physics should be negligible and only data at energies
far below the SM breaks down should be included in the fitting procedure.
As one can see in Figure 1.11 where we plot x · f (x, µ2) for µ2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and
µ2 = 104 GeV2 (right), the naive picture we painted in (1.7) of the proton consisting of two
u and one d quark, each having x ∼ 1/3, is somehow still visible. However, we can find
many more partons in the proton than these two kinds; especially at low x . 0.1. Note that
PDFs are only describing the distribution of momentum, not that of electric charge (which
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Figure 1.11: Proton PDFs at µ2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and µ2 = 104 GeV2 (right). On the x-axis the
fraction of the hadronic energy x carried by the respective particle, on the y-axis
x · f (x, µ2), the PDF f multiplied by x (in the case of the gluon, the PDF is divided by
a factor of 10). Note that the full PDF of i = {u, d} is the sum of the valence quark
PDFs fiv and sea quarks f ī. From [16].
is carried entirely by the valence quarks u and d). Gluons experience a similar enhancement
in the soft and collinear region as the photons in ISR at lepton colliders. They are in fact
highly dominating the region of very low x, as their PDFs are even reduced by a factor of
10 in the plots of Figure 1.11. One can also see the presence of sea quarks other than u and
d in the protons, again of higher relevance at small x. This can be explained by their origin,
which is gluon splitting. The quark PDFs are all at the same order of magnitude at small x
(note that the full PDFs for the u and d quarks are the sum of the valence quark PDFs and
the sea quark PDFs), while the masses of the b, c and s reduce the respective PDFs. What
should bother us at least a little bit is the size of the error bars. We can still vary the PDFs
in these regions without spoiling the consistency of the data the PDFs were fitted on. This
illustrates that we only achieve limited precision in our calculations, in particular for the
strong force. Note that part of this uncertainty stems from experimental errors.
1.3.4.2 Hard interactions, secondary interactions and underlying event
As we have seen, theoretical predictions of the outcomes of collisions between two partons
are produced in an order-by-order-fashion in the electromagnetic coupling α and the strong
coupling αs by evaluating the master formula (1.5) for each nonzero PDF. However, this
so-called hard interaction is not the only origin of measured particles, and a large amount
of the physics happening at colliders can only be modeled by parton showers. In Figure 1.12
we have a look at a schematic depiction of a hadron collision as simulated by multi-purpose
parton showers. We can see that much more is happening than just the hard interaction (the
big red blob in the center of the picture).
The smaller red dots represent the decay of the very energetic partons created at the hard
interaction. This part might still be treated in a perturbative fashion and included in the
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Figure 1.12: Schematic depiction of a hadron collision as simulated by multi-purpose parton
showers. Hadrons are coming in from left and right (green ovals roughly at the
center). The hard interaction happens at the red blob in the center of the picture with
two gluons of the partons fusing to two quarks and a higgs. These partons radiate off
some energy via FSR in the form of gluons (depicted in blue) before decaying into
other particles (smaller red dots). The particles created here will loose some more
energy due to FSR before eventually hadronizing into color-neutral particles that
will be measured (green blobs). The two red lines on the right that are measured
by the detector are leptons, the yellow wiggly lines are photons, also observed in
the detector. Depicted below the blob of the hard interaction are two things, namely
the ISR in blue, which also hadronizes and becomes color neutral, and in purple the
underlying event. Adapted from [1].
calculation of the hard interaction in the form of an NLO matrix element. This becomes
obviously much more involved with every added node.
Depicted in blue, we observe ISR and FSR which was already discussed in detail for the
case of a lepton collider. Anything we discussed above also applies on hadron colliders,
in particular the logarithmic enhancements. However, this kind of radiation is even more
prominent at hadron colliders as the strong coupling αs is about ten times larger than the
electromagnetic coupling α. Also note that the emitted gluons can radiate off additional
gluons, each with collinear and soft enhancements.
In the discussion of the lepton collider, we have also touched on hadronization effects. The
color-neutral hadrons arising after hadronization are depicted as the green blobs in Figure
1.12. Note that the first few generations of the produced hadrons are likely too energetic
and therefore unstable. They will decay further into stable hadrons, leptons (with neutrinos)
and photons, which are then measured by the detector.
A feature occurring in hadron colliders which is absent in lepton colliders, is the so-
called underlying event, colored purple in Figure 1.12. PDFs do not take into account
the interaction of more than one parton per hadron, the left-over partons may very well
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interact with each other as well. These multi-parton interactions can not be calculated in a
perturbative way and need to be modeled. Luckily, even simple models seem to be sufficient
and agree well with data, suggesting that the underlying event can be treated as a correction
to the simple picture of the hard interaction.
When discussing the underlying event, it is also worth to point out that the initial hadrons
need to recombine into a color-neutral state as well, after "loosing" a parton each to the hard
interaction. This happens via ISR of the remaining partons and underlying events.
With PDFs, ISR, FSR, underlying event, hadronization and even decays of the produced
hadrons, the possibilities of theoretical calculations are very limited. Except for the hard
interactions, nothing can be treated perturbatively in a reliable fashion, and also the hard
interaction is still suffering from uncertainties in the PDFs. ISR and FSR both feature
logarithmically enhanced terms and we need to resort to resummation. The underlying
event and hadronization needs to get simulated by parton showers, again coming with
uncertainties that – depending on the observable – can be quite significant. One could
summarize that the challenges of theoretical computations are at least as big and difficult as
the ones discovered on the experimental side.
1.4 effective theories
One method to reduce the complexity of calculations in collider processes is the application
of Effective Field Theories (EFTs).
The intuitive idea behind effective theories is simple. Its main statement is that one can
calculate something without knowing every detail. Experts in applying effective methods
are for example architects and construction workers. They are fully capable to design and
construct buildings, roads and bridges without knowing anything about General Relativity
or Quantum Theory, but rely mainly on Newton’s laws of mechanics. In a macroscopic
undertaking such as the construction of a building, the detailed short-distance interactions
among elementary particles are simply irrelevant. In this context, Newton’s laws are an
effective theory which gives equivalent results (up to the relevant precision) to the ones
obtained by the theory of General Relativity in the case of a static gravitational field and
the limit of slow-moving objects (slow if compared to the speed of light). Furthermore,
Newton’s laws also reproduce the physics of Quantum Mechanics up to some precision.
The treatment of field theories using effective theories appears natural as well. How to
implement them in a mathematically consistent way is however not always straightforward.
As an example, let us look at a relatively simple and well-known EFT, namely the
multipole expansion in electrostatics. This is obviously not very closely related to collider
physics, but acts as an excellent illustrative example.














Yml (Ω) , (1.43)
where Yml (Ω) are the standard spherical harmonics and Bl,m are constant coefficients that
translate to Bl,m = Cl,mal where a is the typical spacing between charges and Cl,m is a
dimensionless coefficient of O(1). Apart from a we have a second length scale r, the distance
at which we measure the electric potential of the charges.
Far away from the charges (a r), every additional summand in the sum of (1.43) is much




Figure 1.13: Electric field and equipotential lines for two point charges of the same sign from
up close (left) and zoomed out (center). The panel on the right shows a charge
distribution of four charges of the same sign, grouped in two batches of intrinsic scale
d. As one can see, from further away one can not distinguish the two static charges
from a single one. Four charges in groups of two appear at some distance like two
charges, and from further away again like one single charge. From [6].
distances, the first summand provides already a good approximation (see Figure 1.13) and
the second one would bring corrections of O(δ). Experiments done at the distance r from the
charge distribution can only determine the Cl,m up to a certain value lmax, which depends
on the resolution of the experiment. More accurate experiments with better resolutions
would determine Cl,m of higher l. This truncated potential with a finite number of terms is
an EFT for the full potential V(~r). The accuracy of the EFT can be systematically improved
by including additional terms, each power-suppressed by δ. The main message is that we
do not need to know the exact charge distribution to have this expansion working.
If we look at the more complicated case of having the charges distributed with two
intrinsic scales d and a d (right panel in Figure 1.13), at a far distance r  a the effects
appearing at distances a are dominant, and only with very precise measurement methods
we can filter out anything at the scale d. If the experimental apparatus does not provide
such a precise resolution, but we still need to know what happens at the short distance d,
we can (at least theoretically) move the apparatus closer to the charges. At a r  d, the
effects of one batch of charges can be explored using the multipole expansion with δ = d/r,
while the effects of the other batch at far-away distance a r do not matter all that much
and can be treated as a constant factor.
Note that while we were using the terminology of distance in this example, in collider
physics we are normally using energy as the scale-defining parameter. Everything discussed
here could also be thought of in terms of the energy, as we have seen in Section 1.1. Due to
their inverse relationship (see Table 1.1), the expansion in long distances corresponds to the
expansion in small energies.
As already stated, this example of an EFT is not directly related to particle physics.
However, there are many other examples of EFTs that treat specifically problems in particle
physics but are more involved. One such example is the Fermi theory of the weak interaction,
which is a low-energy EFT constructed from the SM. The expansion parameter in this theory
is given by the order of the momenta p = |~p| of the particles participating in the weak
decay divided by the mass of the W-boson mW , δ = p/mW , in analogy to the parameter a/r
we encountered in the discussion on the multipole expansion. The expansion parameter
is again very small, for example in muon decays we have p ≈ mµ ≈ 105 MeV, compared
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to mW ≈ 80 GeV. Similar to the Fermi theory of weak interactions, one can view the SM
itself as the leading terms of an EFT. This theory is called SMEFT and a considerable
number of theoretical physicists are working in this field. The operators of SMEFT are
the higher-dimensional operators created from SM fields, where each higher dimensional
operator gets suppressed by an (unknown) new physics scale Λ, similar to the suppression by
mW in the Fermi theory. Other examples of EFTs in particle physics are the Heavy Quark
Effective Theory (HQET), which describes the physics of heavy quarks at low momentum,
non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD), which is similar to HQET but treats bound states, and
Chiral Perturbation Theory (χPT), describing the interactions of pions and nucleons at low
momentum transfers. These and many more examples were discussed at the Les Houches
Session CVIII, and I highly recommend the lecture notes of this specific summer school [6]
to the reader.
1.5 outline
In the next section, we will introduce an EFT which is relevant for collider physics, namely
Soft-Collinear Effective Theory (SCET). To this end, we will first look at the various energy
scales present in a collision to find suitable expansion parameters and write down an explicit
effective Lagrangian of this theory. We will then discuss the renormalization group evolution
in an example and introduce the theory behind the resummation of non-global logarithms
in jet cross sections.
After this more advanced introduction to the theoretical background, the main part of this
thesis consists of three articles, either published or accepted for publication in the Journal of
High Energy Physics JHEP. Chapter 3 is a copy of [18]. For the calculations in this article,
we wrote a dedicated computer code which resums non-global logarithms appearing in gap
fractions of di-jet events and isolation cone cross sections at leading logarithmic accuracy.
Because this parton shower formalism is based on first principles, the ingredients needed to
achieve subleading logarithmic accuracy are clear. In Chapter 4 we provide a copy of [19].
In this work, we adapted the parton-shower code to resum non-global logarithms for the
first time beyond leading order, not yet achieving full next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy
but a step in between which is named LL′ (for the observable of the jet mass NLL′). Chapter
5 is finally a copy of the third article [20], which has been accepted for publication. In this
article, we go beyond the high-energy limit and include massive quarks in our code to
resum non-global logarithms appearing in tt̄-production at LL.
In Chapter 6, we will conclude by reviewing what we have achieved and discuss what
further steps can and should be taken.

2
S O F T- C O L L I N E A R E F F E C T I V E T H E O RY
Eine Theorie ist desto eindrucksvoller, je grösser die Einfachheit
ihrer Prämissen ist, je verschiedenartigere Dinge sie verknüpft,
und je weiter ihr Anwendungsbereich ist.
— Albert Einstein
As we have seen in Chapter 1, the challenges we face in collider physics are manifold. In the
detector, we encounter energetic hadronic jets in some particular regions while measuring
only soft hadronic energy in the remaining part. A useful tool to help us calculate cross
sections involving particles at such widely separated energy scales is Soft-Collinear Effective
Theory (SCET). This formalism is constructed specifically for processes involving energetic
particles and as discussed in the last chapter, almost all knowledge we have gained in the
sub-nuclear domain comes from such collisions.
2.1 energy scales of collider processes
As we have seen in Chapter 1, hadronic particles are often measured in the form of jets,
which provide information about the underlying scattering of elementary particles. Other
hadronic particles of small energy, for example radiated off of a high-energetic particle via
FSR, may be anywhere in the detector. If we look at a simple collision with two detected
jets as depicted in Figure 2.1, we encounter a clear hierarchy in energies. To quantify this
hierarchy, we define the total momenta inside the jets to be pj and p j̄ and the momentum of
soft radiation as ps. They are hierarchically ordered as
Q2 ≈
(
pj + p j̄
)2
 p2j ∼ p2j̄  p
2
s . (2.1)
We observe three energy scales, namely the hard scale ∼ Q2, the (anti-)collinear scale ∼ p2j ∼ p2j̄
and the soft scale ∼ p2s .
When constructing SCET, the physics at the hard scale is integrated out and makes its
reappearance as Wilson coefficients (coupling constants) of operators in the effective theory.
These Wilson coefficients are similar in nature to the coefficients Cl,m in the multipole
expansion of the electrostatic potential (1.43). The physics at the (anti-)collinear scale
and the soft scale is obviously of special interest to collider processes as it characterizes
the experimentally measured final states. The end result of a SCET analysis is often the
factorization of a cross section into its respective functions
σ = H(Q2) · J(p2j )⊗ J̄(p2j̄ )⊗ S(p
2
s ) , (2.2)
where each function contains only the physics at the respective scale and is ignorant of
the other scales. Note that the functions depend on the considered observable, just as the
meaning of the symbol ⊗, which can be a product or a convolution.
To get from QCD to SCET, we need to split each quark and gluon field in QCD into modes
for each scale
φ = φh + φc + φc̄ + φs , (2.3)
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pjp j̄ H
ps
Figure 2.1: Schematic depiction of a di-jet process. The hard interaction H happens in the center,
two elementary particles get produced that are measured as jets, with the detected
momenta pj and p j̄. Via FSR, some particles of small energy with momenta ps are
distributed homogeneously in the collider. Adapted from [6].
where φ stands for a quark or a gluon field. Here, c stands for the collinear mode and is
related to the jet function J. To integrate out the hard modes φh, we write down the most
general effective Lagrangian with the low-energy operators φc, φc̄ and φs and then adjust
the couplings to reproduce the contribution of the hard region. This procedure is called the
matching, as one adjusts the coupling (or the Wilson coefficients) in such a way that the full
theory is reproduced. In the next section, we will derive the SCET Lagrangian of QCD in
detail.
First, it is worth to explain the sudden change of notation with the j and j̄ getting replaced
by c and c̄. This comes from the fact that one introduces (light-like) reference vectors in the
directions of the jets. These reference vectors correspond to the directions of the elementary
particles produced at the hard interaction. The hadronic particles that get created by the
decay of these particles and eventually form the jets however propagate not exactly in this
direction but collinear to it.
Let us quantify this and introduce light-cone coordinates in relation to these reference
vectors
nµ = pµj /p
0
j = (1, 0, 0, 1) and n̄
µ = pµj̄ /p
0
j̄ = (1, 0, 0,−1) . (2.4)
Any momentum can now be written as
pµ = (n · p) n̄
µ
2
+ (n̄ · p)n
µ
2







and it is often very useful to give the momentum by specifying the components
pµ =
(









Using n2 = n̄2 = n · p⊥ = n̄ · p⊥ = 0 and n · n̄ = 2, it is easy to show that
p2 = p+p− + p2⊥ , and p · q =
1
2
(p+q− + p−q+) + p⊥ · q⊥ . (2.7)
To discuss the (anti-)collinear and soft modes in the effective theory, let us introduce a
small expansion parameter λ2 ∼ p2j /Q2 ∼ p2j̄ /Q
2  1. The momenta of the four regions in
light-cone coordinates (2.6) scale as
hard (h) ∼ (1, 1, 1)Q , (2.8)
collinear (c) ∼ (λ2, 1, λ)Q , (2.9)
anti-collinear (c̄) ∼ (1, λ2, λ)Q , (2.10)
soft (s) ∼ (λ2, λ2, λ2)Q . (2.11)
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Let me point out that the possibility of soft modes scaling as ∼ (λ, λ, λ)Q exists for some
observables and gives rise to the formalism of SCETII, where the scaling (2.11) would be
named the ultra-soft scaling. However, we will restrict ourselves to SCETI where these modes
do not occur.
If we did not know already what the scalings of our momenta were, we could have also
applied the Strategy of Regions [21, 22]. One would start by writing down a loop integral in
dimensional regularization and splitting it in several integrals by appropriately expanding
the integrand region-by-region. Once the sum over the individual regions reproduces the
result of the original integral and all intermediate divergences drop out, we have discovered
all the regions present in our problem. This method is explained and applied on an example
in Chapter 2 of [7], and I highly recommend this reference for anyone interested in the
subject. As the regions are obvious in our case, we want to directly jump to the construction
of the effective Lagrangian.
2.2 effective lagrangian
As we already touched on before (2.3), we start the construction of the effective Lagrangian
by splitting the quark and gluon fields into fields whose momenta scale appropriately for
the relevant regions





To obtain tree-level SCET, one can take the QCD Lagrangian and replace the fields ψ and Aµ
by the above fields, then expand away the the suppressed terms. For the sake of simplicity
we want to stop discussing the anti-collinear modes from here on and stick to the collinear
and soft ones. The anti-collinear parts of the Lagrangian unsurprisingly end up being
analogous to the collinear ones.
To find the scalings of the terms in the Lagrangian, we need to first find the scaling of the



















Note that we have to have x scaling conjugate to the momentum p, otherwise it would
not be possible to get the Fourier exponent x · p ∼ O(λ0). Let us look at the part with the
gauge parameter ξ and count the dimensions in p. We have d4 pp−2 p−2 pµ pν ∼ pµ pν, and
therefore the gluon field scales exactly like the momentum Aµ ∼ pµ. This gives us the soft
and collinear gluon field components scaling as
(n · As, n̄ · As, Aµs⊥) ∼ (λ
2, λ2, λ2) , (2.14)
(n · Ac, n̄ · Ac, Aµc⊥) ∼ (λ
2, 1, λ) . (2.15)
So, whenever we have terms with both soft and collinear gluons, the soft ones are power
suppressed except for the n · As component.
For the quark field propagator we first look only at the soft one, reading





e−ip·x ∼ (λ2)4 λ
2
(λ2)2
= λ6 . (2.16)
This means that soft fermions scale as ψs(x) ∼ λ3.
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The collinear fermions are more involved, because the terms of /p = (n · p) /̄n
µ





⊥ have different scalings. This leads us to further split the collinear quark fields into







with the P± being projection operators P2± = P± and P+ + P− = 1. These two components


























e−ip·x ∼ (λ)4 λ
2
λ2
= λ4 , (2.19)
and therefore the two constituents of the collinear quark field scale as ξc(x) ∼ λ and
ηc(x) ∼ λ2.
To now construct the SCET-Lagrangian, we can plug the SCET-fields from (2.12) into
the QCD action. At tree level, we can collect it into three summands (five, if including the
anti-collinear modes), namely
S = Ss + Sc + Ssc (+Sc̄ + Ssc̄) + . . . . (2.20)
Here, Ss contains only the terms associated to soft modes, Sc the collinear terms and Ssc the
interactions between soft and collinear modes. Collinear and anti-collinear fields could only
interact with each other via a hard momentum transfer, a discussion we will postpone for
the moment.
2.2.1 Soft and collinear terms
We start by writing down Ss. This is a straightforward thing to do and the results read














where the covariant derivative and the field strength tensor are defined as
iDµs = i∂µ + gA
µ










ν − ∂ν(Aas)µ + g f abc(Abs)µ(Acs)ν
}
ta . (2.23)
The reproduction of the standard QCD action in the case of soft quarks and gluons should
not surprise, as the soft momenta are of equal scaling λ2 in each light-cone coordinate.
It is also worth to point out that all terms of the action in the soft action are of O(1), as
x2 ∼ (ps)−2 ∼ λ−4 and therefore d4x ∼ λ−8, canceling the scalings of the fields as given in
(2.14) and (2.16).
The calculation of the purely collinear term is more intricate since it involves the splitting
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The covariant derivative and the field strength tensor are defined the same way as the ones of
the soft fields in (2.22) and (2.23), but with the collinear gluon fields. Note that all surviving
terms are again of O(1), as we have x2 ∼ (pc)−2 ∼ λ−2, and the four negative powers of λ
from the d4x cancel the four powers of λ in each of the summands, remembering that the
covariant derivative scales as the collinear gluon field (2.15).
As we have both components of the collinear quark field ξc ∼ λ and ηc ∼ λ2 appearing
and even mixing, this form is not very convenient to use. We can however perform a shift

































This eliminates the mixing, but the field ηc still appears. One can integrate this out, as the




. In light-cone gauge (n̄ · Ac = 0) we
have n̄ · Dc = n̄ · ∂ = 0 and the determinant becomes trivial. As the determinant is gauge
invariant, it reduces to a trivial prefactor which drops out in the calculation of expectation
values. The term of ηc can therefore be safely dropped from the Lagrangian.
2.2.2 Interaction terms
After the purely collinear and soft terms, let us now have a look at the interaction term Ssc.
We will only treat it at leading power, the general construction is quite involved and may be
found in [23].
First, we remember that the soft quark fields scale as ψs ∼ λ3 while the collinear ones at
leading power as ξ ∼ λ. This power suppression leads to the absence of soft and collinear
interactions of the quark fields (at leading order).
In the case of gluon fields however we do have such interactions, as we have n · Ac ∼
n · As ∼ λ2 while all other components of the soft gluon field are again power suppressed.
Therefore, to introduce interactions, we can add a soft gluon field to the collinear one
Aµc → A
µ




and recalculate the collinear action with this mixed field. Among the rather intuitive mixing






n · As(x)ξc(x) . (2.29)
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The total momentum of this integral has collinear scaling such that x scales here as xµ ∼
(1, λ−2, λ−1). If we expand the soft gluon field in its components
As(x−) ≈ As(0) + x−∂+As(x) + . . . , (2.30)
As(x+) ≈ As(0) + x+∂−As(x) + . . . , (2.31)
As(x⊥) ≈ As(0) + x⊥∂⊥As(x) + . . . , (2.32)
we see that only the correction in the first line is of O(1), as x− ∼ λ−2 and ∂+As(x) ∼
ps,+ ∼ λ2. Therefore, similar to the multipole expansion of electrostatics, we can expand the






n · As(x−)ξc(x) . (2.33)
We can now read off the full SCET Lagrangian from (2.21), (2.27) and (2.33) to be






















with the covariant derivative Dµs given in (2.22) and its collinear counterpart D
µ
c which is
the same as the soft one, except one replaces the soft fields by collinear ones. Also the soft
field strength tensor is given above in (2.23). The interactions between soft and collinear
fields happen in the newly introduced mixed covariant derivative
in · D = in · ∂ + gn · Ac(x) + gn · As(x−) , (2.35)
and the mixed field strength tensor
ig(Fac )
µνta = [iDµ, iDν] , with Dµ = n · D n̄
µ
2
+ n̄ · Dc
nµ
2
+ Dµc,⊥ . (2.36)
Note that in addition to the terms written in (2.34), there would also be the terms of the
anti-collinear modes including the mixing of anti-collinear and soft modes. They are exactly
the same as the ones of the collinear fields, after exchanging n↔ n̄ and x− ↔ x+.
It should also be pointed out that the lack of Wilson coefficients in the effective Lagrangian
(2.34) is not surprising. First of all, we have the purely soft part, a copy of the QCD
Lagrangian, reproducing all purely soft processes exactly. This statement is true as long as
we work in dimensional regularization and do not apply a hard cutoff. Also the collinear
part is equivalent to QCD, we simply integrated out the two components of ηc but have not
done any approximations.
Matching corrections however do appear if we introduce interactions between the collinear
and anti-collinear fields. Such operators would have to come with a hard momentum
exchange, for example from a virtual photon decaying into a collinear quark and anti-
collinear anti-quark. While operators with derivatives are usually power suppressed, the
derivatives of the large light-cone component come unsuppressed in SCET. One needs to
include an infinite number of such derivative operators mixing collinear and anti-collinear
fields. Equivalently, one can smear out the fields, which in turn makes the theory non-local
along the direction of large momentum flow. To maintain gauge invariance, one then has
to introduce Wilson lines. We will not get into the details of such operators and refer the
reader to Section 5.3.3 of [6].
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2.2.3 Decoupling transformation
Let us now look at the interaction term in the SCET Lagrangian, ξ̄c /̄n2 i(n ·D)ξc. By introducing
the soft Wilson line





ds n · As(x + sn)
]
, (2.37)
where P is the path ordering of the color matrices, we can redefine the collinear fields once
again




c (x)S†n(x−) . (2.38)
After this transformation, it is straightforward to show that
i(n · D)ξc(x)→
(





in · ∂ + gn · A(0)c (x)
)
ξc(x) ≡ Sn(x−)i(n · D(0)c )ξc(x) , (2.39)




i(n · D)ξc → ξ̄(0)c
/̄n
2
i(n · D(0)c )ξ(0)c . (2.40)
As we can see, the soft gluon field does no longer appear in the same operator as the
collinear one. This is also indicated by the superscript of the fields. Due to this absence
of explicit soft fields in the interaction term, the redefinition of the fields (2.38) is called
decoupling transformation.
A similar decoupling transformation can obviously be applied to the anti-collinear fields,
leading to the rewriting of the SCET Lagrangian (including the anti-collinear part not present
in (2.34)) into three disjunct terms
LSCET = L(0)c + L(0)c̄ + Ls , (2.41)
allowing for a separation of the states into
|X〉 = |Xc〉 ⊗ |Xc̄〉 ⊗ |Xs〉 . (2.42)
As all the interactions between the collinear fields and the soft fields manifest themselves in
soft Wilson lines along the directions of the collinear and anti-collinear particles.
2.3 resummation by resummation group evolution
For completeness and before going over to the factorization of jet cross sections, let us review
a specific result of Section 5.3.4 in [6] where the Sudakov form factor is considered. This
is the form factor associated with a hard current that sources both a collinear and an anti-
collinear fermion field which comes with a nontrivial Wilson coefficient. After decoupling
transformations, the two sourced fields emit soft gluons from Wilson lines alongside their
directions. A schematic picture is given in Figure 2.2.
The Sudakov form factor can be shown to factorize as
F(Q2, Λ2j , Λ
2
j̄ ) = C̃(Q




s , µ) , (2.43)






Figure 2.2: Schematic depiction of the Sudakov form factor, after decoupling transformations are
applied. In black we see the hard part represented by the Wilson coefficient C̃(Q2), in
green the anti-collinear quark field and in blue the collinear quark field. The red double
lines represent the Wilson lines along the directions of the collinear and anti-collinear
fields, sourcing the soft gluons. Adapted from [6].
where the Wilson coefficient C̃(Q2, µ) matches the SCET Sudakov form factor to the QCD
one. It is not important to know its exact form for the discussion in this section. Note that
we have the two scales Λ2j ∼ p2j and Λ2j̄ ∼ p
2
j̄ present in the form factor, and the scale of the




There is another parameter appearing on the right hand side of (2.43), namely the
renormalization scale µ. It appears in the calculation of the Wilson coefficient, which a priori
contains UV divergences that need to be renormalized away. After this is done, one can






























This differential equation for the Wilson coefficient is called the Renormalization Group (RG)
equation, and the term in the square brackets is called the anomalous dimension.
The above RG equation is solved by











C̃(Q2, µh) ≡ U(µh, µ)C̃(Q2, µh) ,
(2.46)
where the Wilson coefficient gets evaluated at a specific scale µh and then gets evolved
down to the scale µ by the newly introduced evolution matrix U(µh, µ). By switching the
integration over the scale to the integration over the coupling coefficient αs by using
dαs(µ)
d ln µ
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S(Λ2s , µ2)
Figure 2.3: Schematic depiction of the resummation by RG evolution. All the factors get evaluated
at their respective scales, and then run down to a common scale µ. Adapted from [6].
the evolution factor may be written as























, with i ∈ {V, cusp} . (2.50)
As all of those quantities can be evaluated, we now have found a procedure that allows us
to calculate the Wilson coefficient at a scale µh and then evolve it to some arbitrary different
scale µ under the condition that αs(µ) is reasonably small. It is of course necessary to match
the Wilson coefficient to fixed-order computations evaluated at a scale µh ∼ Q. Note that in
traditional perturbation theory, we encounter large logarithms unless µ ∼ Q. The version
shown here, which traded the logarithms of the scale ratios in favor of ratios of coupling
constants evaluated at the different scales, is free of large logarithms and known as RG
improved perturbation theory. It is covered in detail in Section 1.4.3 of [6].
It is important to note that also the other functions in (2.43) fulfill their own RG equations.
The ones of the collinear and the soft functions are
d
d ln µ







J(Λ2j , µ) , (2.51)
d
d ln µ







S(Λ2s , µ) , (2.52)
and the one of the anti-collinear field is the same as the one of the collinear one (with
Λj → Λ j̄ but same γJ).
























− 2γJ + CFγcusp ln
Λ2s
µ2
+ γS . (2.53)




δ = tan α2
Figure 2.4: Di-jet production as considered in Section 2.4. The parameter δ ∈ (0, 1) is related to the
half-cone opening angle α ∈ (0, π/2) around the jet axis ~n. The parameter β ∈ (0, 1)
sets the upper limit on the energy allowed outside the jet cones. From [24].
Note that it is crucial that the scale dependencies are logarithmic and come with the same
coefficient γcusp to allow for a cancellation.
Because all functions fulfill an RG equation similar to the one we have discussed for the
Wilson coefficient, we can evaluate each of them at their respective scale and then run down
to a common scale µ, where all the logarithms of µ cancel. This is schematically pictured
in Figure 2.3. The logarithms of the scales Q, Λj, Λ j̄ and Λs are now resummed by the RG
evolution.
As a last remark, the label "cusp" stems from the fact that the soft function is given by the
matrix element of the two Wilson lines in two directions. They could be treated as a single
Wilson line with a cusp, which is essentially what the soft gluons "see".
2.4 resummation of logarithms in wide-angle jet cross sections
Let us now introduce the notation and formalism that we are going to use in the following
three chapters, each of which is a copy of an article. We will look at di-jet production at
an electron-positron collider, see Figure 2.4. In such processes, most of the total final state
energy is shared between the particles that end up inside the two jets, while the energy





We will restrain ourselves to wide-angle jets with δ ∼ 1. Note that everything in this
subsection is based on the seminal paper [24], which also treats narrow-angle jets, see
Figure 2.5.
The cross section of this process is a textbook example of a non-global observable. Such
an observable is characterized by the property that radiation is only constrained in certain
regions of the phase space. This definition is fulfilled in the di-jet production. We cut away
part of the allowed phase space, namely by restricting the particles that are detected outside
the jets to have small energies. The calculation of this non-global observable leads to non-
global logarithms ln β and ln δ, which can become large and one needs to resum. Because the
particles of the two regions inside and outside the jets can affect each other, the resummation
of these non-global logarithms becomes quite involved.
We choose light-cone coordinates (n · p, n̄ · p, p⊥) along the jet axis nµ = (1,~n). In these
coordinates, the momenta for wide-angle jet production scale as
hard (h): ph ∼ (1, 1, 1)Q , (2.55)
soft (s): ps ∼ (β, β, β)Q . (2.56)
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Figure 2.5: In the left panel, we have wide-angle jet production with the hard and soft partons in
blue and red, their respective scales next to the pictorial representation. In the right
panel we see the much more involved case of narrow-angle jet production, with the
hard, collinear, soft and coft particles in black, blue, red and green. From [24].
The hard particles with p2h ∼ Q2 are forming the jets, while the soft radiation with p2s ∼ β2Q2
may be detected anywhere in the collider.
As a side note, if we would have jets of a narrow opening angle δ  1, we would
encounter four more scales entering the game, namely
collinear (c): pc ∼ (δ2, 1, δ)Q , (2.57)
anti-collinear (c̄): pc̄ ∼ (1, δ2, δ)Q , (2.58)
coft (t): pt ∼ (βδ2, β, βδ)Q , (2.59)
anti-coft (t̄): pt̄ ∼ (β, βδ2, βδ)Q . (2.60)
The small-cone regions obviously reduce to the wide-cone ones if we use δ ∼ 1. The collinear
particles p2c ∼ p2c̄ ∼ δ2Q2 become of the same scale as the hard ones, while the coft particles
p2t ∼ p2t̄ ∼ β
2δ2Q2 become indistinguishable from the soft ones.
Let us now return to the wide-cone jets and consider a configuration with m partons
inside the two jets. We start out by mentally introducing a separate collinear field for every
hard particle in the final state. Just as we have derived the Lagrangian with one collinear and
one anti-collinear field in (2.34), we can write down the same SCET operators for processes
with m collinear scales. This Lagrangian would then contain one copy of the ordinary QCD
Lagrangian for the soft fields and m copies of the collinear part in (2.34) including the
interaction term between the respective collinear fields and soft fields. Just as shown in
Section 2.2.3, we can then apply a decoupling transformation in each of the m directions
of the hard partons by dressing them with a Wilson line. Assuming these directions of the
hard partons are given by ni and their color representation being Ti, these Wilson lines read





ds ni · Aas(sni)T ai
)
. (2.61)
Note that the Si(ni) are matrices in color space, acting on the color index of particle i, which




with φi ∈ {ξi, ξ̄i,Aµi } leaves the decoupled fields to represent the hard particles. The
decoupled part of the Lagrangian takes care of the hard interaction with its matrix element
|Mm({p})〉 where {p} is the short-hand notation for the set of all hard momenta {p} =
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{p1, p2, . . . , pm}. This means that one can express a soft emission from any hard parton via
the Wilson lines as an amplitude
S1(n1)S2(n2) . . .Sm(nm)
∣∣∣Mm ({p})〉 . (2.63)
To calculate the amplitude for the emission of l soft partons with momenta k1, k2, . . . , kl ,
we can compute the matrix element
〈k1, k2, . . . , kl |S1(n1)S2(n2) . . .Sm(nm) |0〉 . (2.64)
An arbitrary number of soft partons Xs therefore give rise to a contribution towards the
cross section of m hard partons as
Sm ({n}, Qβ) =
∫
Xs
∑ 〈0|S†1 (n1)S†2 (n2) . . .S†m(nm) |Xs〉
× 〈Xs|S1(n1)S2(n2) . . .Sm(nm) |0〉 θ (Qβ− 2Eout) . (2.65)
The only constraint on the soft partons is that of their combined energy having an upper
bound if they are outside the jets, see (2.54). This function Sm ({n}, Qβ) is termed soft
function. Of course, Sm implicitly also depends on the cone angle δ ∼ 1 due to its dependence
on Eout, which is the total energy allowed outside the cones.
Remembering the respective master formula (1.3), the full cross section of a lepton
collision having m partons inside wide-angle jets and an arbitrary number of soft gluons






























up to power-suppressed terms of O(β). Note that the small soft momenta get – in proper
effective-theory fashion – neglected in the δ functions of energy-momentum conservation,
the entire center-of-mass energy is used to produce the hard partons. By the Θin-function,
the hard partons are constrained to the inside of the jets.
It is our goal to provide a proper factorization between the two scales. The soft function
Sm ({n}, Qβ) depends on the directions of the hard partons {n}, which means that we
can not execute all the integrals of (2.66) before the two parts meet up. However, we can
integrate over the energies of the m partons, as the soft partons have no say in which parton
gets how much energy. If we extract all the possible factors from (2.66), we get the hard
function






















Note that the hard functions are distributions in the solid angles of the hard partons.
These distributions do in fact contain divergences, for example when two hard particles get
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collinear to each other. These real-emission divergences cancel against divergences in virtual
corrections to hard functions of fewer legs. It should also be stated that the hard functions
depend on the cone angles via the constraint Θin in a rather explicit fashion.





〈Hm ({n}, Q)⊗ Sm ({n}, Qβ)〉 , (2.68)
where the symbol ⊗ takes care of the left-over integrations over the directions of the hard
partons






Hm ({n}, Q)Sm ({n}, Qβ) , (2.69)
and the angle brackets stand for the color trace
〈A〉 = 1
tr (1)
tr (A) . (2.70)
To resum the non-global logarithms of ln β, one can make use of the Renormalization
Group evolution of the hard function, as discussed in Section 2.3 for a simpler example. We
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abstract
Starting from a factorization theorem in effective field theory, we derive a parton-shower
equation for the resummation of non-global logarithms. We have implemented this shower
and interfaced it with a tree-level event generator to obtain an automated framework to
resum the leading logarithm of non-global observables in the large-Nc limit. Using this
setup, we compute gap fractions for dijet processes and isolation cone cross sections relevant
for photon production. We compare our results with fixed-order computations and LHC
measurements. We find that naive exponentiation is often not adequate, especially when the
vetoed region is small, since non-global contributions are enhanced due to their dependence
on the veto-region size. Since our parton shower is derived from first principles and based
on renormalization-group evolution, it is clear what ingredients will have to be included to
perform resummations at subleading logarithmic accuracy in the future.
3.1 introduction
In the papers [24, 25] we have derived a factorization formula for exclusive jet cross sections
which allows one to resum the logarithms arising in the limit where the energy Q0 outside
the jets is much smaller than the energy Q inside. In these papers, we have computed
different ingredients of the factorization theorem and verified that the logarithmic structure
is fully reproduced at Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO), but no resummation was
performed. Also, for simplicity, we focussed on the Sterman-Weinberg jet cross section,
which is defined for e+e− colliders. In the present paper we follow up on the work [24,
25] and discuss the resummation of the leading non-global logarithms (NGLs) in detail.
We show that the renormalization group (RG) equation which drives it translates into a
parton-shower equation. Implementing this shower then allows us to resum a variety of
non-global observables.
That the complicated pattern of logarithms for non-global observables can be obtained
from an angular dipole shower was shown already in the original paper by Dasgupta and
Salam who discovered them [26]. Their analysis was based on the properties of strongly-
ordered QCD amplitudes. The connection to parton showers is less immediate in our
treatment which is based on RG evolution in Soft-Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) [23, 27,
28] (see [7, 29] for a review). Our starting point is a factorization theorem which separates
the hard radiation inside the jets (or outside the isolation cone) from the soft radiation.
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The soft radiation is driven by Wilson lines along the directions of the hard partons in the
process. Since there are contributions involving any number of hard partons, we end up
with operators with an arbitrary number of Wilson lines and these operators mix under
renormalization. The corresponding RG equation is complicated, but we will show that
it takes the form of a recursive equation that can be solved using a parton-shower Monte
Carlo (MC) program, which at leading-log accuracy in the large-Nc limit is equivalent to the
one used by Dasgupta and Salam. An advantage of our treatment is that the RG equation is
not limited to leading logarithmic accuracy and we briefly discuss which ingredients and
modifications will be necessary to reach higher precision. There has been a lot of recent
work [30–33] on the general structure of parton showers and how to increase their accuracy.
The problem at hand provides an explicit example of a shower equation derived from first
principles for which it is clear what ingredients are needed to resum sub-leading logarithms.
The leading logarithms can be obtained by starting from the tree-level amplitudes and
running the parton shower to generate the logarithmically enhanced terms. We have
written a dedicated parton-shower code to perform the resummation and use the Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO framework [34] to generate the necessary tree-level amplitudes. This
provides an automated framework to perform the resummation, which we use to study
exclusive jet and isolation cone cross sections, both at lepton and hadron colliders. In
particular, we give numerical results for dijet production with a gap between jets and
compare to ATLAS measurements [35, 36] and theoretical predictions [37] based on the BMS
equation [38]. We also study isolated photon production and compute the logarithms of εγ,
the energy fraction inside the isolation cone.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we review the factoriza-
tion theorem for jet cross sections with gaps or isolation cones. In Section 3.3 we will show
that RG evolution of the associated Wilson coefficients is equivalent to a parton shower, and
we give the necessary ingredients for LL resummation. In Section 3.4 we will apply the
shower code to obtain some phenomenological predictions, namely gap fraction of dijet
production and isolation cone cross section. We summarize our results and provide some
further discussion in Section 3.5.
3.2 factorization for jet cross sections
Consider an exclusive k-jet cross section at a lepton collider with center-of-mass energy Q
in which radiation is vetoed in an angular region Ωout outside the jets. If the veto has an






Hm({n}, Q, µ)⊗ Sm({n}, Q0, µ)
〉
. (3.1)
The factorization theorem is the leading term in an expansion of the cross section in
β = Q0/Q. Since the soft radiation is sensitive to the directions {n} = {n1, . . . , nm} and
the color charges of the hard partons, both the soft and hard functions depend on these
quantities. The symbol ⊗ indicates an integral over these directions and 〈 . . . 〉 denotes
the color trace, which is taken after combining the two functions. In (3.1) we indicate the
dependence of the cross section on Q and Q0 explicitly, but it depends on the momenta of
the individual jets. The cross section thus involves several individual hard energy scales,
but we assume that all of them are of order Q and do not indicate them explicitly. Below,
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we will compute cross sections as a function of the rapidities and the average transverse
momentum of the jets.
The formula (3.1) covers a variety of situations. The most common is exclusive jet cross
sections, with a veto on additional radiation outside the jets. For low values of the veto scale
Q0, the outside region is also called the “gap” between the jets. The name “gap” refers to
studies of forward dijet processes without any hadrons outside the jets [39–41], which is of
course problematic in a perturbative context [42]. For our work, we are interested in values
of Q0 in the perturbative domain. Note that the radiation inside the gap is outside the jets;
however, throughout our paper “inside” will always refer to the region of large energy. A
second set of observables obeying (3.1) are isolation cone cross sections for small values
of the energy inside the cone, which are relevant e.g. for photon production. In the above
notation Ωout then refers to the angular region of the isolation cone and Q0 to the hadronic
energy inside it.
The ingredients of the formula (3.1) develop large collinear logarithms as the jets become
narrow. We have analyzed this situation in [24, 25] and have shown that the hard and
soft functions factorize further in this limit. This additional factorization allows for the
resummation of the associated logarithms using RG evolution. Concerning the non-global
structure this is a purely technical complication, and for simplicity’s sake, we will not resum
logarithms of the jet radius in the present paper. Such logarithms are of course of interest
and were studied in a number of recent papers, both for exclusive and inclusive cross
sections, see [43–49].
The second, more important limitation of the formula (3.1) is that it was derived for e+e−
collisions. Naively, one would guess that one simply will need to include a convolution with
parton distribution functions (PDFs) to account for incoming partons and generalize (3.1) to
hadron colliders. However, the work of [50, 51] has shown that beyond the large-Nc limit,
the factorization properties become more complicated. The anomalous dimension which
governs the hard function evolution involves Glauber (or Coulomb) phases which no longer
cancel in the hadron collider case. This leads to double logarithms at higher orders which
cannot be absorbed into PDFs. It will be interesting to analyze the low-energy theory in the
presence of these “super-leading” logarithms. In the present work we will remain in the
large-Nc limit where these complications are absent.
The factorization theorem (3.1) is based on the factorization of soft radiation from a hard
amplitude with m partons, which takes the form
S1(n1)S2(n2) . . . Sm(nm) |Mm({p})〉 , (3.2)
where Si(ni) is a Wilson line along the direction of particle i in the appropriate color
representation. The soft functions are given by the matrix element squared of emissions
from these Wilson lines
Sm({n}, Q0, µ) =
∫
Xs
∑ 〈0|S†1 (n1) . . . S†m(nm) |Xs〉〈Xs|S1(n1) . . . Sm(nm) |0〉 θ(Q0 − E out) ,
(3.3)
where the states Xs contain an arbitrary number of soft partons. The soft functions depend
on the energy Q0 of the radiation and implicitly also on the shape of the region Ωout in
which the energy is measured. The Wilson-line matrix elements have ultraviolet divergences
which can be renormalized away and this induces a dependence on the renormalization
scale µ.
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The hard functions are given by the square of the hard-scattering amplitudes, together




which restrict the m hard partons to the inside
of the jets,


























is defined by cones around the hard
partons. For recombination algorithms, on the other hand, the jet clustering constraints can
be quite complicated in general and can spoil factorization. However, they simplify in our
setup which considers the limit of hard partons together with (infinitely) soft radiation. This
situation was considered in [52] where it was shown that for anti-kT jets, the jet boundary
becomes cone-like so that the theorem (3.1) also applies to this case.
Since the cross section must be independent of the scale µ, the scale dependence among








Hl({n}, Q, µ) ΓHlm({n}, Q, µ) . (3.5)
This evolution equation is formally solved by the path ordered exponential














Hl({n}, Q, µh)⊗Ulm({n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂Sm({n}, Q0, µs)
〉
. (3.7)
The condition m ≥ l arises because the anomalous dimension matrix is zero below the
diagonal, see below. The hat in ⊗̂ indicates that one has to integrate over the angles of
the (m − l) additional unresolved emissions. For the choice µh ∼ Q and µs ∼ Q0, the
hard and soft functions are free of large logarithms and can be expanded in the respective
coupling constants αs(µh) and αs(µs). At leading logarithmic accuracy, we only need these
functions at leading power in αs. The soft functions then become trivial Sm = 1 and all







Hk({n}, Q, µh) ⊗ Ukm({n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂ 1
〉
, (3.8)
where the evolution factor can be evaluated with the leading-order expression for the






This demonstrates that the starting point of the evolution is the tree-level cross section, as
we have indicated earlier. The additional piece of information needed is the color structure
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Figure 3.1: The relation between shower time t, hard scale µh and soft scale µs. We stop the lines
in the plot when µs reaches 1 GeV.
since the evolution changes the colors. The paper [53] has modified the MadGraph code in
such a way that it provides the full color information. We will focus on the large-Nc limit
below and use the color information which MadGraph provides for showering its tree-level
events. We will come back to this point later.
It is convenient to rewrite the exponent of the evolution matrix (3.6) at leading order in






















Using the one-loop anomalous-dimension matrix Γ(1)nm yields leading logarithmic accuracy in














is the “evolution time”, which we will call shower time in the context of the parton shower.
We start the evolution at t = 0 and then evolve to larger times, which correspond to lower
scales. Since we will sometimes plot quantities as a function of the shower time t, we show
the relation between t and the ratio of the low scale µs to the high scale µh for different
hard-scattering scales µh in Figure 3.1. The plot makes it clear that the relevant region for
perturbative calculations is t . 0.1, even after resummation.
3.3 rg evolution as a parton shower
To obtain a MC implementation of the leading-logarithmic evolution we make use of the




Vk Rk 0 0 . . .
0 Vk+1 Rk+1 0 . . .
0 0 Vk+2 Rk+2 . . .
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The one-loop anomalous dimensions are given by
Vm = 2 ∑
(ij)




− 2 iπ ∑
(ij)
(
Ti,L · Tj,L − Ti,R · Tj,R
)
Πij, (3.13)
Rm = −4 ∑
(ij)
Ti,L · Tj,R Wm+1ij Θin(nm+1) .
In [24], they were derived by considering soft limits of the amplitudes. The relevant product
of soft currents leads to a dipole structure for the angular dependence given by the factor
W lij =
ni · nj
ni · nl nj · nl
. (3.14)
Before discussing the evolution, let us explain how the anomalous dimension acts on the
functions Hm defined in (3.4). These functions contain both amplitudes |Mm({p})〉 and
their conjugate. The color matrices Ti,L acts on the i-th parton in the amplitude while Tj,R
multiplies the conjugate, for example
(T1,L · T2,L + T3,R · T4,R)Hm = T1 · T2 Hm + Hm T3 · T4 . (3.15)
and Ti,L · Tj,L = ∑a T ai,L · T aj,L. This is the usual color-space notation [54, 55]. While we do not
indicate this notationally, the color matrices in the real-emission operator Rm are different.
They take an amplitude with m partons and associated color indices and map it into an
amplitude with m + 1 partons. Explicitly, we have
Ti,L · Tj,R Hm = T ai Hm T aj . (3.16)
and the index a is the color of the emitted gluon. Note that there is no sum over the color a.
The color sum will only be taken at the end after multiplying with the soft function. We
nevertheless use the scalar product notation Ti,L · Tj,R since it allows us to suppress the
color indices, which is one of the advantages of the color-space formalism. However, when
applying the real emission operator Rm one needs to keep in mind that one changes into
new color space and that subsequent applications of color matrices can act on the new color
index.
We have explicitly indicated the imaginary part of the virtual diagrams in the anomalous
dimension (3.13). The corresponding Glauber phase arises from cutting the two lines between
which the virtual gluon is exchanged and arises when i and j are both incoming or outgoing,
and the factor Πij is defined to be 1 in this case and 0 otherwise. For e+e− collisions, this
part immediately vanishes due to color conservation ∑i Ti = 0 but it is present in hadronic
collisions and induces the super-leading logarithms discovered in [50, 51].
Let us now discuss the solution of the RG at leading logarithmic accuracy. Using the
simple structure of the anomalous dimension matrix (3.12) and changing variables from µ
to t, the RG equation (3.5) reads
d
dt
Hm(t) = Hm(t)Vm +Hm−1(t)Rm−1 , (3.17)
where we have suppressed the dependence on the other variables. The solution of the
homogenous part of the equation is simply an exponential and we can thus rewrite (3.17) as
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Figure 3.2: The action of the operator Rm on an amplitude with m legs in the large-Nc limit. The
double and single lines represent gluons and quarks, respectively.
This is the form in which parton-shower equations are usually presented: we evolve from t0
to time t either without an emission (the first part), or by adding an additional emission
to a lower-leg amplitude. In this context e(t−t
′)Vm is usually called the Sudakov factor, but
since our problem is single logarithmic, this nomenclature does not quite fit. To map to
expression (3.8), we note that
Hm(t) ≡Hk({n}, Q, µh)Ukm({n}, µs, µh) , (3.19)
and that the initial condition is Hm(0) = 0 for all m > k. To solve the equation for a process
with k jets, one starts with m = k and then uses (3.18) iteratively to generate all higher
functions











Hk+3(t) = . . . .
To get the resummed result, one evolves to the appropriate value of t, which is set by the


















Hk+2(t) + . . .
〉
, (3.21)
where we have explicitly written out the angular integrations over the additional emissions
generated by the shower.
To perform the integrations over the intermediate times and the angles of the emissions,
one has to resort to MC methods. Implementing the above equations is difficult because the
hard functions and anomalous dimension are matrices in the color space of the involved
partons and the dimension of this space rapidly grows for higher particle multiplicities. For
this reason a full implementation of color into a parton shower has so far not been achieved,
but there are methods to systematically expand around the large-Nc limit [56–58]. Here, we
will work in the strict large-Nc limit and use the trace basis for the color structure, so that
emissions only arise between neighbouring legs
Ti · Tj → −
Nc
2
δi,j±1 1 , (3.22)
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and each loop or real emission simply leads to an additional factor of Nc. We have discussed
this point in detail in [24] and reproduce an illustration from this paper in Figure 3.2 which
shows how the real-emission operator Rm acts on an amplitude with m legs. The amplitude
at large Nc can be viewed as a set of color dipoles and the real emission operator adds a new
leg, splitting an existing dipole into two new ones. Similarly, the virtual correction operator
(3.13) reduces to a sum of integrals for each dipole involving neighbouring legs





in the large-Nc limit. The treatment of color is of course completely standard and exactly
what is implemented in all existing parton-shower programs. In our practical implemen-
tation, we work with Les Houches Event Files (LHEF) [59] obtained by computing the
tree-level amplitudes with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. The event files provide the directions
of the hard partons in Hk(t) as well as their color connections. We can thus read out all the
necessary information to start the shower and to generate Hm(t) for m > k.
Individually both Rm and Vm suffer from collinear divergences. These cancel in physical
observables, but need to be regularized in our shower since we want to exponentiate the
virtual corrections, see (3.18). A simple way to achieve this is to regularize the dipole as
W lij →W lij θ(nl · ni − λ2) θ(nl · nj − λ2) (3.24)
in both Rm and Vm. The virtual integral (3.23) with this regulator is analyzed in detail
in Appendix 3.A. To efficiently generate the real emissions, it is advantageous to use the
rapidity ŷ and the azimuthal angle φ̂ in the center-of-mass frame of the dipole as integration
variables, the details can again be found in the Appendix 3.A. Another way of regularizing
the integrals is to impose a cut on the rapidity ŷ, as was done by [26]. In Appendix 3.B, we
give a detailed description of the MC algorithm and compare the different cutoffs.
3.4 phenomenology of non-global observables
In this section we use our simulation code for phenomenological studies and analyze
the numerical impact of the resummation for gaps between jets and isolation cone cross
sections for photon production. We will also explain why NGLs for jet-veto cross sections
are negligible for the cut parameters used at the LHC.
3.4.1 Qualitative discussion
Before we perform detailed studies, it is useful to start with a qualitative discussion of the
size and form of the leading NGLs. For concreteness, let us consider a dijet cross section
in e+e− with a gap of size ∆y between the jets, in which radiation above an energy Q0 is
vetoed. This interjet energy flow is the poster child of a non-global observable and was
studied for example in [24, 60, 61].
If the soft radiation would arise entirely from the two Wilson lines associated with the
original partons, the leading logarithms would exponentiate as
σLLGL
σ0
= exp (−8 CF t ∆y) , (3.25)
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Figure 3.3: Left: Two-loop global and non-global coefficients as a function of the gap size ∆y.
Right: Comparison of the LL resummation and fixed-order results up to four loops,
for ∆y = 1.
where the variable t = αs4π ln
Q
Q0
up to running coupling effects, see (3.11). For dijet pro-
duction, these logarithms arise from S2 and are called global to distinguish them from the
complicated pattern from the operators with more Wilson lines. One observes that for these
global contributions, each large logarithm is multiplied by the size of the gap ∆y, which is of
course expected since one has to recover the inclusive cross section as the gap size becomes
zero. In the opposite limit, the prefactor ∆y → ∞ corresponds to the collinear logarithm
which multiplies the soft logarithm present in t. The quantity shown in (3.25), the ratio of
the cross section with a rapidity gap to the inclusive cross section, is called the gap fraction
and corresponds to the fraction of events with radiation in the gap below the veto-scale Q0.













This contribution arises from a hard gluon emission inside one of the jets, which in turn
emits a soft gluon into the gap between the jets. It is encoded in the term H3 ⊗ S3 in the
factorization formula (3.1).
In Figure 3.3, we numerically compare the two-loop global and non-global coefficients as
a function of the gap size ∆y, working in the large-Nc limit. When the veto area is small, the
gap fraction is dominated by the non-global part, but with increasing veto area the global
logarithms become more and more important. Since the two contributions have opposite
sign, cancellations between global and non-global contributions can occur at intermediate
values of the gap size. To understand this behavior better, it is instructive to expand (3.26)









− 4 ∆y2 + . . .
]
t2 . (3.27)
The expansion (3.27) shows that the two-loop non-global logarithmic term is only suppressed
by a single power of ∆y, while the global piece involves two powers. The reason for this
scaling is that in the non-global piece only one gluon is in the gap of size ∆y, while in the
global piece both gluons are. One further observes that in the large-Nc limit the ∆y2 part of
the non-global piece precisely cancels the global piece. Phenomenologically, the limit of a
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Figure 3.4: Definition of the gap region for a dijet system in the rapidity and azimuthal plane, as
used by ATLAS [35]. If a jet with transverse momentum larger than Q0 is radiated into
the gray region, the event is vetoed. The two dashed red lines indicate the boundary of
the approximated veto region used in [37].
small gap is for example relevant for isolation cone cross sections, where the veto typically
is only applied in a small angular region. Below, we will see an explicit example where the
higher-order global and non-global effects cancel for a photon isolation cross section.
Interestingly, the leading term in (3.27) involves a logarithm of ∆y. This contribution
corresponds to a collinear enhancement which arises when both the gluon in the gap and
the one outside are close to the boundary. These types of collinear logarithms were studied
in the recent paper [62] which presented a version of the BMS equation which allows for
their all-order resummation. It would be interesting to analyze this in our effective field
theory framework. The corresponding effective theory would involve boundary modes to
describe the emissions near the gap boundary. The problem is however challenging because
the gap fraction is suppressed by a power of ∆y in the limit ∆y→ 0.
3.4.2 Gaps between jets
We now perform the resummation for the gap fraction at the LHC, as measured by the
ATLAS experiment [35, 36]. The gap fraction is defined as the fraction of dijet events that do
not have an additional jet with transverse momentum greater than a given veto scale Q0 in
the rapidity interval bounded by the dijet system, and we will study it as a function of pT,
the average transverse momentum of the two leading jets. More explicitly, the gap fraction
is defined as the ratio of the cross sections with and without veto,
R(pT, Q0) =
σ2−jet(pT, Q0)
σ2−jet(pT, Q0 = pT)
. (3.28)
Since pT is computed using the two leading jets, the transverse momentum of the jet inside
the gap is by definition smaller than pT so that the denominator in the formula is simply
the inclusive two jet cross section. Below, we will compute R(pT, Q0) for different gap sizes
defined by the rapidity difference ∆y between the two leading jets. The precise geometry of
the gap is shown in Figure 3.4. The jets are reconstructed with the anti-kT jet algorithm with
R = 0.6 and are required to have rapidity |y| < 4.4.
The ATLAS paper [35] observed that MC predictions are not always consistent with
ATLAS data. For example the NLO predictions matched to PYTHIA [63] and HERWIG [64]
using POWHEG [65] are lower than the experimental data, especially in the region of
large pT and rapidity difference ∆y between the jets. Specifically, for 210 GeV < pT <
240 GeV and 4 < ∆y < 5, POWHEG+HERWIG underestimates the data by about 40%, and
POWHEG+PYTHIA by about 20%.
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For small values of Q0, the gap fraction R(pT, Q0) involves large logarithms of the
form αns ln
m pT/Q0. It is interesting to perform systematic soft gluon resummations to try
to understand the difference between theoretical prediction and experimental data. The
resummation of the leading logarithms has been studied in the papers [37, 66, 67]. In [66, 67]
the authors resummed all global logarithms with full colour information and the non-global
effects were included by reweighting with a K factor. The most detailed theoretical study so
far was [37], which resummed all large logarithms at LL in the large-Nc limit by solving the
BMS equation and also compared directly to the experimental measurement. One limitation
of this work is that the veto region was approximated by a rectangle in the rapidity and
azimuthal angle plane, see Figure 3.4. This made it possible to obtain all NGLs by boosting
the same solution of the BMS equation. In our computation we will take into account the
exact veto region used by ATLAS. Rather than relying on the BMS equation, we will use our
parton shower to resum the large logarithms.
Formula (3.1) was derived for leptonic collisions. The factorization formula for dijet












Habm ({n}, ŝ, pT, µ) ⊗ Wm({n}, pT, Q0, µ)
〉
, (3.29)
where ŝ = x1x2s is the partonic center-of-mass energy. The functions Wm({n}, pT, Q0, µ)
consist of a matrix element of the Wilson lines in the operator Sm+2 for the incoming and
outgoing partons, together with collinear fields of the two incoming ones. The functions Wm
contain rapidity logarithms due to Glauber gluon exchanges, which induce a dependence on
the large scale pT. This dependence has to be present in order to cancel the scale dependence
of the super-leading logarithms mentioned in Section 3.3. These double logarithms of µ/pT
arise from evolving the hard function and have a scale dependence which cannot cancel
against the single-logarithmic scale dependence of the purely soft matrix element and
the PDFs. We will discuss the factorization for hadron-collider observables in detail in a
forthcoming paper. For the moment, we will concentrate on the leading logarithms in the







dx1dx2 fa(x1, µ f ) fb(x2, µ f )Hab2 (ŝ, ∆y, pT, µh)〈U2m(µs, µh)⊗̂1〉 . (3.30)
The hard function Hab2 accounts for the process with two partons in the final state, and all
kinematics and color information is encoded in the hard events generated by MadGraph.
The tree-level generator computes the exact color dependence of the amplitudes, but to
interface with a parton shower such as PYTHIA, it randomly assigns a possible large-Nc
dipole color structure to each tree-level event. We use this color information to start our
shower, which then computes the evolution from 2 partons in the final state to m partons, as
encoded in the matrix elements U2m defined in (3.6). Since we use full tree-level amplitudes,
our hard function also contains terms of subleading color. The paper [53] has modified
MadGraph in such a way that the full color information is written into the event file. Using
this, one could perform a computation in the strict large-Nc limit.
We choose µ f = µh = pT as the central values for the factorization and hard scales, and
set the soft scale to be µs = Q0. A lower value of µ f would enhance the gap fraction and
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2<Δy<3, 210GeV< pT <240GeV
Figure 3.5: The gap fraction as a function of the jet transverse momentum pT (left plot) and the
gap energy Q0 (right plot). The red line shows the LL result for the gap fraction; the
error band is obtained from scale variation. The ATLAS data is plotted in blue.
bring our results closer to the ATLAS measurements. However, the high value is appropriate
since the hard anomalous dimension has two parts, a soft contribution related to non-global
logarithms and a collinear part inducing the usual Altarelli-Parisi evolution. In our shower,
we only evolve with the soft part of the anomalous dimension and to avoid the necessity for
additional collinear evolution we have to evaluate the PDFs at the high scale.
In our calculations we use NNPDF23LO [68] PDF sets with αs(mZ) = 0.130 and use
one-loop running for αs. In Figure 3.5 we show the resummed gap fraction in comparison
with the ATLAS measurements [35]. In the left plot, we keep Q0 = 20 GeV fixed and vary
the transverse momentum pT of the jets, while the right plot shows the gap fraction as
a function of Q0 for 210 GeV < pT < 240 GeV. ATLAS has performed measurements for
different rapidity separations between the jets. We want to avoid collinear enhancements
and focus on fairly central jets, since we do not resum collinear logarithms for the time
being. Specifically, we use 1 < ∆y < 2 in the left plot and 2 < ∆y < 3 in the right one.
To estimate the uncertainty of our predictions we vary the scales µh and µs by a factor of
two around their default values µh = pT and µs = Q0. The µs variation is larger, except
at low pT. In the plots we show the envelope of the two variations. We observe that the
results are marginally compatible with the experimental measurements within the fairly
large uncertainty bands, but it is clear that the theoretical description at LL accuracy is fairly
poor. This should be contrasted to the O(αs) fixed-order result shown in orange and the
result obtained with PYTHIA [69] (solid green line) shown in Figure 3.6. We will call the
O(αs) prediction leading order (LO), even though strictly speaking the leading-order gap
fraction is R(pT, Q0) = 1. Neither the fixed-order result nor PYTHIA describe the ATLAS
perfectly, but both yield a better description than the LL result. (In their paper ATLAS uses
POWHEG matched PYTHIA, which agrees with the data well for this rapidity range, but
starts deviating at higher rapidities.)
Before speculating about the source of the poor agreement of the LL result with the
measurement, it is interesting to compare to [37], which also computed the gap fraction at
LL accuracy and compared to the ATLAS data. Superficially, the results presented in this
paper show better agreement with data. The reason is two-fold. First of all, the authors not
only show the data of the measurement where the gap is defined by the two most energetic
jets, but also the experimental results for the case where the gap and pT is defined by the
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2<Δy<3, 210GeV< pT <240GeV
Figure 3.6: The gap fraction for different gap energies Q0 as measured by ATLAS (blue) com-
pared to the fixed-order result at LO (orange) and PYTHIA results (solid green: with
hadronization using Tune 7, dashed green: partonic result without hadronization and
underlying event).
two most forward and most backward jets. This second criterion leads to lower gap fractions,
which agree better with the LL resummed result, but – as the authors of [37] readily admit –
is not really appropriate to be compared against the theoretical predictions. Choosing the
two most forward and backward jets to define the gap implies a veto on further radiation in
the forward and backward direction, which is not imposed in the theoretical computation.
Using the highest-pT jets to define the dijet system, also their gap fractions are below the
measurements. They are somewhat higher than our results because [37] approximates the
gap by a rectangular region in the rapidity and azimuthal angle, see Figure 3.4, so their veto
region is smaller than the experimental gap by about one unit of rapidity (the jet radius
is R = 0.6), which increases their gap fraction and brings it closer to data. Adopting their
definition of the gap region, we find that our results are consistent with their findings; the
remaining small numerical differences can be attributed to the fact that they work in the
strict large-Nc limit, while we include the full result for the tree-level amplitudes.
Of course, our computation in the large-Nc, leading-logarithmic approximation is rather
crude. There are several sources of corrections which could push the results closer to the
experimental results. They are (a) higher-logarithmic terms, such as the constant pieces
of the one-loop hard and soft functions, (b) power corrections suppressed by Q0/pT, (c)
terms of subleading color, or (d) hadronisation and underlying event corrections. Let
us rule out the last possibility first. In the experimental measurement, the gap energy
Q0 is not defined as the total energy or transverse momentum inside the jet, but as the
transverse momentum of the leading jet inside the gap. This definition was chosen to reduce
sensitivity to hadronisation and underlying event. Indeed, running PYTHIA at the partonic
level (dashed green line in Figure 3.6) yields quite similar results to the full simulation
(solid green line). We also doubt that subleading-color pieces can explain the difference.
Theoretically, the finite-Nc corrections are especially interesting in our case, because at
subleading color one encounters double-logarithmic effects, while the problem is only single
logarithmic in the large-Nc limit. However, since the double logarithmic effects only arise
at α4s , we do not expect them to be very large. The numerical impact of the super-leading
logarithms was estimated to be small in [70], but one should resum them in order to properly
asses their importance.
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2 <Δy< 3, 210 GeV< pT < 240 GeV
Figure 3.7: One emission at LL accuracy, compared to the full LO result. The modified LL shown as
a gray line is obtained by implementing momentum conservation for the soft emission.
This leaves (a) and (b) as explanations. The scale hierarchy in our computation is not very
large Q0/pT & 1/10, nevertheless, we expect the power corrections (b) to be moderate. To
test their size, we compare in Figure 3.7 the fixed order result at O(αs) to the expansion of
the LL result to the same accuracy. We compute the LO fixed order result using the relation











At LO, the integrand in (3.31) is obtained by computing the tree-level three-jet cross section
in which the third jet is inside the gap and has transverse momentum Q0. To see the power
corrections, it is interesting to take the logarithmic derivative of the gap fraction R(pT, Q0)
with respect to Q0. This removes any constant so that we directly see the difference of the
leading-power log term to the full result. As it should be, the full LO result (orange line)
approaches the LL coefficient (red line) for small Q0. At the same time the plot shows that
the LL derivative is completely off at large Q0, where the derivative of the full LO tends
to zero. The fact that R becomes constant at large Q0 implies that power corrections must
cancel against the leading-power terms in this region. More generally, the unitarity condition
R(pT, Q0 = pT) = 1 links power corrections (b) and higher-logarithmic terms (a).
One type of power suppressed terms arises from expanding away the soft momenta in
the momentum-conservation δ-functions. In our factorization theorem, the momenta in
the hard functions at the high scale are conserved, but the soft momenta are neglected.
Neglecting the soft momentum ks enhances the three-jet rate in (3.31) because the jets can
then be produced at the low partonic center-of-mass energy ŝ = (pJ1 + pJ1)
2 instead of the
correct value ŝ = (pJ1 + pJ1 + ks)
2 at which the PDFs are smaller due to the suppression of
larger momentum fractions. To gauge the size of this effect, we have used our MC code
to compute dR/dQ0 for the first emission with the full ŝ. Since we know the kT = Q0 of
the emission as well as the direction, we can reconstruct the vector k and the associated ŝ.
In practice, we first boost to the partonic center-of-mass frame, correct ŝ and then boost
back. Doing so, we obtain the gray line in Figure 3.7. The modification due to momentum
conservation accounts for about half of the difference between LL and the full LO. A
similar study was performed in [67] who found that they could reproduce the full LO
result with good accuracy with a suitable modification of the parton luminosity. However,
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γ
δ0
Econe < Eiso = εγ Eγ
Figure 3.8: Pictorial representation of the factorization for isolated photon production. The black
lines represent hard partons, while the wavy red lines indicate soft radiation. The
energy inside the isolation cone of half-angle δ0 is restricted to be smaller than εγ Eγ.
their modification involved parameters which were chosen by hand. Parton showers such
as PYTHIA implement momentum conservation, so that these types of kinematic power
corrections are accounted for and their effect was also studied in the recent paper [71]. It
is significant, but by itself not large enough to account for the difference we observe. It
would be quite interesting to see whether one can modify our shower in such a way that
momentum conservation is fulfilled without modifying the leading power terms but we will
not pursue this issue further for the moment.
What can and certainly should be done is to extend the resummation to subleading
logarithmic accuracy. This will add the virtual corrections to Hab2 and the function Hab3
at the high scale, together with the O(αs) corrections for all the soft functions at the low
scale. It will also require the two-loop anomalous dimension in the evolution to lower
scales. Computing these corrections and implementing them into a MC is of course a
major undertaking. To get a feeling for their size, one can first evaluate the NLL result at
O(αs). One reason that the higher-log terms are significant is that we have not resummed
collinear logarithms for the moment, but with ∆y = 3, these are already of the same order of
magnitude as the soft logarithms. Using the results [24, 25] this can be done and we plan to
implement also the collinear resummation in the future. A related issue is that large rapidity
differences lead to forward-scattering kinematics at hadron colliders, which induces its own
logarithmic enhancements. A method to resum these terms was put forward in [72] and
implemented in the HEJ code. Recently, the HEJ results were merged with PYTHIA [73].
This combines both types of resummations and improves the description of the ATLAS
data, but to improve our understanding of gap observables, it will be important to perform
measurements for kinematical situations in which only a single source of large logarithms is
present so that one can separately study the different effects.
3.4.3 Isolation cone cross sections and photon production
A second important class of non-global observables are cross sections with isolation cones
inside which only soft hadronic radiation is allowed. The most important example is photon
production, where an isolation cone is needed to separate the direct production of a photon
in the underlying hard collision from the photons which arise in hadron decays such as
π0 → γγ. Imposing that Eiso, the hadronic energy inside the cone with half-opening angle
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δ0, is much smaller than the photon energy Eγ suppresses energetic photons originating
from decays of boosted hadrons. Similar cuts are also used to isolate leptons, for example
in SUSY searches. Imposing the isolation requirement induces logarithms αns ln
n εγ, with
εγ = Eiso/Eγ, into the perturbative computation and in the following we want to study their
resummation.
Already at the parton level, there are two mechanisms to produce a photon. In addition
to the direct emission, one can produce an energetic quark which then fragments into
a photon accompanied by a collinear quark. This second mechanism involves the frag-
mentation function, a non-perturbative object which needs to be extracted from data. In
general, the two partonic contributions are not individually well-defined. At NLO, the direct
production suffers from a divergence when the quark becomes collinear to the photon and
this divergence is absorbed into the fragmentation function. The isolation cone suppresses
fragmentation since it limits the amount of radiation which accompanies the photon. Indeed,
Frixione has shown that one can modify the isolation criterion to eliminate fragmentation
altogether [74]. For any angle δ < δ0, where δ0 is the isolation cone angle, he imposes that







with n > 0. Together with radiation collinear to the photon, this smooth-cone isolation
eliminates the fragmentation contribution, which is centered at δ = 0. This simplifies
the theoretical computations and is appealing because it eliminates the poorly known
fragmentation function. Up to now, all NNLO computations of photon production [75–77]
rely on the Frixione cone for isolation, while the result with a fixed cone is only known
at NLO in the form of the JetPhox code [78]. Due to the granularity of the calorimeter,
a smooth criterion such as (3.32) cannot be directly implemented in experiments which
therefore use fixed-cone isolation. To compare with experimental data, the NNLO results
tune the parameters εγ and n such that the NLO predictions using (3.32) are numerically
similar to fixed-cone computations including fragmentation. Below, we will derive such a
parameter relation based on the analysis of soft radiation.
The logarithms we want to study become large in the limit εγ → 0. In this limit the
radiation inside the cone becomes very soft. It is well known that the emission of soft quarks
is power suppressed and for this reason, fragmentation is a power suppressed effect for
εγ → 0 which we do not need to consider. (The same holds true for threshold resummation
studied in [79] and implemented into the numerical code PeTeR [80].) As we discussed
above, in the hadron collider case there are some interesting open issues and we therefore
first derive a factorization theorem for e+e−. The kinematics is shown in Figure 3.8. One has
hard partons outside the cone with energies of the order of the photon energy Eγ and soft
radiation inside the cone. This is precisely the situation captured by (3.1), except that the
soft region is now defined by the photon instead of the hard jets. Specializing the general







〈Hγ+m ({n}, Eγ, Q, δ0)⊗ Sm ({n}, εγ Eγ, δ0)〉 , (3.33)
where the photon energy is parameterized as Eγ = xγ Q/2. The hard functions Hγ+m
are the squared amplitudes for the photon and m-parton process and are defined as in
(3.4). In addition to the integrals over the energies of the m partons at fixed directions


































xγ = 0.9, δ0 = π/4
Figure 3.9: Effect of the isolation cut in e+e− → γ + X. The plot shows a comparison of the
resummed result (red line) with the one-loop contribution (orange line) and the global
logarithms (dashed purple line).
{n} = {n1, · · · , nm} outside the isolation cone, they include an integral over the photon
phase space together with its constraints (the energy Eγ in the example (3.33)). The soft
functions are given by the Wilson line matrix element (3.3) with the energy constraint
applied to radiation inside the photon cone.
We will use the automated framework of the previous chapter to resum the large loga-
rithms in the isolation cone cross section, but it is interesting to first analyze the NLO cross
section analytically. The NLO correction to the soft function S2 with two Wilson lines in
d = 4− 2ε dimensions is given by the integral
S2({n1, n2},εγ Eγ, δ, ε) = 1− T1 · T2 g2s µ̃2ε
∫ dd−1k
(2π)d−12ω
2 n1 · n2
n1 · k n2 · k
θ(Eiso −ω) , (3.34)
where ω = |~k| is the gluon energy. Note that the soft gluon can also be outside the isolation
cone, but this part of the integration is scaleless and vanishes. Exactly the same integral is
relevant for Sm, which involves a sum over all pairs of hard partons. In Appendix 3.C, the
full computation of S2 is performed analytically. To avoid technicalities and get a qualitative
understanding, we will now perform an approximate computation. Since all hard partons
are outside while the soft gluon is inside the cone, the dipole factor is not singular. If the
cone is narrow and the hard partons are not too close to the cone, we can approximate the
gluon direction with the photon direction so that
n1 · n2









The one-loop correction to the soft function then simplifies to















θ(Eiso −ω) . (3.36)
For a fixed cone-energy Eiso, the energy integration produces a divergence with an associated
logarithm, which gets multiplied by the angular area of the cone, in line with the discussion
in Section 3.4.1. The situation is interesting for isolation cones because the logarithms are
typically large (experiments often restrict the isolation energy to a few GeVs), while the area
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tends to be small. If we substitute Eiso → Eiso(δ) from (3.32) into (3.36), we can compute the
soft function for the smooth-cone. In the approximation (3.35), we find that the smooth-cone








In other words, the smooth-cone isolation is more restrictive than fixed-cone isolation by a
factor en. A computation such as [77] which uses smooth-cone isolation with εγ = 0.1 and
n = 2, therefore has the same size logarithms as a fixed-cone computation with εγ = 0.01.
For photon energies of a few hundred GeVs, this indeed matches up with the fixed-cone
isolation criterion
EisoT = 4.8 GeV + 0.0042 E
T
γ (3.38)
used in the ATLAS analysis [81]. ATLAS uses a cone of R = 0.4 in the rapidity and
azimuthal-angle plane. A particle is considered to be inside the cone (and therefore belongs
to the “out”-region), if ∆y2 + ∆φ2 < R2, where ∆y is the rapidity difference and ∆φ the
difference of the azimuthal angle between the particle and the photon.
As we discussed in Section 3.4.1 above, the two-loop non-global and global logarithms
can cancel each other out and for photon isolation results displayed in Figure 3.9, this effect
is quite pronounced. In this plot we consider e+e− → γ + X with an isolation cone with
half-angle δ0 = π/4 and compare the resummed result with the one-loop logarithm and
with the global contribution, which is given by the exponential of the one-loop logarithm.
We observe that higher-order effects are quite small down to relatively low isolation energies
which correspond to larger values of t in the figure. Resumming the global logarithms leads
to a much larger effect, which cancels after accounting also for the non-global contribution.
By now there are many papers in the SCET literature which resum observables up to
non-global contributions. This example demonstrates that such estimates of higher-order
terms are not always reliable. In the present example this incomplete resummation leads to
worse predictions than no resummation at all.
Finally, let us analyze photon isolation in hadronic collisions. Of course, in this case the
same caveats apply that we discussed for gaps between jets: a full factorization analysis for
hadronic collisions is not yet available. We will therefore again work in the large-Nc limit
and resum the leading logarithms captured by evolving the hard function from the scale
µh ≈ EγT down to the soft scale µs ≈ EisoT . We need to evaluate the PDFs at the hard scale
µ f = µh, as explained in the gaps-between-jets case.
The small angular size R of the veto region suppresses higher-order corrections and the
overall effect of the isolation cone is therefore moderate. At the same time, the typical scale
ratios εγ that arise in experimental measurements can be quite large. We have discussed in
Section 3.4.1 that the global logarithms scale as αns R2n ln
n(εγ), while the non-global ones
scale as αns R2 ln
n−1(R) lnn(εγ), since they involve only a single gluon in the veto region. For
small R, the non-global logarithms completely dominate the cross section. In order to verify
this, we extract large logarithms up to two-loop from our parton-shower code. Explicitly, as
is shown in [24], the first two coefficients in the expansion
σ(t)/σ0 = 1 + S (1)t + S (2)t2 + . . . (3.39)
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Figure 3.10: Ratio of the pp→ γ + X cross section with isolation to the inclusive one. Left: Ratio
as a function of t (or equivalently εγ) for E
γ
T > 400 GeV. Right: Ratio for the ATLAS
isolation criterion (3.38) as a function of EγT . In both plots we show the resummed
result as well as its NLO and NNLO expansions obtained using the approximation
(3.35). The red uncertainty bands are obtained by scale variations, see text.
in the shower time (3.11) take the form



















where the subscript “in” and “out” refer to the radiation inside the jets (outside the isolation
cone) and outside jets (inside the isolation cone), respectively. The coefficient of the one loop
shower time S (1) can be calculated using our MC simulation to generate a single emission
along n3 inside the cone (the “out”-region). To calculate the non-global part of the two-loop
coefficient we approximate n4 with the direction of the photon as we did in (3.35), and end
up with















We then again use our MC simulation to generate vectors n3 outside the cone (in the “in”-
region). Due to exponentiation, the global part of S (2) is one-half of the one loop correction
squared. Our results are shown in the left plot in Figure 3.10, where we give evolution effects
as a function of shower time as defined in (3.11). The red line shows the LL resumed result,
and the orange and green lines are one-loop- and two-loop-LL contributions, respectively.
The dashed purple line corresponds to the naive exponentiation of one-loop results. To
obtain the red error band, one first calculates µ̃ = µs(t) by inverting (3.11). Varying this scale
by a factor of two, one then obtains two values tlow = t(2µ̃) and thigh = t( 12 µ̃). The cross
sections σ(thigh) and σ(tlow) are then used to define the uncertainty band. Clearly, there is a
large difference between the one- and two-loop results, which is due to the ln R dependence
of the NGLs which dominate the cross section. On the other hand, the difference between
NNLO and the resummation is moderate. In the right plot, we show resummation effects as
function of photon transverse energy ET for the ATLAS [81] isolation criterion (3.38). In this
case, the red band is obtained by varying the soft scale by a factor two around the default
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value µs = EisoT . Overall, resummation changes the NLO result for the isolation effects by
about a factor of two. On the other hand, since higher-oder corrections beyond two loops
are moderate, we don’t anticipate large corrections to the NNLO computation in [77].
Until now we were focussing on logarithms of εγ arising in the limit of small isolation
energy, while keeping the cone radius R fixed. It is also interesting to keep εγ fixed and
consider the limit of small R. That both limits are problematic for fixed-order computations
was stressed already in [78] and the small R case has been studied in detail in [82], after it
was realized that for narrow cones the NLO cross section with isolation [78] becomes larger
than the inclusive one [83], which is of course unphysical. In [82], the leading ln R terms
were resummed using collinear factorization. It was found that the higher-order effects are
moderate for R & 0.5, but quickly become large for smaller cone radii. The paper [78] found
that ln εγ terms were moderate, but warned that the NLO computation could underestimate
the overall effect. Our results in Figure 3.10 show that the nonglobal NNLO terms are as
large as the NLO corrections, confirming this suspicion.
Phenomenologically, the double limit εγ → 0 and R → 0 is perhaps most relevant. We
will now consider this situation, in which both types of logarithms are present. The relevant
factorization analysis is quite similar to the one for the narrow-cone Sterman-Weinberg
cross section [24, 25]. In the following we will state and discuss the result; we refer the
reader to [24, 25] for more details regarding its derivation. Explicitly, for small R ∼ δ0 the




















In this formula, the first term on the right-hand side is the direct photon production cross
section without photon isolation and without fragmentation. This term is obtained when
considering soft radiation at paramatrically large angles δ δ0 for which one can ignore
the narrow cone. Doing so renders the soft functions trivial and one can integrate over
the directions of the hard partons, which yields the cross section σγ+X. The (perturbative)
fragmentation contribution is part of the second term which describes the inclusive produc-
tion of a parton i along the photon direction, which then fragments into a photon plus soft
hadronic radiation along the direction of the small isolation cone and energetic radiation
immediately outside the cone. More precisely, the term σi+X in the second line denotes the
inclusive cross section for producing a parton i with energy Ei and momentum pi along the
direction nµ = nµγ of the photon, and the jet functions
n/
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|Ml(pi; {pγ, p})〉〈Ml(pi; {pγ, p})|







describe the fragmentation of this parton into a photon with energy Eγ = zEi and l additional
energetic partons outside the cone, as enforced by the theta function Θncone in their definition.
The function U l describes soft radiation collinear to the isolation cone and consists of l
Wilson lines along the energetic partons plus one additional Wilson line along the light-cone
direction n̄µ conjugate to the one of the photon direction. More details on this collinear and
soft (or “coft”) mode can be found in [24, 25]. Its most important property is that the typical
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invariant mass of this type of radiation has the low value Λcoft = δ0 εγ Eγ, precisely because
it is both soft and collinear. In appendix 3.D, we will evaluate the narrow-cone isolation
cross section at leading order and verify that the QCD result maps onto the factorization
theorem (3.42).
We note that the two terms in (3.42) are not separately finite: the partonic cross sections
and jet functions must be viewed as Wilson coefficients of the effective theory, which must
be renormalized. To perform the resummation of the large logarithms, one has to solve the
associated RG-evolution equations and first evolve from the hard scale µh ∼ Eγ down to
the jet scale µj ∼ δ0Eγ and finally to the coft scale µ ∼ δ0 εγ Eγ. As we discussed above, the
quantity ∑l〈Ji→γ+l ⊗ U l〉 describes the fragmentation of the parton i into a photon plus
soft and collinear radiation. It has exactly the same scale dependence as the standard photon
fragmentation function, see [84, 85]. The first step of RG evolution, which generates the
logarithms of R through the ratio µj/µh, is thus governed by the standard RG evolution of
the fragmentation function. Logarithms of εγ are only generated in the second step, via the
evolution from µj ∼ δ0Eγ down to µ ∼ δ0 εγ Eγ. We postpone a study of the numerical size
of the ln R terms to future work.
3.4.4 Jet-veto cross sections
Rejecting events with hard jets can be important to make precise measurements at hadron
colliders. An example is the process p p → W+W− at the LHC, where the veto is used to
reduce the background from top-quark pair production with subsequent t → b l ν decay.
The cut used by ATLAS rejects events with jets of pJT > p
veto
T = 25 GeV for |η J | < 4.5 [86],
while CMS imposes pvetoT = 30 GeV for |η J | < 5 [87]. The jet-veto cut introduces logarithms
ln(pvetoT /mH), which can spoil the convergence of perturbative calculations. Much work has
been carried out to resum these large logarithms [88–92]. The resummation at NNLL+NLO
accuracy has been automated for the production of an arbitrary final state with massive
colorless particles within the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO framework [93].
The jet-veto cross section is a non-global observable, since the cross section becomes fully
inclusive in the large rapidity region near the beams, because the veto can only be imposed
where detectors are present. Of course, this problem affects all hadron collider observables
and in particular also hadronic event shapes. The NGLs in the jet-veto cross section have
never been resummed, but [88] has analyzed the rapidity cut dependence in fixed order
and by using parton showers, and concluded that it was small. The paper [94] pointed out
that the non-global effects are power suppressed for the kinematic cuts used at the LHC. In
order to explain this power suppression effects, let us first define two expansion parameters
β = pvetoT /Q, δ = e
−ηc , (3.44)
where ηc is the rapidity cut, and Q represents the hard scale for this process. E.g. for W+W−
production it is the invariant mass of the electroweak final state Q = MW+W− .
For jet-vetoed cross section at the LHC, the hierarchy between the two parameters
is β ∼ 0.1  δ ∼ 0.01. Analyzing which momentum regions are relevant, one finds
that collinear modes contributing to jet-veto resummation have light-cone components
(n · pc, n̄ · pc, p⊥) scaling as Q(β2, 1, β), where nµ and n̄µ are light-cone vectors along the
beams. The typical rapidity of these particles is much smaller than the cut ηc ∼ 5 used at the
LHC. Contributions sensitive to the rapidity cut ηcut are therefore power suppressed by δ/β.
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This parametric suppression is consistent with the small size of the fixed-order corrections
computed in [88].
One can also consider the opposite hierarchy β  δ  1, as analyzed in [94]. At LHC
energies, the low pvetoT scale related with β would be non-perturbative in this situation, so
it is currently only of theoretical interest. To capture the physics in the low-energy region
one needs modes with the same scaling behavior as the coft mode introduced in [25]. The
paper [94] analyzed the factorization for rapidity-dependent jet-veto cross sections but their
analysis was restricted to global logarithms. We recently developed the necessary framework
to deal with soft-recoil sensitive non-global observables in [95] and it would be interesting
to derive the full formula in our framework.
3.5 conclusion
In this paper, we have used RG methods in effective field theory to obtain a parton shower
for the resummation of large logarithms in non-global observables. Our result provides
an explicit example of a parton-shower equation derived from first principles which can
be systematically improved. At LL level in the large-Nc limit, our shower is equivalent
to the Dasgupta-Salam dipole shower. We have implemented it and have interfaced it
withMadGraph5_aMC@NLO to obtain a flexible framework to perform resummations. The
tree-level generator is used to produce a LHE file containing the kinematic configuration
and color structure of the hard partons. This information is then passed to the shower to
perform the RG evolution to lower scales.
With this method we have investigated gap fractions in dijet production and isolation
cone cross sections. We find that non-global contributions are especially important when the
veto region is small, because the higher-order global contributions are suppressed by higher
powers of the size of the veto region, while this suppression is absent for the non-global
terms. We observe that the LL predictions suffer from large uncertainties, and it will be
important to extend the resummation to higher accuracy in the future. In addition, there are
also several other issues, which can and should be studied already at the leading logarithmic
level, such as the role of momentum conservation to reduce power corrections and the
resummation of collinear logarithms. For exclusive jet cross sections, we have shown in
earlier work how the collinear logarithms arising for small jet radius can be resummed, and
in the present work we have extended the relevant factorization to small isolation cones. As
in the case of small-radius jets, we find that momentum modes are relevant, which are both
soft and collinear to the cone.
To resum next-to-leading logarithms, one needs higher-order corrections to the anomalous
dimension matrix and the matching coefficients. Specifically, one will need to include i.)
the one-loop soft functions Sm for any m, ii.) the one-loop correction to the Born-level
hard function Hk and the tree-level result for Hk+1, the hard function with one additional
emission. In addition, one also needs iii.) the two-loop anomalous dimension. In earlier
papers, we have computed i.) and ii.) for specific processes and iii.) should have a close
relation to the result of Caron-Huot in the density matrix formalism [96]. While our RG
framework makes it clear which ingredients are necessary to improve the logarithmic
accuracy, it will likely be nontrivial to implement these into a MC framework similar to
the one we employed at LL. Nevertheless, it is important to pursue this line of research,
not only to reduce the uncertainties in the observables studied here, but also because it can
provide a first example of a parton shower with higher logarithmic accuracy.
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Our shower code is currently restricted to the large-Nc limit, but it would be interesting to
go beyond this approximation, especially for hadron-collider processes, where contributions
from Glauber phases arise at finite Nc. Without accounting for these in the low-energy
theory, the factorization theorem would not be RG invariant because the double-logarithmic
evolution of the hard functions, which produces the “super-leading” logarithms, could not
be matched by the evolution of the operators in the low-energy theory. A detailed discussion
of these effects will be given in a forthcoming paper.
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3.a angular integration with a collinear cutoff
With a collinear cutoff λ the angular integration in the anomalous dimensions Vm and Rm
in (3.13) takes form




ni · nl nl · nj
θ(nl · ni − λ2)θ(nl · nj − λ2) . (3.45)
The cutoff amounts to putting small cones around the emitting partons to avoid the collinear
singularity. In the lab frame any vector nl can be parametrised as
nl = (1, sech yl sin φl , sech yl cos φl , tanh yl) . (3.46)
In order to compute (3.45), we transform the integration into the Center-Of-Mass (COM)

















M2(1 + tanh ŷl)





Here M2 = 2 ni · nj is the invariant mass of the ni and nj dipole, and β =
√
1−M2/4. The
new integration variables ŷl and φ̂l are the rapidity and azimuthal angle of the emission in
the COM frame. The components nµl = (1, nx, ny, nz) in the lab frame can be expressed in





1− cos φ̂l sech ŷl
β
) (




sech yi sin φi
− sech yj sin φj
)
+
sech ŷl sin φ̂l
β
(
cos φi sech yi tanh yj − cos φj sech yj tanh yi
) ]
,
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1− cos φ̂l sech ŷl
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sech yi sech yj sech ŷl sin(φi − φj) sin φ̂l
]
. (3.48)
with M/El = 2− 2β cos φ̂l sech ŷl . The result for the components will be useful for the
phase-space generation for the real emissions. To obtain the virtual corrections, we now
evaluate (3.47). As long as the two cones around ni and nj do not touch each other, i.e. for













β cos φ̂l +
√
α + β2 cos2(φ̂l)
)
, (3.50)
where α = (M2 − 2λ2)/(2λ2). Performing these integrations, one obtains the analytical
result
















with cos δ = (1− α)/(2β). Because the two cones overlap, the azimuthal angle integration is









α + β2 cos2 φ̂l
. (3.53)
Since we do not have an analytical result, we use numerical interpolation for I2(λ, M) in
our parton-shower code.
The form of the collinear cutoff is of course not unique. A simpler form of the virtual
integral is obtained by imposing the cutoff in the COM frame by putting a cut on ŷ. The















, so that Ĩ(λ, M) = 2ỹmax. This regularization
scheme was used by Dasgupta and Salam [26]. We will compare MC results based on the
two cutoff schemes (3.45) and (3.54) in Appendix 3.B.
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3.b details of the mc algorithm
In this appendix we will describe the MC algorithm in detail, working with the interjet
energy flow in e+e− for concreteness. For this observable, the lowest multiplicity hard
function has two energetic partons along back-to-back directions n1 and n2. We can thus set
k = 2 in the equations in Section 3.3. For more complicated observables, such as hadron
collider dijet events, we start with k > 2 partons, whose directions are read from an event
file produced by the MadGraph tree-level generator. The tree-level generator also assigns
large-Nc dipole color structure to each event, which we use as the starting point of our
shower.
We will first spell out the algorithm and then show how it arises from the iterative solution
of the RG-evolution equation of the hard functions in (3.20). The basic ingredient of the MC
algorithm is a list of events. Each event E occurs at a time t, has a weight w and contains a
list of m vectors {n1, ni1 , . . . , nim−2 , n2}. This list defines the color dipoles of the events, which
are given by neighbouring pairs of vectors so that the associated virtual correction is






The integrand is the real-emission matrix element
Rlij = 4 NcW
l
ij θ(nl · ni − λ2)θ(nl · nj − λ2) . (3.57)
The angular integration in the presence of a collinear cutoff λ was discussed in detail in
Appendix 3.A. Note that the quantity Vij defined here is positive, while Vm in (3.23) is
negative.
The MC algorithm described in the following produces a histogram of V12 σveto(Ω0, t)/σ0.
To get the gap fraction that one has to divide the result by V12, the virtual correction
associated with the original dipole. The algorithm involves the following steps:
1. Start at shower time t = 0 from an initial event with vectors {n1, n2} and weight w = 1.
2. Generate a random time step ∆t according to the probability distribution PE(t) =
VE exp(−VE∆t), and insert the event weight w into the histogram at time t + ∆t.
3. Choose a dipole associated with a pair of neighbouring vectors ni and nj in E with
probability Vij/VE. Generate a new random vector nk and multiply the weight by the
factor Rkij/Vij, expressed in the random variables chosen to generate the direction of
the new vector nk, see (3.58) below.
4. If nk is inside the veto region, go to Step 1 and start a new event, otherwise add
this new vector into E′ = {n1, · · · , ni, nk, nj, · · · , n2}, multiply the weight by a factor
VE/VE′ and return to Step (2).
To keep the weights w close to one, one works in the COM variables ŷk and φ̂k introduced
in Appendix 3.A to generate the direction of the new parton. In the dipole COM frame
the integrand becomes trivial in these variables, see (3.49). However, with a lab-frame cut,
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Figure 3.11: Diagrammatic representation of the lowest hard functions contributing to (3.59).
the integration boundary ymax(φ̂k) in the rapidity integration depends on φ̂k. Mapping the





If one follows Dasgupta and Salam [26] and introduces the collinear cutoff in the COM
frame, the integration region is rectangular and w = 1. A second advantage of this cutoff
is that the weight factor in Step 4 is always smaller than one, VE/VE′ < 1. One can thus
implement this factor by throwing away the event in Step 4 with probability VE/VE′ . Once
this is done, one has unweighted events. In contrast, with a lab-cone cutoff a small fraction
of events has VE/VE′ > 1.
To derive the above MC algorithm, we rewrite RG evolution solution (3.20) in a form
which makes the four steps of the algorithm manifest. According to (3.21), after evolving












Ĥ4(t, n3, n4) + · · · ,
(3.59)
where the hat indicates the factor V12/σ0 by which we have multiplied the cross section and
the hard functions Hm in order to work with the same normalization as the MC simulation.
In Figure 3.11 we show their diagrammatic representations. The first term Ĥ2 represents no
emission down to the veto scale Q0, corresponding to shower-time evolution from 0 to t.
This purely virtual contribution takes the form
Ĥ2(t) = P2(t) = V12 e−t V12 . (3.60)
As shown in Figure 3.11, the second term Ĥ3 corresponds to a situation, where no
emission occurs until the shower evolves to t′, at which time a new parton is emitted along





dt′ Ĥ2(t′) R312 e−(t−t
′)V3 , (3.61)
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Figure 3.12: Numerical comparison between MC simulations and analytical calculations. The
histograms represent MC simulations with different collinear cutoffs ηcut = 1 (black),
3 (red) and 5 (blue). The dots are from numerically integrating their analytical
expressions.
where the new virtual part is V3 = V13 + V32. We now rewrite (3.61) in terms of factors










with ∆t = t′ and ∆t′ = t− t′. To get an emission probability, we normalized the angular
integral to V2. Introducing the probability P3 for the second time step, we are then left with
a factor V2V3 which arises as a weight in Step 4 of the algorithm.
Starting from Ĥ4, each hard function is a sum of several terms, which correspond to the
different dipoles which can emit. Specifically, for Ĥ4 we have
Ĥ4(t) = Ĥ(1)4 (t) + Ĥ
(2)
4 (t) , (3.63)
where Ĥ(1)4 corresponds to inserting a new parton into the dipole formed by n1 and n3 and
has the form







with V(1)4 = V14 + V43 + V32. The second term H
(2)
4 arises from inserting a new parton
























where ∆t′′ = t− t′′. Compared to (3.62) we encounter additional factors V13/V3 and V32/V3,
which represent the probability of choosing one of the two dipoles. These factors are
implemented in Step (3) of the MC algorithm. No additional complications arise at higher
multiplicities.
In order to check our MC simulation step by step, we can calculate Hm directly from its
definition, and then compare with simulation results. We show the results for H3 and H4 in
Figure 3.12. The histograms represent the simulation results while the dots are calculated
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directly. For simplicity we set the veto region to zero which means that we do not veto any
radiation. We write the collinear cutoff in the form λ2 = 1− tanh ηcut and choose different
values of ηcut. We observe excellent agreement between the numerical integration and the
simulation results. As a second consistency check we have verified the unitarity of the
shower, i.e. we ran the full shower with the veto region to zero and checked σveto(t) = σ0
within the numerical accuracy.
We will also compare our simulation algorithm to the one used by Dasgupta and
Salam [26]. As mentioned in Appendix 3.A, they impose the collinear cutoff in the COM
rather than the lab frame. Furthermore, instead of computing the cross section directly,
they formulate a shower for the derivative dσveto/dt. This form can be derived from the















































































i1i2 + · · · + R
l
im2.
Equation (3.66) immediately translates into a shower algorithm. One starts with the original
dipole at t = 0 as before. Then, for any event E one generates a time-step according to PE,
selects a dipole of the event with probability VijVE , and inserts a new vector into the dipole,
splitting it into two. This is repeated until the new vector lies outside the jets (inside the
veto region) at which point the shower is terminated and the value of t is inserted into the
histogram. This is the shower used in [26].
A numerical comparison of the different shower formulations and cutoff schemes is
shown in Figure 3.13. Scheme S(t) represents the algorithm we explain at the beginning of
this appendix, and S′(t) is the dipole shower of [26] corresponding to the MC simulation
of (3.66). For each algorithm, we show the two different ways to regularize the collinear
divergence discussed in Appendix 3.A. The curves labelled LAB apply the cutoff (3.45) in
the lab frame, the ones labelled COM impose a rapidity cut in the center-of-mass frame of
the emitting dipole. The two COM curves are nearly indistinguishable, while the curves in
LAB cutoff scheme display small deviations beyond t & 0.1. Comparing the different MC
runs, we observe significant noise using the LAB cutoff at larger t. While the individual
weights are close to one, larger-time entries involve many steps and we end up with some
events with large weight which make the simulations noisy; conversely there are also many
events with low weight which makes them inefficient. While any of the algorithms work well
in the phenomenologically relevant region t < 0.1, the COM scheme is clearly performing
better at large t and the algorithm simulating S′(t) is especially well suited to get results at
large t. A disadvantage of the S′(t) scheme is that one needs to run it without any cutoff
on t in order to be able to reconstruct the function from the derivative. In contrast, one can
restrict t to the phenomenologically relevant region determined by the minimum value of
Q0 when directly generating the cross section. Also, when working with the cross section
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Figure 3.13: Numerical comparison between different simulation algorithms and collinear regu-
larization methods (lab-cone versus center-of-mass cone). The curves labelled S(t)
are obtained from simulating the cross section, the ones labelled S′(t) are obtained
after simulating the derivative and integrating. The two COM curves are completely
overlapping.
instead of the derivative, one can use the algorithm as an exclusive event generator and only
impose the veto constraints at the end, after event generation.
3.c nlo expansion for isolated photon production
In this appendix we give analytical expressions for the lowest-order hard function and the
NLO soft logarithm for isolated photon production at e+e− colliders.
If we expand to NLO, the factorization formula (3.33) truncates at m = 3 since the
hard functions scale as Hγ+n ∼ αn−2s . Expanding the ingredients in αs and using that the
lowest-order soft functions are trivial Sm = 1+O(αs), the cross section reads
dσ
dxγ













where the superscripts of H(n)γ+m and S
(n)
m indicate the order in αs.
The hard function H(0)γ+2 describes the final state with one quark, one antiquark (with
momenta p1 and p2) and one isolated photon (with momentum pγ) in the final state. Using
momentum conservation and introducing the variable y1 = (p1 + pγ)2/(xγ Q2), we can
write the LO hard function as





















with x̄γ = 1− xγ, ȳ1 = 1− y1, Qq is the charge of the quark flavour emitting the photon and
σ0 the associated Born cross section. Here we eliminated the bare fine-structure constant
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α. The Born cross section for the decay γ∗ → qq̄ is given
by








The dependence on y1 is the leftover angular integration after taking momentum con-
servation into account and enters the convolution with the soft function. The angular
constraint, which enforces that the hard partons are outside the isolation cone, translates to
an integration boundary in terms of yc =
(1−cos δ0)(1−xγ)
2−(1−cos δ0)xγ as follows:




dy1 H(0)γ+2 (y1, Q, xγ, δ0)S2 (y1, xγ, εγ, δ0) . (3.70)
As the soft function is trivial at LO (first term on the right hand side of (3.67)), we can
immediately perform the integration over y1, take the trace in color space and obtain the


















− (1− 2 yc) xγ
]
, (3.71)
in agreement with the result in [97].
The second term 〈H(0)γ+2 ⊗ S
(1)
2 〉 in (3.67) can be obtained by evaluating the soft function
S (1)2 for one soft gluon inside the cone radiated off one of the Wilson lines along {n1, n2},
whose direction is parameterized by the variable y1. The soft function reads







I(ε) 1 , (3.72)





ni · nk nk · nj
θ(1− cos δ0 − nk · nγ) . (3.73)
To extract the divergent part of the soft function, it is sufficient to evaluate the angular

















after boosting to the center-of-mass frame of the emitting dipole. We have introduced the
abbreviation
ξ =
(2− xγ) cos δ0 + xγ
2− (1− cos δ0)xγ
, (3.75)







1 + (1− 2y1)ξ − 2
√
ȳ1y1(1− ξ2)










1 + (1− 2y1)ξ + 2
√
ȳ1y1(1− ξ2)
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The one-loop corrections of H(1)γ+2 and H
(1)
γ+3 could be extracted in numerical form using
the results of [97]. However, we are only interested in the logarithmic piece, so that the
divergent part of the combination is sufficient. Since the cross section is finite, the divergence
must be equal and opposite to the one in 〈H(0)γ+2 ⊗ S
(1)
2 〉. Explicitly, we must find that it
takes the form
〈H(1)γ+2 ⊗ 1〉+ 〈H
(1)








dy1 〈H(0)γ+2〉 I(0) . (3.78)
Adding the one-loop ingredients, we then obtain the NLO logarithmic terms as
dσ(1)
dxγ
= 16 CF ln(εγ)
∫ 1−yc
yc
dy1 〈H(0)γ+2〉 I(0) . (3.79)
3.d narrow-cone limit of photon isolation
To verify the factorization theorem for narrow isolation cones (3.42), we apply the method
of regions to the integral which arises in the computation of the differential cross section at


























θ(1− yc − y1)θ(y1 − yc). (3.81)
For a narrow cone we have yc ≈ δ20 x̄γ/4  1. The expansion of the integral I gets
contributions from three regions of the integration variable y1: the hard region h, where
y1 is large yc  y1 ≈ 1; the region c, where the photon is emitted collinear to the quark
(yc ≈ y1  1); and finally the region c̄, where the photon is emitted collinear to the antiquark
(yc ≈ ȳ1 = 1− y1  1). By expanding the integrand in each region to leading power and













2(2 x̄γ + x2γ)
ε
+O(ε) (3.82)
for the hard region, and for the collinear regions we have











2 x̄γ + x2γ(1− ε)
]
, (3.83)
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where we show the hard and the collinear contributions separately in the second and third
line. The divergences of the individual terms in (3.84) are proportional to the splitting
function
Pγ←q(z) =
1 + (1− z)2
z
, (3.85)
confirming our earlier statement that the two parts renormalize in the same way as the















This agrees with the expansion of the full result (3.71) to leading power in yc, verifying our
region expansion.
The contributions of the different momentum regions to (3.84) are in one-to-one corre-








Jq→γ+q ({n}, δ0 Eγ, xγ)⊗ 1
〉
, (3.87)
where the factor of two in front of the second term accounts for the identical contribution
from the anti-quark. The hard region is the first term in (3.87) and corresponds the cross
section without isolation on the photon. The collinear region in the second line of (3.84)
corresponds to the second term in (3.87) which describes the production of a qq̄ pair,
followed by fragmentation of the quark. We thus confirm the factorization theorem (3.42) at
LO.
4
N L L ′ R E S U M M AT I O N O F J E T M A S S
Und zwar isch s wichtig, dass du folgendes o weisch;
S gnüegt nid, dass Du ds Brot eifach underleisch em Fleisch;
S’bruucht eis Brot undefür, versteisch;
Und eis wo d obe drüber leisch;
Nume wenn d so drahäre geisch;
Berchunnsch es Sändwitsch - eis mit Fleisch.
— Mani Matter
This chapter is a copy of [19], published in the Journal of High-Energy Physics (JHEP) on
April 2, 2019.
abstract
Starting from a factorization theorem in effective field theory, we present resummed results
for two non-global observables: the invariant-mass distribution of jets and the energy
distribution outside jets. Our results include the full next-to-leading-order corrections to
the hard, jet and soft functions and are implemented in a parton-shower framework which
generates the renormalization-group running in the effective theory. The inclusion of these
matching corrections leads to an improved description of the data and reduced theoretical
uncertainties. They will have to be combined with two-loop running in the future, but our
results are an important first step towards the higher-logarithmic resummation of non-global
observables.
4.1 introduction
Up to now, higher-logarithmic resummations of collider observables have only been per-
formed for the narrow class of global observables which constrain radiation uniformly over
the entire phase space. This category includes very inclusive observables such as selected
event shapes, but it excludes all observables with hard phase-space cuts or a fixed number
of jets. In recent years, a lot of progress was made in the theoretical analysis of non-global
observables [18, 24, 25, 58, 62, 95, 96, 98–106]. This includes work on the structure of higher
logarithms as well as studies of leading logarithms beyond the large-Nc limit.
In this paper we start the computation of higher-logarithmic terms for non-global ob-
servables by analyzing two simple observables, the jet mass and the interjet energy flow,
and presenting resummed predictions which include the full one-loop corrections to the
relevant hard scattering processes, as well as the associated jet and soft functions. In the
effective-theory framework we use for resummation [24, 25], these correspond to matching
corrections and they will need to be supplemented by corrections to the renormalization-
group (RG) running in the future to arrive at a complete higher-logarithmic treatment of the
non-global part.
Our main goal in the present work is to develop the Monte Carlo methods to include these




resummation of jet mass
Figure 4.1: Pictorial representations of factorization formulas for interjet energy flow (left) and jet
mass (right), see (4.1) and (4.4). The black lines represent hard radiation with typical
scale Q which is constrained to be inside the cones, and the red lines depict soft
radiation with a low energy scale Q0 which is allowed to populate the full phase space.
In the right figure, the blue lines in the left hemisphere represent collinear radiation
which is described by the inclusive jet function in (4.4).
study their numerical size, since they have never been computed for non-global observables
and often dominate numerically in the global case. It is customary to add a prime to the
logarithmic accuracy to indicate the presence of higher-order matching corrections. In this
notation our next-to-leading-logarithmic results for the jet mass have NLL′ accuracy.
In Refs. [24, 104] we have derived a factorization formula for interjet energy flow and
light-jet mass. The key element is the presence of multi-Wilson-line operators which generate
the intricate pattern of Non-Global Logarithms (NGLs). Explicitly, the result for interjet






Hm({n}, Q, µ)⊗ Sm({n}, Q0, µ)
〉
, (4.1)
where Q is the center-of-mass energy, and Q0 = βQ is the energy scale above which we veto
energy in the gap outside the jet cones. For simplicity, we choose the jet axis along the thrust
axis. The above factorization formula neglects power corrections from O(β) terms. The hard
functions Hm describe hard radiation inside the jet cone, and their characteristic scale is
Q since radiation inside the cones is unrestricted. The index m represents the number of
hard partons inside the jet, which propagate along the directions {n} = {n1, n2, . . . , nm}.
Each of these sources soft radiation, which we describe by a Wilson line along the direction
of the hard parton. The matrix elements of these Wilson lines define the soft functions
Sm({n}, Q0, µ). To obtain the cross section, one integrates over the directions {n}, which
is indicated by the symbol ⊗. The hard and soft functions are matrices in the color space
of the m partons and one takes the color trace 〈. . . 〉 after multiplying them. The operator
definition for these functions and further explanations can be found in [24].
The second observable we consider is the jet mass distribution at a lepton collider. To
define the jet mass, we use the thrust axis to split every event into two hemispheres. One
can then (randomly) select one of the two jets and compute its invariant mass M, which
is usually discussed in terms of the dimensionless variable ρ = M2/Q2. Alternatively, one
computes the mass in both hemispheres and chooses the heavier mass ρh or lighter one
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ρ`. Obviously, there is a relation among the these observables: the jet mass distribution is














We will call the hemisphere we select to measure the mass the left one, which means that
the radiation in the right hemisphere is unconstrained.1 We introduce a light-like reference
four-vector nµ = (1, 0, 0, 1) pointing to the right along the thrust axis and an opposite
vector n̄µ = (1, 0, 0,−1) pointing to the left. The hard partons in the right hemisphere
then generate the complicated pattern of soft radiation and associated NGLs. The main
difference to formula (4.1) is that one also needs the standard inclusive jet functions to
describe collinear radiation in the left hemisphere. Resummation effects in the jet mass
distribution have been discussed in Refs. [107–111], however only in [107] the leading NGLs
were resummed. Our work is based on the factorization theorem for jet mass derived in [104].
The invariant mass of the left jet is obtained from the momentum pc̄ of the energetic particles
collinear to n̄ and the soft partons in the left hemisphere,
ρ Q2 = M2 = (pc̄ + ps)2 = p2c̄ + Q n̄ · ps +O(p2s ) . (4.3)
In the factorization theorem, the sum results in a convolution of the soft and jet functions. To









Him({n}, Q, µ)⊗ S̃m({n}, τ, µ)
〉
, (4.4)
where τ is the Laplace conjugate variable of ρ, and j̃i is the inclusive jet function [112, 113],
which by now is known to three loops [114, 115]. In (4.4) the index m indicates the number
of partons in the inclusive (right) hemisphere, so that m = 1 at leading order (LO).
As long as we consider large jet cone sizes of O(1), the leading-logarithms (LLs) in
interjet energy flow at a lepton collider are of the form αns ln
n β. The interjet energy flow is
a single logarithmic observable, because collinear logarithms cancel inside the large cone
region and only soft logarithms remain. These logarithms arise from the multi-Wilson-line
operators Sm in (4.1) and one needs to use parton shower methods to resum the enhanced
logarithms already at the LL level. In [18] we have written a dedicated parton-shower
code to perform the resummation for such observables and have interfaced it with the
MadGraph5_aMC@NLO event generator [34]. This provides an automated framework to
perform the LL resummation for single-logarithmic observables. However, collider observ-
ables are typically double logarithmic. The leading logarithms in the jet mass distribution,
for example, are αns ln
2n ρ. Even for non-global observables, these double logarithmic terms
have a simple structure, and they can be factored out and treated separately. In the parton
shower framework, we therefore subtract these “global” contributions and exponentiate
them manually, as Dasgupta and Salam did in their original paper on NGLs [26]. Given their
different nature, it is interesting to analyze both the interjet energy flow and the jet mass as
examples and we will present LL′ and NLL′ improved results for single logarithmic and
double logarithmic observables, separately. A second motivation to also analyze the jet mass,
is that there are LEP measurements to which we can compare to, in contrast to the interjet
energy flow. Unfortunately, the typical jet mass at LEP jet is quite low M . 10 GeV, which
1 In our previous paper, we called ρ the left-jet mass and denoted it by ρL [104].
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translates to a scale of the soft radiation of Q0 ∼ M2/Q . 1 GeV so that non-perturbative
effects are very important in the peak region of the distribution.
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will discuss LL′ resummation
for interjet energy flow and show how one implements the one-loop corrections to the hard
and soft functions. We then move to the jet mass distribution in Section 4.3, focussing on the
differences to the single-logarithmic case. We will in particular show how to subtract global
logarithms in the parton shower and in the soft function. After presenting numerical results
in Section 4.4 and comparing to LEP data and PYTHIA results, we conclude in Section 4.5.
4.2 interjet energy flow at LL′ accuracy
The perturbative expansion of the interjet energy flow in (4.1) suffers from large logarithms
of the ratio of the hard scale Q and the soft scale Q0. To resum these, one solves the RG
equation of the hard function and evolves it from its characteristic scale µh ∼ Q down to a










Ulm({n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂Sm({n}, Q0, µs)
〉
, (4.5)
where the evolution factor is defined as a path-ordered exponential of the anomalous
dimension








The RG-evolution generates additional partons and maps the l-parton configuration along
the directions {n′} = {n1, . . . , nl} into an m-parton final state along the directions {n} =
{n1, . . . , nl , nl+1, . . . , nm}. The symbol ⊗̂ in (4.5) indicates the integral over the directions of
the additional m− l partons generated in the evolution.
At the leading logarithmic level, we only need the one-loop anomalous dimension and

















Γ(1) ≡ t Γ(1) . (4.7)
In the last step, we have introduced the evolution time t ≡ t(µh, µs). For a given µh, there
is a one-to-one correspondence of the evolution time to the low scale µs. Obviously, for
µh = µs, we have t = 0. During the evolution, t grows and goes to infinity as µs hits the
Landau pole. For µh = MZ and two-loop running with a Landau pole at Λ = 0.230 GeV, the
choice µs = 1 GeV corresponds to t = 0.08. A plot connecting t and µs for different values
of µh can be found in Figure 1 of our previous paper [18].
In [18] we implemented the RG evolution factor U ({n}, µs, µh) in the large-Nc limit using
the parton shower method proposed by Dasgupta and Salam in [26]. We don’t want to
repeat the entire discussion here, but we give the algorithm in Appendix 4.B, since we need
to extend it to compute the soft functions, as discussed below. Let us also list the one-loop
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anomalous dimension, since its form will be relevant in the discussion of the jet mass below.
It is given by [24]
Γ(1) =

V2 R2 0 0 . . .
0 V3 R3 0 . . .
0 0 V4 R4 . . .








The entries Rm and Vm are angular functions associated with the emission of a real or virtual
soft gluon and take the form
Vm = 2 ∑
(ij)




Rm = −4 ∑
(ij)
Ti,L · Tj,R Wm+1ij Θin(nm+1) , (4.9)
where the color matrices Ti,L act on the hard function from the left, i.e. on the amplitude,
while Ti,R acts on the conjugate amplitude. The sum runs over all unequal pairs (ij) of the
m hard partons. The anomalous dimension involves the dipole radiator
Wkij =
ni · nj
(ni · nk)(nj · nk)
, (4.10)
which is given by the product of the associated eikonal factors. In the virtual corrections,
one integrates over the direction nk of the emission. We note that individually Rm and Vm
suffer from collinear divergences, which cancel in the cross section. In the Monte Carlo
implementation, one works with a collinear cutoff to regularize the divergences.
As long as we choose the µh and µs properly, the hard and soft functions will be free of
large logarithms and the large logarithmic terms are resummed in the evolution factor. Be-
cause they are free of large logarithms, the higher-multiplicity hard functions are suppressed
by αs as Hl ∼ αl−2s H2. At LL level, we thus only need to include the hard function H2 and
the soft function is given as the unit matrix in the color space Sm ∼ 1. At LL accuracy, the






H2({n1, n2}, Q, µh)⊗U2m({n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂ 1
〉
. (4.11)
To extend these results to NLL, one needs two ingredients: the one-loop matching
corrections and the corrections to the RG running due to the two-loop anomalous dimensions.
The present paper focuses on the first set of corrections, i.e. LL′ accuracy. Specifically, we
need one-loop corrections to H2, the tree-level result for H3 and the one-loop soft functions






H(1)2 + · · ·
)
, H3 = σ0
( αs
4π






S (1)m + · · · . (4.12)
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∼ H(1)2 ⊗ U2m ⊗̂S
(0)
m
∼ H(1)3 ⊗ U3m ⊗̂S
(0)
m
∼ H(0)2 ⊗ U2m ⊗̂S
(1)
m
Figure 4.2: Pictorial representations of the different ingredients for LL′ resummation of the interjet
energy flow. The diagrams on the three lines correspond to the one-loop corrections




m , respectively. The virtual corrections to Sm are scaleless and
vanish.





































H(0)2 ({n1, n2}, Q, µh) ⊗ U2m({n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂S
(1)




We used here that the leading-order soft function S (0)m is the unit matrix 1 in color space.
The first line contains the LL result (4.11), and the remaining three lines show the different
NLO corrections, which are depicted in Figure 4.2.
The hard functions Hm include the momentum conservation and phase-space constraints
on the hard partons. For two partons, these constraints render the integrals over the parton
directions trivial. The momentum and jet direction constraints impose that the vectors n1
and n2 must point along the thrust axis and in opposite directions so that
〈H2({n1, n2}, Q, µ)⊗ S2({n1, n2}, Q0, µ)〉 = σ0 H2(Q2, µ)〈S2({n̄, n}, Q0, µ)〉 , (4.14)
where we have used that also the color structure is trivial for two hard partons. The function
H2(Q2, µ) is the standard dijet hard function







− 12 ln µ
Q





which arises also for global observables such as the event shape thrust. In the large-Nc limit,
we should replace CF → Nc/2.
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Figure 4.3: Kinematical configurations in the three different regions with different energy ordering.
Particles with the smallest energy are drawn in red.
In [24] we have derived an expression for the hard function H(1)3 , which corresponds
to the QCD process γ∗ → q(p1)q̄(p2)g(p3). By definition H(1)3 only depends on angular
information of the three partons, since their energies have already been integrated over.
For convenience we split the phase space integration into different regions according to
the direction of the thrust axis, which for three-parton final states points in the opposite
direction of the most energetic parton. Due to momentum conservation, the three partons
must be in a plane. Using invariance of the cross section under rotation around the thrust
axis, in Region I only the angles θ2 and θ3, between the partons and the thrust axis, are not
fixed.
For convenience we parameterize these angles in terms of two variables u and v each








where the variable v is directly related to the larger angle θ3, while u characterises the
relative size of the angles. Please note that the variables u and v differ from the quantities of
the same name used in [24], where we defined the variables such that v = 1 corresponded to
the angle of the jet cone, rather than a 90◦ angle as in (4.16). Because the same hard function
H(1)3 also arises for the jet mass studied below, we prefer to not incorporate the specific
phase-space constraint into its parameterization.
The bare hard function H(1)3 in terms of the angles θ̂2 and θ̂3 was given in (4.4) of [104].
The corresponding representation includes a θ-function constraint imposed to prevent the
thrust axis from flipping. For simplicity, we choose the jet opening half-angle α ≤ π3 so that
the axis constraint is automatically fulfilled. The hard function suffers from divergences
when u and v go to zero. In dimensional regularization after performing MS subtraction,
the contribution of Region I to the renormalized hard function H(1)3 is given by



























































resummation of jet mass
The function Θin(v) ensures that all hard emissions are inside the jet. For the interjet energy
flow it is given by Θin(v) = θ(δ− v), with δ = tan α2 , where α is the jet opening half-angle.
In the large-Nc limit, the color structure of the hard functions becomes trivial and we use
non-bold symbols such as H(1)3,I to indicate the scalar quantities which are relevant in this








u2 + u + 1
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Similarly, in Region II we have





























u2 + u + 1
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Region III describes the situation, where the gluon is the most energetic particle and we
parameterize θ̂1 = uv, θ̂2 = v. The hard function reads





u4v4 + u2v4 + 4u2v2 + u2 + 1
)
(u + 1)2 (1− uv2) . (4.22)
Next, we will discuss how to implement the above expressions into the parton shower code.
We first rewrite the angular integral in the H(1)3 contribution as〈










H(1)3 (u, v, Q, µh)Ŝ3(u, v, µh)
〉
, (4.23)
where we have defined Ŝ3(u, v, µh) = ∑∞m=3U3m({n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂ 1, which is the LL RG evo-
lution or parton shower soft function. To implement this formula into a Monte Carlo
framework, we will randomly generate u and v and then run the shower Ŝ3(u, v, µh) for
the given configuration. There is, however, one complication, namely that the hard function
is a distribution and can therefore not be integrated point by point. One way to solve this
problem is to evaluate Ŝ3(u, v, µh) on a grid, interpolate and then perform the integrations
over u and v. This works well because Ŝ3(u, v, µh) is a smooth function of the angles as can
be seen from Figure 4.4. Note in particular that the limit v → 0, in which both angles go
to zero and the two Wilson lines become collinear, is completely smooth. In this limit the
quark and gluon Wilson lines combine and produce the same radiation as a single quark
Wilson line, encoded in the function Ŝ2. The relation
Ŝ3(u, v = 0, µh) = Ŝ2(µh) (4.24)
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Figure 4.4: Left: Angular dependence of Ŝ3 for fixed evolution time t = 0.08. Note that the angles
θq and θg of the hard partons to the jet axis must be smaller than the cone angle
α = π/3 ≈ 1.04. Right: Dependence on the evolution time t at fixed angles.
will lead to important simplifications below. In the right plot, we show the evolution time
dependence of the soft function Ŝ3 for fixed angles. One observes that the function falls off
much faster when the hard partons approach the jet cone. In this configuration, more soft
radiation exits the cone, explaining this suppression.
Interpolating the soft function Ŝ3 gives accurate results, but is not efficient since the
function depends on the phase-space constraints and thus needs to be recomputed when
one changes the cone angle. It is much more natural to compute the convolution (4.23)
directly in the Monte Carlo code. The simplest way to implement the plus distributions in
the hard function into the Monte Carlo is to use a slicing method. To explain it in a simple
setting, let us for the moment only consider the v dependence and forget about the variable
u. Then the convolution (4.23) takes the form

















where B(v) represents a regular function. Thanks to relation (4.24) the A term can be
combined with the LL parton shower result involving Ŝ2 and the contribution from B(v)
can be computed by randomly generating v-values and running the shower for each chosen
configuration. The slicing method introduces a lower cutoff v0 into the plus distribution
integrals Ci(v) to ensure that v can not go to zero. With the cutoff in place, we can integrate












Ŝ3(v) + ln v0 Ŝ2 +O(v0), (4.26)
where one can use the same Monte Carlo method as for the B(v) terms to simulate the
first term with the collinear cutoff v0, and then adds back the second term which is given
by the LL parton shower result, multiplied by a logarithm of the cutoff parameter. The v0
dependence will cancel out between the two terms up to power corrections. The power
corrections in the artificial parameter v0 can be neglected as long as one chooses it small
enough. The slicing method involves large cancellations between the two terms on the
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right-hand side of (4.26), so for numerical stability reasons one should not choose v0 too
small. These two opposing requirements make slicing methods delicate, but we compared
to the result using the interpolated soft function Ŝ3 and found good consistence. The cutoff
independence is demonstrated in Figure 4.12 in Appendix 4.A.
Up to now we have disregarded the u dependence, but the Monte Carlo implementation
of the full equations (4.17), (4.19) and (4.21) involves nothing beyond the above discussion,
except that we have to consider both integrations. As (4.24) shows, the soft function be-
comes trivial for v → 0 and we can combine all δ(v) dependent terms with the parton






(1/u)+(1/v)+ terms. The corresponding cutoff dependent compensation terms are collected
in Appendix 4.A.
The final ingredient we need to implement is the one-loop soft function, which is defined
as a sum over all dipoles
αs
4π
S (1)m ({n}, Q0, ε) =







ni · k nj · k
Θout(nk)θ(Q0 − Ek) , (4.27)
where the sum runs over all unordered pairs (ij). In the large-Nc limit only neighbouring
legs give a contribution




We evaluate the one-loop soft function numerically within our Monte Carlo code. It is well
suited for this task since it generates emissions between neighbouring dipoles in an efficient
way, by randomly choosing the rapidity ŷ and azimuthal angle φ̂ of the emission in the
COM (center-of-mass) frame of the emitting dipole (ni, nj). Here and in the following, we
will use hats to indicate kinematic quantities in the COM frame. Our hard function shower
keeps emitting additional hard partons until one of them enters the veto region at which
point it terminates. In our implementation, we use this last parton in the veto region to
obtain the NLO correction to the soft function. At NLO, the renormalized soft function can
be expressed as






















with Θlabout(ŷ, φ̂) constraining soft radiation to be outside of the jet cone in the lab frame. In
the Monte Carlo implementation, the factor in square brackets is a weight factor for the
corresponding emission. The auxiliary function fij(φ̂, ŷ) connects the transverse momentum
k̂T in the COM frame to the energy Q0 in the lab frame, k̂T fij(φ̂, ŷ) ≤ Q0, and is given by
fij(φ̂, ŷ) = 2M
(
−β cos φ̂ + cosh ŷ
)
, where M2 = 2 ni · nj is the invariant “mass” of the dipole
pair, and β =
√
1−M2/4. The logarithm of | sin φ̂| arises from expanding the azimuthal
angular integration in ε, which is related to the space-time dimension through d = 4− 2ε.
A detailed derivation of expression (4.29) can be found in Appendix 4.A.
While our slicing implementation of the hard function is simple but specific to the dijet
processes and certainly not optimal, the above procedure to obtain the NLO soft function
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is simple, efficient and general. Compared to the LL parton shower code, including the





















where one evolves the hard function from hard scale to soft scale and multiplies it with the
soft function S (1)m of the corresponding multiplicity. When running our Monte Carlo code
we fill three histograms, one for the LL shower, one for the logarithmic part of (4.29) and
one for the non-logarithmic part. Further details of the Monte Carlo algorithm, including
the implementation of the one-loop soft function are given in Appendix 4.B.
The computer time needed to run the shower including the one-loop corrections depends
on the maximum evolution time needed in the computation. For the interjet energy flow, we
run the shower until t = 0.08, corresponding to µs ≈ 1 GeV. For a collinear cutoff at ηcut = 4
(ηcut = 5) in the parton shower we then end up with about 15 (30) hard partons per event
on average. To resolve the peak region of the jet mass, discussed in the next section, we have
to run to extremely low scales µs = 0.275 GeV, corresponding to t = 0.3, near the Landau
pole at Λ = 0.230 GeV. At this scale, hundreds of partons are generated in each event and
we need a few days of computer time on a cluster to obtain our numerical results, which
will be presented in Section 4.4 below.
4.3 nll′ resummation for jet mass
Our second task is to perform the resummation for the jet mass distribution at electron-
positron colliders. In contrast to the interjet energy flow, this observable suffers from
soft-collinear double logarithms. These then constitute the LL results, while the non-global
structure only arises at NLL. The resummation of jet mass including the leading non-
global logarithms has been discussed in [26, 66, 104, 107]. At NLL level, the non-global
logarithms yield a simple overall factor which multiplies the cross section. Beyond NLL
this simple factorization does not hold anymore, and one needs to include the corrections
piece by piece.2 The basic structure of the corrections is of course the same as for the interjet
energy flow, see (4.13) and Figure 4.2, and we therefore mainly focus on the differences
to this case. In addition to the double logarithms, the most important new element is that
the factorization arises in Laplace space. We use the same notation as [104], where we
presented NLL resummation results. For NLL′ accuracy we need to keep one-loop matching
corrections in the factorization formula (4.4) and the theorem then reads
















Hi2({n}, Q, µh)⊗U2m({n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂ 1
〉
. (4.31)
In the first line we must include one-loop corrections for the quark jet function j̃q, the hard
function H1 and soft functions S̃m. We do not include the O(α2s ) cross terms so that the
2 The recent paper [116] on the jet shape includes one-loop corrections only for the global part, which corresponds
to m = 1 in (4.4), and does therefore not reach full NLL′ accuracy. Including the non-global structure would
result in a factorization formula similar to (4.18) in [18].
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first line turns into a sum of terms with the individual corrections. The hard function Hi2 in
the second line includes two hard partons in the right jet. Since it involves a power of αs due
to the hard emission, the remaining ingredients are only needed at LO. The second line also
includes a gluon-jet contribution, for the case where the qq̄ pair is in the right hemisphere.
The one-loop hard functions are the same as for interjet energy flow, up to the different
phase-space constraints. They are given in Appendix 4.C.
In Laplace space, RG-evolution is multiplicative and we can factor out and exponentiate
the double logarithms. Removing the double logarithmic part is important since our shower
evolution, which also takes place in Laplace space, is purely soft. The subtraction of collinear
contributions will also be needed for our numerical computation of the one-loop soft
function. Using standard techniques introduced in [117], we can perform the inversion to
momentum space analytically at the end and write a momentum space result directly in
terms of Laplace-space ingredients.
The anomalous dimension ΓH in (4.8) which drives the resummation of the logarithms in
interjet energy flow (4.1) can be viewed in two ways: As the hard anomalous dimension,
used to evolve the hard functions to the soft scale, or as the soft anomalous dimension which
evolves the soft functions to a higher scale. RG invariance of the cross section implies that
the two evolutions must agree. The situation is more interesting for the light-jet mass (4.4)
which involves three ingredients. In this case RG invariance translates into the statement
Γ
Hi
lm({n}, Q, µ) = Γ
Si
lm({n}, τ, µ) + Γ
Ji(τQ, µ)δlm , (4.32)
where





+ 2γJi . (4.33)
The Casimir Ci for the quark-jet channel is Cq = CF, while the gluon configuration has
Cg = CA. In our paper [104], we have analyzed the one-loop soft anomalous dimension and
found that it has the form
Γ
Si





δlm + Γ̂lm({n}) , (4.34)
where Γ̂lm is a regular non-logarithmic anomalous dimension, which takes the same form as
(4.8), except for a subtraction to remove the collinear singularities, which give rise to the
cusp piece in (4.34). The subtraction is achieved by replacing the diagonal elements in (4.8)
by Vm → V m = Vm − V0, with




n̄ · nk nk · n
ΘL(nk), (4.35)
where ΘL(nk) ensures that the emission is in the left hemisphere with the light jet. The




T0 · Ti = −T0 · T0 = −Ci 1 . (4.36)
Note that V0 is equal to the one-loop result (real plus virtual) for the case where there is only
one hard parton on the right, which then, by momentum conservation, flies along n. The
subtraction therefore removes the “global” one-loop part of the soft anomalous dimension.
After this, the Monte Carlo result no longer involves collinear singularities. As before we
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regularize the collinear singularities in the individual entries of Γ̂ using a cutoff. The parton
shower algorithm of Dasgupta and Salam [26] instead uses a veto algorithm to remove
global logarithmic terms. Our subtraction of the global piece has the advantage that our
Monte Carlo weights are always positive. Let us also note that the role of the subtraction is
to separate out the collinear singularities, so that the same subtraction can be used for any
process with the same double logarithmic structure, i.e. also in cases with more complicated
geometry, where we cannot analytically compute the one-loop function.
To make use of the separation of the anomalous dimension into two pieces, we now factor
the soft function as



















The splitting of the soft function into single and double logarithmic pieces is of course not
unique. We have chosen the double-logarithmic “global” part S̃iG such that it includes the
full one-loop result, so that the “non-global” remainder function Ŝim starts at two loops for
m = 1 partons in the right hemisphere. For the gluon case, we only need the tree-level result
S̃gG = 1 since the hard function for this channel is suppressed by αs.
The global piece fulfills a standard RG-evolution equation driven by the cusp piece of
(4.34) which can be immediately solved in Laplace space. Using the technique introduced
in [117], the associated momentum-space solution takes the form












with ηS = 2Ci Aγcusp(µs, µ), where the logarithm Ls has been replaced by a derivative operator
with respect to ηS.
With the global function at hand, the Monte Carlo simulation only needs to provide the
remainder Ŝim. Its single logarithmic RG-evolution is obtained by the subtracted parton




m ({n}, τ, µs) = S̃i (1)m ({n}, τ, µs)− S̃i (1)G (τ, µs) , (4.40)
which, by construction, is free from collinear logarithms. We compute this difference in
the large-Nc limit by running the shower until it produces a parton in the left hemisphere,
which is the veto region for the present case. The outside parton is the soft emission and
we then compute the relevant one-loop weight factor precisely as in (4.29). The form of the
Laplace space soft function can be found in the appendix in (4.66). When the emission arises
from the first dipole, which involves the left parton along n0 = n̄, we subtract the global
part. For the quark-jet channel the subtraction is given by











2 | sin φ̂|
g0j(φ̂, ŷ)
]
ΘL(ŷ, φ̂)X(ŷ, φ̂) , (4.41)
with a re-weighting factor
X(ŷ, φ̂) = e2ŷ/(e2ŷ + β2 − 2eŷβ cos φ̂) . (4.42)
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The factor X is simply the ratio of the radiator (4.10) associated with the original (n̄, n)
dipole and the one of the dipole (n̄, nj) which emits the gluon and defines the frame in
which ŷ and φ̂ are generated. The subtraction removes the collinear divergence in the (n̄, nj)
dipole and yields Ŝqm. The function gij in (4.41) relates the momentum component n̄ · k
in the lab frame to the transverse momentum k̂T in the COM frame of the dipole (ni, nj),
analogously to the function fij in (4.29). Its explicit form is given in the appendix in (4.67).
The final ingredients in (4.31) are the one-loop jet functions, which are well known. In






















which translates to the momentum-space result [117]
Ji(p2, µ) = exp
[












with ηJ = 2Ci Aγcusp(µj, µ). The relevant expressions for the ingredients are listed in Appendix







dω Ji(Q2ρ′ −Qω, µh)SiG(ω, µh)
= exp
[




















where we define η = ηJ + ηS. The full result is obtained after combining this with the
subtracted shower evolution, the hard functions and the one-loop soft correction (4.40).
To implement this expression in practice, we run the shower, tabulate the results for the
individual contributions to (4.31) and then replace the global function S̃iG(ω, µh) in (4.45) by
the full result which includes the hard functions, evolution and one-loop corrections.












Using this result and relation (4.2) one obtains the light-jet mass.
4.4 numerical results
In this section we will present numerical results, first for the interjet energy flow, then
for the jet mass. For our plots, we work with Q = MZ and αs(MZ) = 0.1181, and use
two-loop αs(µ) running with n f = 5 quark flavors. To our knowledge, no measurements
are available for the interjet energy flow, but we will compare our results for the jet mass to
LEP measurements by ALEPH [118].
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Figure 4.5: Left panel: Hard function corrections, with bands arising from hard scale variation.
Right panel: Soft function corrections, with bands from soft scale variation.
4.4.1 Interjet energy flow
For our numerical discussion we choose jet cone size parameter as α = π/3. This is
equivalent to δ = tan α2 = 1/
√
3, or rapidity gap size ∆y = − ln δ2 ≈ 1.1. We want to avoid
small cone angles, or equivalently large rapidity gaps, in order not to have to deal with













which is the fraction of events in which the soft radiation outside the jets has an energy Es
below the cutoff Q0. By definition, the amount of energy in the gap must be below Q/2,
otherwise the thrust axis, which defines our jet axis, would flip. The fixed order result is
therefore R(Q0 = Q/2) = 1 at any order in perturbation theory. The O(α0s ) result with just
two back-to-back partons is of course R(Q0) = 1, a nontrivial Q0 dependence only arises at
O(αs) when the third parton is inside the gap. We will refer to the O(αs) result as LO.
As a first step, let us check the size of the individual corrections and investigate whether
the scale dependence is reduced after including them. In Figure 4.5 we show the hard and
soft corrections separately and then plot the scale bands from varying the associated scales
by a factor two around their default values µh = Q and µs = Q0. Compared to the LL
scale bands shown in red, the scale dependence is reduced in both cases after including the
corrections. We observe that the hard corrections are quite significant and positive, while the
soft corrections are moderate and negative. The hard corrections have two sources, virtual
corrections to H2 and real emission contributions encoded in H3. The first of these is just
a constant factor multiplying the LL result, while the second one comes together with the
higher soft function S3. Both corrections are positive. At high values of Q0 the three parton
contribution from H3 is about twice as large as the one from the one-loop correction to H2
and it becomes more dominant at smaller values.
It is clear that the large hard function corrections at Q0 . Q/2 must be compensated
by terms which are power suppressed in Q0/Q and are not captured by the resummation
based on the factorization formula (4.1), which arises in the limit Q0 → 0. One can obtain
these power suppressed terms by matching to the fixed-order result. More precisely, one
adds to the resummed result the fixed-order prediction minus its expansion around Q0. The
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Figure 4.6: The profile function (4.49) for n = 1 (left plot) and n = 4 (right plot). We will use the
n = 4 function as our default choice.
subtraction removes the terms which are already included in the resummation. These power
















To evaluate this integral, one computes the cross section to find a parton inside the gap and
subtracts from it its soft limit. The subtraction eliminates the virtual contributions and leads
to a finite integral, which one can evaluate numerically. However, even after the matching to
the fixed order result, the resummed result does not yet tend to R(Q0) = 1 for Q0 → Q/2
because we resum logarithms of µs/µh → 1/2 for µs ≈ Q0 and µh = Q. To switch off the
resummation, one can choose the soft scale in such a way that it approaches the hard scale











where xs = 1 corresponds to the default choice and the scale bands can be obtained by
varying the parameter xs by a factor two. For low values of Q0, this reduces to the standard
choice µs(Q0) = Q0xs. The power suppressed term in the denominator are chosen to switch
off the resummation at the endpoint Q0 = Qmax, similarly to what is usually achieved
through a modification of the logarithms in traditional resummation. The simplest choice for
(4.49) is n = 1 and c1 = −1, but we observe that the approach to fixed order is relatively slow.
To make it faster, we choose n = 4 and impose that the first three derivatives at the end-point
vanish, explicitly c1 = −4, c2 = 6, c3 = −4, c4 = 1. We plot the two different profile functions
in Figure 4.6 and will use n = 4 as the default in our numerical implementation. The choice
of the profile function affects the resummation of power-suppressed contributions. If the
shape is important, one should of course compute, or even resum, the power corrections
to resolve the difference. The first step would be to include the matching up to NNLO,
which would in principle be possible since the fixed-order results are available [120–122].
In practice it would require some effort since we would need to compute the fixed-order
expansion of our results (including the shower).
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of our results for the interjet energy flow to fixed order (left plot) and to
PYTHIA (right plot).
In Figure 4.7, we show an improved numerical result which includes the matching
correction ∆R(Q0), shown as a black dotted line, and uses the scale choice (4.49) to switch
off the resummation at the end-point. The matching correction is negative and compensates
the large hard corrections near the end-point. The LL′ corrections lead to a larger gap
fraction R(Q0). As mentioned earlier, there is unfortunately no experimental data to which
we can compare our results, but we compare to PYTHIA [123]. While the two results are
similar at very low Q0, PYTHIA is higher at intermediate values. We remind the reader,
that the intermediate values heavily depend on the profile function used to switch off the
resummation.
4.4.2 Jet mass
Let us now turn to the jet mass ρ. For interjet energy flow, we considered the integrated
cross section, i.e. all events with energy in the gap below the veto, while we will look
at the differential spectrum in the present case, since this is what was measured by the
LEP experiments. We will however compute the spectrum by taking the derivative of the
integrated cross section, which has the advantage that the spectrum is correctly normalized
if the resummed prediction for the integrated cross section matches the fixed-order result at
large ρ.
As a first step, we again separately plot the different ingredients and their scale depen-
dence in Figure 4.8. In the first three plots we compare NLL to NLL′ with corrections from
the jet, hard and soft functions. The red bands are the NLL result with scale variation,
where we vary either the jet, hard or soft scale by a factor of two around the default values
µh ∼ Q, µj ∼
√
ρ Q and µs ∼ ρ Q. The blue curves show contributions at NLL′ accuracy
from one of the three ingredients with its associated scale variation. Obviously, the scale
dependence is strongly reduced from NLL to NLL′ for jet and hard corrections. The soft
scale dependence, on the other hand, is only modestly reduced after including one-loop soft
function corrections. The scale bands mostly overlap with each other, which indicates that
perturbative convergence is reasonably good in all the three cases.
In the last plot of Figure 4.8 we show the effect of adding the O(αs) power corrections to
the NLL′ results. The LO power corrections for the heavy-jet mass are known analytically
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Figure 4.8: NLL′ corrections from the jet, hard and soft functions and their scale uncertainties.
Each band comes from varying the scale associated with the correction by a factor of
two around the default value. In the last plot we show LO power corrections from the
fixed-order computation. We have multiplied the distributions by ρ in order to make
the results at larger ρ visible.
and given in Appendix 4.E. They are the same as for thrust, because the three-parton results
for jet mass and thrust agree. Since the light-jet mass vanishes at O(αs), we can immediately
also obtain the LO power corrections for the jet mass distribution. From the plot, we observe
that the difference between NLL′ and NLL′ + LO is very small, and that the contributions
from power corrections will reduce the resummed result in the large jet mass region. In
order to reproduce the full fixed order result, we use CF = 4/3 instead of the strict large-Nc
value CF = 3/2 for the hard, jet and soft one-loop corrections in the resummed results. We
also use the exact color factors in the evolution factors of the global part (4.45).
The end-point of the jet mass distribution is at ρmax = 1/3 at O(αs), corresponding to a
symmetrical configuration of the three partons. We will work with the same profile function
(4.49) to switch off the higher-order terms at the end point. To adapt it to the present
case, we set Q0 = ρ Q and Qmax = Q/3. For simplicity, we will adopt the canonical value
µj =
√
µs µh in the following and only indirectly vary the jet scale through the variations of
µs and µh, which we vary independently by a factor of two around their default values.
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Figure 4.9: Jet-mass distribution compared to PYTHIA results. On the left side we plot our
default result, based on using the profile scale (4.49) and exponentiating the matching
corrections. On the right-hand side, we do not perform these modifications such that
we get a negative cross section at low ρ and hit the Landau pole at a nonzero ρ.
At very low values of ρ, the scale µs(Q0) hits the Landau pole at Λ = 0.23 GeV. Near the
pole the soft corrections become large and negative, resulting in a negative cross section. To
avoid this unphysical behaviour, we replace µs(Q0)→ µs(Q0) + Λ so that the pole occurs at
ρ = 0. We also exponentiate the hard, jet and soft corrections to avoid the negative cross
section. In the left plot of Figure 4.9 we show our result for the jet mass distribution after
these modifications. In the right plot, we show the result with µs(Q0) = ρ Q and without
exponentiation. We observe that the soft scale dependence changes sign at a point to the
right of the peak. In this region the soft scale dependence becomes very small. With the
modifications in µs, we end up with quite small scale bands to the right of the peak, which
are likely not an accurate characterization of the true uncertainties. The NLL′ peak in the
right-hand plot is quite a bit higher because the cross section becomes negative below
ρ = 0.004 and our distributions are by construction normalized. An important feature of our
result is that peak occurs at a very low value ρ ≈ 0.006, which corresponds to µs ≈ 0.5 GeV
so that the peak region is strongly affected by nonperturbative effects. In Figure 4.9 we
also show the PYTHIA [123] results, both on the parton level (dashed lines) and including
hadronisation. The hadronisation effects shift the peak to the right by about ∆ρ ≈ 0.006, in
accordance to what one expects from non-perturbative effects in the soft functions [124, 125].
The parton-level PYTHIA result is quite close to the NLL′ result.
In Figure 4.10 we compare the NLL′ + LO jet mass distribution with ALEPH results [118],
obtained by combining their measurements for the light-jet and the heavy-jet mass using
(4.2) and adding the uncertainties on the individual measurements in quadrature. One
immediately sees that the experimental peak shifted to the right from non-perturbative
effects and the shift is compatible with the PYTHIA hadronization result. We also observe
that the jet mass distribution falls off quite rapidly and to make the region of larger ρ
visible, we include also a logarithmic plot in Figure 4.10. The plot also illustrates what
motivated the profile function (4.49) with n = 4. The choices ensures that we start switching
off the resummation fairly quickly about half-way to the endpoint and go over to the
fixed-order result. The plots show that, compared the LO fixed-order result, resummation
greatly improved the description of the experimental data. On the other hand there is — if
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Figure 4.10: Jet-mass distribution and comparison to ALEPH data [118] (green dots with error
bars). The black curve represents the LO prediction for jet mass, where its analytical
expression is given in (4.72). The red curve is the NLL resummation result and the
band is from scale variation. The blue curve corresponds to NLL′ + LO results, in
which we switched off resummation effects at large ρ using (4.49).
at all — only a relatively narrow region in ρ in which both higher-order power corrections
and non-perturbative corrections are small.
For completeness, we show in Figure 4.11 numerical results for the heavy-jet mass ρh
and the light-jet mass ρ`. The heavy-jet mass is global and provides a reference variable at
the same accuracy, but free from all the complications which arise for the jet mass. From
the difference of the heavy-jet mass and the jet mass we obtain the light-jet mass. This is
more sensitive to the non-global structure and also only has a nontrivial distribution at
O(α2s ) so that there is no matching at the accuracy we work. The end-point for the NLO
light-jet mass is at ρmax = 1/6, which is achieved when the four parton momenta form a
tetrahedron, and we use this as the endpoint in our profile function (4.49). From the plot,
one observes that also the heavy-jet distribution is affected by nonperturbative effects in
the peak region, however, the peak is at a larger ρ value than for the jet mass itself. Not
surprisingly, the worst description of the data arises for the light-jet mass distribution. At
larger ρ values the description is worse because the fixed-order result starts at O(α2s ) so that
the matching corrections are beyond the accuracy of our computation. The peak region is
not well described because it is in the nonperturbative regime and very narrow.
4.5 conclusion and outlook
In this paper we analyzed non-global observables and, for the first time, went beyond a
resummation of only the leading non-global logarithms. Specifically, we analyzed the single-
logarithmic interjet energy flow at LL′ and the double-logarithmic jet mass at NLL′. The
prime indicates that we included the full next-to-leading-order corrections to the hard and
soft functions, as well as the jet function in the case of jet mass. The practical implementation
of these corrections is the main result of the present paper. To achieve full NLL resummation
for the interjet energy flow, and NNLL accuracy for the jet mass, we will need to also include
the two-loop corrections the RG running, but we observe that the inclusion of the one-loop
matching corrections already leads to an improved description of these observables. Since
the jet mass peaks at a low value corresponding to a soft scale of M2J /Q ≈ 0.5 GeV for LEP
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Figure 4.11: Light-jet and heavy-jet mass distribution in comparison to ALEPH data [118].
energies, the peak region is strongly affected by non-perturbative effects, similar to what is
observed for other event shapes.
Due to the intricate structure of the soft emissions, factorization theorems for non-global
observables and the associated RG evolution are much more complicated than in the global
case. Instead of analytical computations, one needs to resort to a numerical Monte Carlo
framework to perform the resummation. While the global heavy-jet mass only involves a
soft function with two Wilson lines, the shower evolution for jet mass produces additional
legs, and for low jet masses we can end up with soft emissions from hundreds of hard
partons. However, concerning the NLO soft function, this is a minor complication, since
we only connect pairs of legs at this accuracy. Indeed, the inclusion of the NLO corrections
to the soft function is a minor modification of the leading-logarithmic shower framework.
Using the shower emissions which end up in the veto region, we are able to compute
the next-to-leading-order correction to the soft function in a general way, with almost no
additional computer time.
The more involved part is the implementation of the NLO hard functions. These are in
essence the usual real and virtual fixed-order corrections to the Born-level process, but
individually suffer from collinear divergences. Computing them in dimensional regulariza-
tion and renormalizing, one ends up with distributions in the angles of the hard partons
which must be implemented into the Monte Carlo framework. We do this with a simple
slicing scheme, which works well for two-jet production in e+e− but is certainly not the most
efficient method. The problem of combining a parton shower with fixed-order results arises
of course also for general purpose showers and elegant solutions such as MC@NLO [126]
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and POHWEG [127] are available and have by now been fully automated. A complication
in our case is that our shower systematically neglects small soft momenta and therefore
does not conserve momentum. As a result, its kinematics is different from the one in the
hard functions. While more work is needed on the NLO hard functions, let us note that
we have achieved full automation for the leading-order hard functions in our previous
paper [18] by working with Les Houches event files generated by the tree-level generator
in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. The same code also provides NLO shower matching and it
would be very interesting to adapt it to our shower.
An important next step is of course the inclusion of second-order corrections into the
RG-running to achieve the full resummation of subleading non-global logarithms. The
corresponding anomalous dimension matrix involves three types of corrections: Double real
emissions, real-virtual terms and fully virtual two-loop corrections. The relevant anomalous
dimension matrix has been presented in a related framework by Caron-Huot [96]. We are
working on determining the anomalous dimension also in our formalism. The implemen-
tation into a Monte Carlo framework will be nontrivial, because one needs to numerically
handle the collinear singularities of the individual entries. There are a number of recent
papers addressing the issue of double emissions in general parton showers [30, 32, 33, 128].
A second interesting challenge is the inclusion of finite-Nc effects, especially for non-global
observables at hadron colliders. Our RG-evolution framework is in the general class of
showers characterized in [129] and valid at finite Nc, but implementing the interference
effects and complex phases which arise beyond Nc → ∞ is challenging. Interesting progress
towards the computation of such corrections has been made in [56, 58].
We have analyzed two simple non-global observables in the present paper. This is a first
step, but our ultimate goal is of course to use the same methods to understand jet structure
at the LHC. For narrow jets, the non-global structure actually factorizes into a structure for
each separate jet [24, 25, 107]. Boosting our hemisphere jet mass result such that the left
hemisphere transforms into a cone of radius R, one immediately obtains the non-global
structure of the jet mass for an LHC jet of this radius. It will be interesting to analyze such
observables in the future.
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4.a hard and soft functions for interjet energy flow
4.a.1 Hard functions in the slicing scheme
We discussed in Section 4.2 that one can use a simple slicing method to implement the
plus distribution terms inside hard function H(1)3 (u, v) into the shower. In the main text, we
have explained the procedure using the toy example (4.25) in which we disregarded the u
dependence. In this appendix we now provide the full expression for the hard function. As
explained in Section 4.2, we can directly integrate over u for the δ(v) terms and combine
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Figure 4.12: Numerical comparison among different Monte Carlo implementations of the one-loop
hard corrections R(1)H to the gap fraction. The red line corresponds to the interpolation
method, the other two are obtained using the slicing method with different values of
the cutoff ηcut. Left: Coefficient of the single logarithmic part. Right: Non-logarithmic
terms.
them with Ŝ2. Since there are no singularities inside Region III, we only give expressions for
Regions I and II,
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where the cutoffs on u and v are chosen as u0 = v0 = e−ηcut−1 in the parton shower code.
The cutoff ηcut is imposed in the parton shower on the rapidity of the emitted hard partons.
It can be imposed in the lab frame or in the COM frame of the emitting dipole, see [18]
for more discussions. We have checked that the cutoff dependence can be neglected, as can
be observed in Figure 4.12 in which we show a numerical comparison between the results
based on interpolating the soft function and the slicing method for different cutoffs.
4.a.2 One-loop soft functions
At the one-loop level, virtual corrections from soft gluons are scaleless (and therefore vanish
in dimensional regularization), and we only need to include real-emission contributions.
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The soft function consists of a d-dimensional integral with phase-space cuts which ensure
that the real emission is outside the jets (the inside part is again scaleless). The relevant soft





m ({n}, Q0, ε) =
− g2s ∑
(ij)




ni · k nj · k
δ(k2)θ(k0)θ(Q0 − v · k)Θout(nk), (4.52)
with µ̃ = eγE µ2/(4π) with vµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) and v · k = k0. To evaluate the contribution
of the (ni, nj) dipole, we Lorentz transform into a frame where the vectors ni and nj are




(1, 0, 0, 1) , n̂µj =
M
2
(1, 0, 0,−1) , v̂µ = 2
M
(1, 0, β, 0) , (4.53)
where M2 = 2 ni · nj is the invariant mass of the dipole pair, and β =
√
1−M2/4. In this
frame, we parameterize the integration momentum as
k = k̂T(cosh ŷ, sin φ̂, cos φ̂, sinh ŷ). (4.54)
With d = 4− 2ε, the integral then reads∫
ddk
n̂i · n̂j
n̂i · k n̂j · k












dφ̂ | sin φ̂|−2εθ(Q0 − k · v̂)Θout(n̂k) , (4.55)
where Ωd is the surface of the d-dimensional unit sphere and Ω1 = 2. Introducing the
auxiliary function fij via




cosh ŷ− β cos φ̂
)
k̂T , (4.56)
we can perform the integral over k̂T. This integration yields a soft divergence, which is
renormalized away in the MS scheme. After expanding in ε we then immediately arrive at
expression (4.29) which only involves a finite angular integration which we perform with
the parton shower, which generates its emissions using the variables ŷ and φ̂.
4.b monte carlo algorithm for the interjet energy flow
The inclusion of the NLO soft function is only a minor modification of the algorithm for LL
resummation. In fact, the first three steps are identical to what was shown in Appendix B
of [18]. The only difference arises in the last step, where we also compute the soft function.
To record the results of the shower, we fill three histograms: hU contains the LL evolution,
hL the coefficient of the logarithm of the soft function (4.29) and hc its non-logarithmic part.
The shower algorithm for the evolution of the function H(0)2 ({n1, n2}, Q, µh) to lower
scales involves the following steps:
1. Start at evolution time t = 0 from an initial event E with vectors {n1, n2} and weight
w = 1.
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2. Generate a random time step ∆t according to the probability distribution PE(t) =
VE exp(−VE∆t), and insert the event weight w into the histogram hU at time t + ∆t.
3. Choose a dipole associated with a pair of neighbouring vectors ni and nj in E with
probability Vij/VE. Generate a new random vector nk and multiply the weight by the
factor Rkij/Vij, expressed in the random variables chosen to generate the direction of
the new vector nk.
4. If nk is outside the veto region, add this new vector to the event which then becomes
E′ = {n1, · · · , ni, nk, nj, · · · , n2}, multiply the weight by a factor VE/VE′ and return to
Step 2. Otherwise, add the weight factors
w and ln
2 | sin φ̂|
fij(φ̂, ŷ)
w (4.57)
to hL and hc at time t, go to Step 1 and start a new event.



















hL(t) + 4 hc(t)
]
, (4.58)





H(0)2 ⊗ U2m ⊗̂ 1
〉
= hU(t) . (4.59)
We discussed the implementation of H(1)3 in the main text. The shower algorithm is the
same as the one described above, up to the fact that one starts the shower with a three
parton configuration and does not need to compute the one-loop soft function.
4.c hard and soft functions for the jet mass
In this appendix we list one-loop ingredients for the jet mass. The ingredients are closely
related to the ones relevant for the interjet energy flow, but the notation is somewhat
different. For the jet mass, the hard function Hq(1)m denotes the configuration with a quark
on the left and m partons in the right hemisphere, while m simply counts the total number
of hard partons for the interjet energy flow. In the large Nc limit the renormalized one-loop
hard function Hi1 are thus given by
Hq(1)1 (θ̂1, Q, µ) = H
q̄(1)
1 (θ̂1, Q, µ) =
1
2
δ(θ̂1)H2(Q2, µ) . (4.60)
The factor of one half is present because the LO total cross section is a sum of two identical
contributions with the quark and anti-quark in the left hemisphere, respectively. The δ-
function of θ̂1 = tan(θ1/2) with θi ensures that the right parton flies along n-direction,
opposite to the left parton along n̄.
Since the thrust axis points along the opposite direction of the most energetic parton for a
three-jet configuration, also the hard functions Hi(1)1 (θ̂1, Q, µ) are the same as for the interjet
energy flow. We use the same variables u and v introduced for the interjet energy flow to
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parameterize the angular variables in order to resolve the overlapping divergences inside
the angular integration:
Region I (θg > θq̄) : v = tan
θg
2




Region II (θg < θq̄) : v = tan
θq̄
2




Region III (θq > θq̄) : v = tan
θq
2




where the regions are depicted in Figure 4.3. For the jet mass case, we no longer impose a
cone constraint (i.e. we can set δ = 1), but we need to add the constraint
ΘT(u, v) = θ
[√
1 + u2v2 − (1 + u) v
]
(4.61)
to ensure that the thrust axis does not flip. On the level of the bare function, this constraint
was given in (4.4) of [104], but was trivially fulfilled for our choice of the cone angle. Due to
this constraint, the angle of any parton to the thrust axis cannot be larger than π3 .
Performing the variable transformation and writing the angular convolution as integrals
over u and v as in (4.23) we have
Hq(1)2,I (u, v, Q, µ) =
1
2
H(1)3,I (u, v, Q, µ)ΘT(u, v) , (4.62)
Hq(1)2,II (u, v, Q, µ) =
1
2
H(1)3,II(u, v, Q, µ)ΘT(u, v) , (4.63)
Hg(1)2,III (u, v, Q, µ) =
1
2
H(1)3,III(u, v, Q, µ)ΘT(u, v) , (4.64)
where the factor 12 has the same source as in (4.60) and the interjet functions were given in
(4.17), (4.19) and (4.21). The anti-quark hard function Hq̄(1)2 is equal to the quark function.
For the gluon function, there is also a region θq̄ > θq which is parameterized analogously
and gives an identical contribution.
As explained in [104], the soft function for the light-jet mass is directly related to the coft





m ({n}, τ, ε) =






γE ) ni · nj
ni · k nj · k
θ(n · k− n̄ · k) . (4.65)
The evaluation of this expression proceeds along the same lines as for the interjet energy flow
case derived in detail in Appendix 4.A. If both emitting partons are in the right hemisphere,
the renormalized one-loop result is given by
S̃
(1)















2 | sin φ̂|
gij(φ̂, ŷ)
]
ΘlabL (ŷ, φ̂) , (4.66)
with the measurement function ΘlabL (ŷ, φ̂) constraining the soft radiation to the left hemi-





2β cosh ŷ + βeŷ tanh yi + βe−ŷ tanh yj − cos φ̂
[
2β2 + tanh yi + tanh yj
]
+ sechyi sechyj sin φ̂ sin(φi − φj)
]
. (4.67)
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If one of the two partons is on the left, the function has a collinear divergence, which can be
subtracted, as detailed in Section 4.3. The subtraction was given in (4.41).
4.d monte carlo algorithm for the jet mass distribution
In this appendix we provide the Monte Carlo algorithm used for jet mass resummation,
which is also applicable for other non-global observables with soft-collinear double log-
arithms. Compared to interjet energy flow, we need to subtract the global anomalous
dimension and the one-loop global soft function. As for the interjet energy case, we fill
three histograms: hU contains the LL evolution, hL the coefficient of the logarithm of the
soft function (4.66) and hc its non-logarithmic part.
The algorithm for evolving Hq1 to lower scales involves the following steps:
1. Start at evolution time t = 0 from an initial event E with vectors {n̄, n1} and weight
w = 1.
2. Generate a random time step ∆t according to the probability distribution PE(t) =
VE exp(−VE ∆t), and insert the event weight w into the histogram hU at time t + ∆t.
3. Choose a dipole associated with a pair of neighbouring vectors ni and nj in E with
probability Vij/VE. Generate a new random vector nk and multiply the weight by the
factor Rkij/Vij, expressed in the random variables chosen to generate the direction of
the new vector nk.
4. If nk is in the right hemisphere, add this new vector to the event so that E′ =
{n̄, · · · , ni, nk, nj, · · · , n1}, multiply the weight by a factor VE/VE′ and return to Step 2.
If nk is in the left hemisphere and was emitted from dipole (n̄, nj), we need to subtract












which are added to the histograms hL and hC at time t. After filling the histograms go
to Step 1 and start a new event. Otherwise, add the unsubtracted weight factor
w and ln
2 | sin φ̂|
gij(φ̂, ŷ)
w (4.69)
to the respective histograms, go to Step 1 and start a new event.
The quantity VE denotes the subtracted global anomalous dimension VE = VE −V0, where
V0 is the large-Nc result for the subtraction (4.35) obtained by replacing the Casmir operator
Ci in this equation by Nc/2 for a quark jet, or Nc for a gluon jet, respectively.
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4.e ingredients for jet mass resummation
For convenience, we collect here the perturbative results for ingredients used in the resum-
mation formula for jet mass distribution. The evolution factors at NLL accuracy are given
by





























Aγ (ν, µ) =
γ0
2β0
ln r , (4.70)
with r = αs(µ)/αs (ν). The expressions of the anomalous dimensions used in our paper are
γ
cusp





































CATFn f − 4CFTFn f . (4.71)





























− ln2(1− ρ) + 3
2
(1− 2ρ) ln(1− 2ρ) +
[

















= σ , (4.73)
because the light jet has zero mass for three partons.
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R E S U M M AT I O N O F N O N - G L O B A L L O G A R I T H M S I N C R O S S
S E C T I O N S W I T H M A S S I V E PA RT I C L E S
Quarantine, quarantine, drinkin’ whiskey like vaccine;
Wavin’ at the neighbors, social distancing;
Quarantine, quarantine, wearing Lysol like sunscreen;
Quarantine, quarantine, oh, lonesome quarantine...
— Mat Best & Tim Montana
This chapter is a copy of [20], accepted for publication in the Journal of High-Energy Physics
(JHEP).
abstract
A factorization formalism for jet processes involving massive colored particles such as the
top quark is developed, extending earlier results for the massless case. The factorization
of soft emissions from the underlying hard process is implemented in an effective field
theory framework, which forms the basis for the resummation of large logarithms. The
renormalization group evolution giving rise to non-global logarithms is implemented into a
parton shower code in the large-Nc limit. After a comparison of the massive and massless
radiations patterns, the cross section for tt̄ production with a veto on additional central
jet activity is computed, taking into account radiation both from the production and the
decay of the top quarks. The resummation of the leading logarithms leads to an improved
description of ATLAS measurements at
√
s = 7 TeV.
5.1 introduction
The study of jet cross sections plays a crucial role in high-energy physics. While theoretical
calculations are carried out in terms of interactions at the field level, detectors are only able
to measure properties of outgoing particles after they have fully hadronized, i.e. transformed
from colored quarks and gluons to color-neutral final states such as mesons. Consequently,
it is impossible to measure the underlying hard scattering process directly, but one needs to
reconstruct it by measuring jets and analyzing their properties.
While the total energy of the particles inside the jets is typically of the same order as the
partonic center-of- mass energy of the collision, the total energy of the particles not ending
up in a jet is considerably lower. Due to this scale separation effective field theory methods,
in particular Soft-Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) [23, 27, 28] (see [7, 29, 130] for reviews),
are useful in the study of jet cross sections. In the effective theory the cross sections factor
into hard, collinear and soft functions, each of which can be safely evaluated in fixed-order
perturbation theory at their characteristic energy scale. To connect these factors, it is then
necessary to evolve one of the factors from its characteristic scale to the scale of the other
factor by using the Renormalization Group (RG) equation. This procedure was first applied
to jet cross sections in [24, 25].
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Because of their multi-scale nature, jet cross sections are sensitive to potentially large
logarithmic corrections. When evaluating the phase-space integrals of matrix elements and
applying cuts to the allowed energies, logarithms of the ratios of the energy scales involved
in the process appear in the calculations. For example, when the energy of particles inside
the jets (denoted by Q) is unconstrained and of the same order as the partonic center-of-
mass energy, i.e. Q2 ∼ ŝ, but the energy outside the jets (denoted by Q0) is required to be
small, the phase-space integrals produce terms proportional to ln (Q/Q0). These logarithms
become large if Q0  Q. The pattern of logarithms encountered in jet cross sections is
particularly complicated since they are examples of non-global observables, as was first
observed in [26]. Due to the complexity of these observables analytic resummation is not
possible and the paper [26] introduced a parton-shower approach to capture the enhanced
higher-order terms.
The factorization formula studied in [24, 25], and in a closely related form in [96],
are derived within the effective field theory approach and can be used to resum these
corrections, in principle to all logarithmic orders, extending the earlier approaches [26,
38] which were restricted to leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy. Based on this theoretical
framework, a dedicated parton shower code was developed and applied to resum the large
logarithms appearing in jet processes and isolation-cone cross sections up to LL order in [18].
Subsequently, higher-order matching corrections in both the hard and the soft function
were added. This led to the resummation of the interjet energy flow up to LL′ accuracy
and to the resummation of the jet mass up to next-to-leading-logarithmic (NLL′) accuracy
in [19]. As usual, the prime in LL′ and NLL′ indicates that the matching corrections are
included one order higher than what it would be required in RG improved perturbation
theory. In the present case, this means that NLO hard and soft functions were used. By
supplementing these calculations with the two-loop corrections to the anomalous dimension
matrix one would achieve full NLL and next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy,
respectively.
The work done so far was carried out in the high-energy limit where all partons can be
considered massless. The purpose of this paper is to extend the approach of [18, 19, 24,
25] to processes involving heavy colored particles and to develop and validate a parton
shower code for the resummation of jet cross sections in top-quark production processes.
Soft radiation is obtained from matrix elements of Wilson line operators along the directions
of the emitting particles, independently of the mass of the emitting parton. Because of this
fact, the factorization theorem has the same general form as in the purely massless case.
However, the soft radiation pattern and its generation by the parton shower code differ
significantly in the two cases. At one-loop order, the angular dependence of the radiation of
a soft parton with momentum kµ = E nµk between legs carrying momenta pi and pj is given
by the usual product of eikonal factors
Wkij =
pi · pj
pi · nk nk · pj
. (5.1)
This factor is the same in both cases, but massless particles are traveling along light-like
directions, while massive particles travel along time-like directions. This difference in
kinematics must be accounted for in the shower code. Furthermore, in contrast to what
happens in the high-energy limit, the radiation factor in (5.1) does not vanish when i = j,
if pi is a time-like momentum. Therefore, in addition to the usual dipole emission pattern,
it is necessary to include monopole contributions in the massive case. The latter describes








Figure 5.1: Sketch of the veto region as defined by ATLAS in [134]. The gap, in which additional
radiation is vetoed, is represented by the shaded red area with rapidity ymin < |y| <
ymax. Radiation inside the b-tagged jets is not vetoed. For ymin = 0, this setup reduces
to the usual central jet veto.
between two color-connected Wilson lines. This difference in the massive and massless
radiation pattern is of course well known, in particular the different collinear behavior,
which is often referred to as the dead cone effect [2, 131–133].
As an application of the new parton shower code described in this work, we consider
tt̄ production with a veto on additional central jet energy. This process was measured
by ATLAS at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) with the goal of testing the description
of soft radiation in parton showers [134]. The top pair production process involves two
initial-state partons producing a tt̄-pair in the final state. The top quarks then decay into
bottom quarks and W bosons. The measurement is performed using events in which the
W’s decay leptonically and in which two b-jets are detected. The veto on central jets is
imposed by requiring that, with the exception of the two bottom-tagged jets, no additional
jets above a given transverse momentum Q0 are allowed to be present in the rapidity range
ymin < |y| < ymax (see Figure 5.1). With the veto, only particles of low energy are allowed
inside this rapidity range, while the energy is unconstrained anywhere else. This is a
typical situation in which large non-global logarithms appear. In this work these logarithms
are resummed at LL accuracy and the results of the resummation are matched to NLO
predictions in fixed-order perturbation theory.
In addition to radiation effects associated with the production process, one should also
include radiation emerging from the decay products of the top quarks. We work in the
narrow-width approximation for the top quarks, in which they are treated as stable particles
and the process factorizes into a production cross section multiplied by the decay of the
top quarks. It is well known that radiation from the b-quarks that would contribute to
non-factorizable corrections in fixed-order perturbation theory is suppressed by factors of
O(Γt/mt) [135–140]. To account for the factorizable contributions, we run a separate shower
for the top decay to also account for the b-quark radiation. Numerically, the effect of this
radiation is smaller than the one from the production of the top pair since the radiation
inside the b-jet is not constrained. However, the radiation from the decay is large enough
that it must be taken into account. Figure 5.2 shows one of the several tree-level diagrams
contributing to the tt̄-pair production process measured by ATLAS in [134]. We also depict
the color dipoles, which are the source of the emissions in the large-Nc limit.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the factorization
theorem [24, 25] is reviewed and the changes needed in presence of massive partons are













Figure 5.2: Diagram for the process gg→ tt̄→ bb̄ l+ l− νν̄. In the large-Nc limit, the radiation can
be split into a set of color dipoles. The color dipoles associated to the production of
the tt̄ pair are shown in blue, the ones associated to the decay in green. The full LL
cross section will include the emissions from all five dipoles.
discussed. Section 5.3 describes in detail how the relevant phase-space integrals can be
evaluated in the parton shower code. In Section 5.4 we assess the impact of massive partons
in the resummation of non-global logarithms. An explicit example of the resummation of
non-global logarithms for a cross section involving top quarks at LL accuracy is presented
in Section 5.5. As indicated above, the observable we consider is top-pair production with
a veto on central jet energy. The predictions for this observable are then matched to the
NLO result and compared to experimental measurements carried out by ATLAS. Section
5.6 contains our conclusions and an outlook. In Appendix 5.A, we use a sample event to
illustrate our parton shower code step by step. In Appendix 5.B we explain how to use the
shower to also compute the first two orders of the fixed-order expansion of the resummed
result.
5.2 factorization for cross sections involving massive quarks
Before discussing the factorization of the cross section, we should determine which scales
are present and which scale hierarchies can arise in the observable under study. Throughout
this paper, we consider scattering processes at a large center-of-mass energy Q and impose
a veto on radiation in a certain phase-space region. We are interested in a regime where
the energy scale Q0 of the soft radiation in the veto region is much smaller than Q. The
presence of the massive particles introduces additional scales in the process. On top of the
masses themselves, which we denote generically with M, the most important new scale is
the production threshold: when massive particles are produced, only part of the energy Q is
available for additional radiation. We denote by Q1 the energy above threshold that can be






Kinematically, this value corresponds to a configuration where a collinear tt̄ pair recoils
against a gluon. This is a corner of phase space and the typical gluon energy will be much
lower. However, the scale of the hardest possible emission plays an important role since it
corresponds to the large scale in the emission process which should be compared to the veto
scale Q0. Since we are interested in non-global logarithms associated with soft radiation, we
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only consider Q1  Q0, but even under this assumption, one should consider two different
hierarchies, namely a) Q ∼ Q1 and b) Q Q1.
The simpler of the two cases is Q ∼ Q1, which implies that the process energy is far larger
than the threshold energy, and that the masses are smaller than the maximum emission
energy, Q1  M. It is then interesting to ask what role the masses themselves play and
whether we encounter logarithms of the masses. If the heavy partons are not in the veto
region, the vetoed cross section is collinear safe and mass effects are power suppressed in
the limit M → 0; the massless limit is smooth. On the other hand, if the massive partons
are inside the veto region, the limit M → 0 becomes complicated. Of course, in top-pair
production, several additional complications arise when considering the limit mt → 0. In
this paper, we only consider the case where M is larger or of the same order as Q0.
In the case in which Q Q1 instead, the process occurs near threshold and the emissions
are always soft compared to the particle masses. At the same time, we want to have Q1  Q0,
therefore the distance of Q from the threshold must still be large compared to the scale of
soft radiation. Phenomenologically, this situation can only be relevant for top quarks and
quite stringent vetoes. Since the radiation is always soft compared to the heavy particles, we
should describe the entire process in Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) (for reviews
see [141, 142]). One would first match QCD onto HQET at the scale Q and evolve to Q1
before computing the soft emissions. It should be noted that this first matching will also
have to be performed for the total cross section in the same kinematic regime. The effect
will therefore largely cancel in ratios of cross sections such as the gap fraction. Furthermore,
if one gets very close to the threshold Q1 ∼ Mαs, the heavy quarks become non-relativistic,
but in view of Q1  Q0 this regime is not important phenomenologically. When we apply
our formalism to top-pair production at the LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV, we find that the average
Q of the partonic collisions is Q ≈ 520 GeV ∼ 3mt and Q1 ≈ 150 GeV. Therefore, in the
phenomenological application considered in this work the scale hierarchy lies in between
cases a) and b). In our application, we also include the decay of the tops. The large scale for




T, where pT is the average transverse
momentum of the produced top quarks. For simplicity and since they are numerically
similar, we will evaluate this contribution with the same hard scale that is relevant for the
production.
We discussed the two scenarios a) and b), but together with the scale M, also combinations
of scenarios can arise. For example, for Q1  M, it is possible to emit additional massive
partons (at leading logarithmic accuracy only gluons are emitted). Then, for Q1  M Q0,
one could imagine a two step procedure, where one would start in scenario a), but after a
number of emissions, only a small energy is left and one would switch over to scenario b).
Massive theories have a much richer set of kinematic configurations than massless ones and
can involve complicated interplays of different scales.
Here we first describe factorization for the simple case a), restricting ourselves to e+e−
cross sections for the moment. After presenting the result, we discuss how it should be
modified to account for the case b). The factorization formula for a jet production with a






Hm({v}, {n}, Q, µ)⊗ Sm({v}, {n}, Q0, µ)
〉
, (5.3)
where m0 is the number of final-state jets. The hard function Hm describes the production
of m partons in the unconstrained region and the soft function Sm is the matrix element
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squared of the emission from Wilson lines along the m partons of the hard function. Both
of these functions depend on the directions of the k massive partons {v} = {v1, . . . , vk}
and m− k massless partons {n} = {nk+1, . . . , nm}. As discussed above, the hard functions
Hm also depend on the particle masses and derived quantities such as Q1. In order not to
overburden the notation, we suppress this dependence. The symbol ⊗ indicates an integral
over the directions of the m particles and 〈 . . . 〉 denotes the color trace which is taken
after combining the functions. Up to the fact that some reference vectors are time-like, this
formula is identical to the one studied in [18, 19, 24].
The hard functions Hm are free of large logarithms if one chooses a value µ ∼ Q for
the renormalization scale. The same is achieved for the soft functions Sm for µ ∼ Q0. For
Q  Q0, at least one of these two functions will involve large logarithms, irrespective of
the scale choice. These large logarithms can be resummed by solving the RG equation of
the hard function and evolving it from its characteristic scale µh ∼ Q down to a soft scale














where the evolution factor is just the path-ordered exponential of the anomalous dimension








which evolves the l-parton configuration along the time-like directions {v} = {v1, . . . , vk}
and the light-like directions {n′} = {nk+1, . . . , nl} into an m-parton final state including the
time-like directions {v} and the light-like directions {n} = {nk+1, . . . , nl , nl+1, . . . , nm}. RG
evolution generates additional massless particles and ⊗̂ denotes the integration over their
directions before integrating over the hard directions.
Up to now we worked under the assumptions that Q1 ∼ Q. Alternatively, if Q  Q1,
the hard functions involve large logarithms of the ratio Q1/Q which are not resummed by
the above treatment. In order to factorize the two scales, one must first match onto HQET.
For e+e− → γ∗ → tt̄, it is necessary to match the electromagnetic current operator which
induces the process onto the corresponding HQET operator
Jµe.m. = t̄ γµ t→ CV(v · v′, Q, µ)h̄v′γµhv , (5.6)
where hv and hv′ are the two HQET fields describing the top and the anti-top quarks. One
would then derive an expression analogous to (5.4) in HQET. The hard functions arising
would be related to the ones in (5.4) by
Hl({v}, {n′}, Q, µ) =
∣∣CV(v · v′, Q, µ)∣∣2 HHQETl ({v}, {n′}, Q1, µ) +O(Q1/Q) . (5.7)
To resum the logarithms of Q1/Q, one will first solve the RG of CV to run from the scale
µ ≈ Q down to µ ≈ Q1. When computing the gap fraction, one will also compute the total
cross section in HQET using (5.6). The anomalous dimension driving the running of CV is
the massive cusp anomalous dimension with the cusp angle defined by the two vectors v and
v′. In the ratio defining the gap fraction, the Wilson coefficient CV and its running will drop
out. The situation is more complicated for hadron colliders, which involve sums of different
partonic channels with different running so that the cancellation between numerator and
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denominator will not be complete. The general form of the anomalous dimension for a
process with massive partons was given in [143] and the explicit forms relevant for top
production can be found in [144], but we will not study the small effect of this running in
this work. However, an important lesson from the above discussion is that one should set
the scale µh ∼ Q1 in observables such as the gap fraction, since most of the running above
this scale will drop out in the ratio of cross sections.
In (5.5) we have presented the formal solution to the evolution equation. We will now
discuss how the general solution simplifies at LL accuracy and how it can be implemented
as a parton shower. In dijet processes at lepton colliders, one only needs to consider the case
l = m0 = 2 at LL, as the contribution of additional partons to the hard function would be
suppressed by additional powers of αs for µh ∼ Q. On the other side of the energy spectrum,
the LL soft function is simply the unit matrix in the color space of the m final-state partons,
since any soft correction would again be suppressed by a factor αs at the low scale µs ∼ Q0.
When computing tt̄ production at a future electron-positron collider with a sufficiently high






H2({v1, v2}, {}, Q, µh)⊗U2m({v1, v2}, {n}, µs, µh) ⊗̂ 1
〉
. (5.8)
The situation is more complicated at hadron colliders such as the LHC, where the initial
state contains two additional colored hard partons, which give rise to non-perturbative
Parton-Distribution Functions (PDFs). In addition, Glauber gluons can induce interactions
between soft and collinear partons. This complication is absent in the large-Nc limit in which
we perform our computations. In this limit, the only difference to the e+e− case is that there
are two additional Wilson lines which describe the soft initial-state radiation.
For LL resummation one needs the anomalous dimension only at one-loop accuracy.

















Γ(1) ≡ t Γ(1) . (5.9)
The “evolution time” t measures the separation of the scales µs and µh: one finds t = 0 for
µs = µh and a growing t for increasing separation µs < µh. As the soft scale approaches the
Landau pole, one finds t→ ∞. If the scale µh is kept fixed the function t ≡ t(µs) is bijective.
The discussion so far applies both to massive and to massless partons. The difference




V2 R2 0 0 . . .
0 V3 R3 0 . . .
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where the matrix elements Rm and Vm (which are themselves matrices in color space) are





















Ti,L · Tj,R Wm+1ij Θin(nm+1) . (5.12)
The color matrices Ti,L act on the hard function from the left, i.e. on the amplitude, while Ti,R
act on the conjugate amplitude. The function Θin enforces that the hard emission is inside
the allowed region. The factor Πij is equal to +1 if i and j are both incoming or outgoing
legs, and equal to 0 otherwise. When considering both massless and massive partons, the
dipole radiator takes one of the following forms:
massless: Wkij =
ni · nj








(vi · nk)(nk · vj)
. (5.15)
In the special case of i = j (which can not occur in the mixed case (5.14), as it implies that
the two legs are the same), the radiator (5.13) vanishes for massless legs, as ni · ni = 0,
but is non-zero for massive quarks (5.15). The different kinematics and the presence of the
monopoles distinguish the massive from the massless case.
As mentioned above, we work in the large-Nc limit in which the color structure becomes
trivial and reduces to factors of Nc. This is a huge simplification over the general case
in which the m-parton terms act in the color-space of the m-partons. There is currently a
large effort by several groups aiming to extend parton showers beyond the large-Nc case,
but we restrict ourselves to this limit. The fact that the color structure becomes trivial
implies that the Glauber phases in Vm in (5.11) vanish. Furthermore, all interference effects
are suppressed and exchanges are only possible between neighbouring legs. However,
the monopole contributions are present and need to be included, as is obvious from the
diagrams shown in Figure 5.3.
The full corrections in the large-Nc limit read






W̃ki i+1 , (5.16)




W̃ki i+1Θin(nk) . (5.17)
The sum includes all dipoles i consisting of the legs i and i + 1 and we have absorbed the
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Figure 5.3: The four possible radiation patterns for a dipole of two massive legs. From left to right:
monopole correction to leg 1 corresponding to the term (i, j) = (1, 1) in (5.12), dipole
correction (1, 2), dipole correction (2, 1), and monopole correction (2, 2).
In the rest of this work, the framework discussed here is applied to top-pair production.
In this case the massive legs are always chosen to be the the first and the last in the list of
Wilson-line directions, so that monopole radiation can only occur at i = 1 and i = m− 1, as
the monopole radiator Wkii is manifestly zero for the massless gluonic legs in between.
In Figure 5.3, we have depicted all possible real emissions for one dipole of two massive
Wilson lines. The relative sign of the dipole and monopole contributions in (5.18) can be
understood intuitively by looking at the figure: the partons in the dipole have opposite
charge, in contrast the monopole. The factor of two of the dipole term compared to the
monopole ones arises because one has to add the identical contribution of the two dipoles
(ij) and (ji).
The details on how one gets from the RG equation to a parton shower are thoroughly
explained in [18], but for completeness we briefly review the derivation here. The parton
shower is based on the RG equation of the hard function which reads
d
d ln µ




Hl({n}, Q, µ) ΓHlm({n}, Q, µ) . (5.19)
By changing variable from the scale µ to the evolution time t and by making use of the fact
that the one-loop anomalous dimension matrix has the simple form (5.10), the evolution
equation at LL accuracy takes the form
d
dt
Hm(t) = Hm(t)Vm +Hm−1(t)Rm−1 . (5.20)
This differential equation (5.20) can also be rewritten as an integral equation:





Starting from (5.21), one can generate the hard functions in an iterative way as











H5(t) = . . . , (5.22)
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since Hk(0) = 0 for k > 2. The cross-section at LL finally reads






















The iterative structure of (5.22) is well suited for implementation into a Monte Carlo code
which generates successive emissions and thereby also performs the angular phase-space
integrals of (5.23). For later convenience, we introduced the quantity R(t) given by the ratio
of the resummed cross section with a veto to the inclusive cross section σtot. At LL accuracy,
one can replace σtot by the Born-level result σ0.
The inclusion of the massive Wilson lines into the Monte Carlo code is achieved in a
straightforward way. The change compared to the massless case boils down to implementing
the angular integrations in (5.16), where the modified dipole emitter W̃kij replaces the
massless one. A general algorithm for the evaluation of the angular integrals is discussed in
the next section. The details of the Monte Carlo algorithm, which showers tree-level event
files obtained by means of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [34], are presented in Appendix 5.A.
5.3 evaluation of the massive angular phase space integrals















for arbitrary Wilson lines ui and uj, which are either both massless (ui = ni and uj = nj),
both massive (ui = vi and uj = vj) or one massive and one massless (ui = vi and uj = nj or
vice versa).
For the discussion below, it is convenient to normalize all reference vectors in such a way





where Ei is the energy component of the vector p
µ









i . This differs from
the definition adopted in heavy-quark effective theory, where one usually normalizes to the
mass, i.e. with our convention (5.25) v2 6= 1.
The integral in (5.24) is evaluated by first boosting the vectors into the center-of-mass
frame of the dipole and by subsequently changing the angular integration variables to (an
appropriate generalization of) rapidity. The reader who is not interested in the technical
details of the calculation of (5.24) can skip the following discussion and move directly to
Section 5.4.
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5.3.1 Boost to the center-of-mass frame
In order to calculate the integral in (5.24), it is convenient to first boost the dipole momenta
from the laboratory frame into the center-of-mass frame of the dipole. To construct the
relevant boost we use a form of the Lorentz transformation introduced by Householder [145]






where ∆µ = nµ − ñµ is the difference of two light-like vectors nµ and ñµ. One immedi-
ately verifies that Λµν (∆)nν = ñµ, so the transformation maps nµ → ñµ. In addition, it is




ν and det(Λ) = −1.
The transformation (5.26) is easily implemented into a computer code and here we use it
to construct a boost of two arbitrary time-like or light-like directions ui and uj into a frame
where these momenta are back-to-back alongside the z-axis. The transformation is carried




ν . We denote lab frame vectors p
µ
i in the three




Zσρ−→ p′ σ. (5.27)
The transformation X rotates the total dipole three momentum such that it points along the
x-axis. Then B boosts into the center-of-mass frame and the last step Z rotates the system so
that the back-to-back vectors lie along the z-axis.
Let us now discuss the three transformations in turn. The sum of the momenta associated
to the the two vectors pi = Ei ui and pj = Ej uj is
P ≡ pi + pj = E(1, β~nP) . (5.28)
By using the transformation (5.26) one can find the rotation to a frame where the spatial
component of the light-like vector nP ≡ (1,~nP) points along the x-axis. This rotation (more
precisely a rotation with parity inversion since det(Λ) = −1) is defined as
Xµν ≡ Λ
µ
ν (∆P) , (5.29)
where
∆P ≡ nP − nX , and nX ≡ (1, 1, 0, 0) . (5.30)
Consequently, by applying the rotation Xµν to the total momentum one finds
P̌µ = Xµν Pν , with P̌ = E(1, β, 0, 0) . (5.31)
The Lorentz transformation needed to obtain two back-to-back vectors ũi and ũj from the
original vectors ui and uj is now a boost along the x-axis. The corresponding transformation
in matrix form is
B ≡

γ −βγ 0 0
−βγ γ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , (5.32)
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where β was introduced in (5.28) and γ = 1/
√










ν pνj , p̃j = Ẽj(1, β̃ j~̃nj) , (5.33)
are in a back-to-back configuration, i.e.
Ẽi β̃i~̃ni = −Ẽj β̃ j~̃nj . (5.34)
Finally, it is convenient to apply a last rotation in order to align the vectors along the z-axis.
This can be achieved by employing again a Lorentz transformation of the form described in
(5.26). In particular one can define
Zµν ≡ Λ
µ
ν (∆Z) , (5.35)
with
∆Z ≡ ñi − ñZ , and ñi ≡ (1,~̃ni) , ñZ ≡ (1, 0, 0, 1) . (5.36)
In conclusion, the complete Lorentz transformation of any vector from the lab frame into a
















σ Xσν . (5.37)
One finds that det(L) = 1, since L is the product of one proper and two improper transfor-
mations.
5.3.2 Evaluation of the angular integral







































(ymax − ymin) , (5.39)
where the light-like momentum nk in the center-of-mass system is parameterized as
n′k = (1, sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ) , (5.40)















1 + β′j cos θ
1− β′i cos θ
. (5.41)
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< 0 . (5.42)
In the massless limits, β′i and/or β
′
j become equal to 1 and ymax and/or ymin go to infinity. In
that case, the collinear divergence in the integral (5.39) needs to be regularized. To this end,
we apply a hard cutoff |y| < ycut in numerical computations, in addition to the constraints
(5.42). We then verify that the physical cross sections are cutoff independent. The specific
form of the collinear cutoff we use in our code is given in Appendix 5.A, see (5.77). A
discussion of different cutoffs can be found in Appendix A of [18].














Combining the monopole and dipole contributions, the final result for the virtual correc-
tion reads


















with δvi = 1 if vi is a time-like direction and zero otherwise. Note that the integration
boundaries ymax and ymin depend on β′i and β
′
j, see (5.42).
The real emission corrections














are evaluated using Monte Carlo methods by randomly choosing a value of y′ and φ′ in
the integrand of (5.39). The factor inside the bracket in (5.45) is a positive weight factor,
as shown below. To see whether a given real-emission vector is inside the jet region, one
transforms the vector n′k back to the laboratory frame by using the inverse transformation to
L given in (5.37).
5.3.3 Positive definiteness of W̃kij
We now show that the weight factor in (5.45) is positive. This is done most conveniently in
the center-of-mass frame. When written in terms of scalar products, the factor W̃kij reads
W̃kij =
u′i · u′j











To see that this expression is indeed non-negative, one replaces the scalar products by
u′i · u′j = 1 + β′iβ′j ,
u′i · n′k = 1− β′i cos θ ,
u′j · n′k = 1 + β′j cos θ . (5.47)













Figure 5.4: Angular dependence of the radiation (5.48) in the massive case for βi = β j = 0.5 (solid
line) and the massless case βi = β j = 1 (dashed line). In the massive case, we show the
dipole contribution separately (dotted line).






2(1− β′i cos θ)2(1 + β′j cos θ)2
. (5.48)
Consequently, the factor W̃kij in (5.46) is always larger than or equal to zero.
5.4 emissions from massive partons and non-global logarithms
In Section 5.2 we have shown that in the large-Nc limit the monopole contributions can be
absorbed into the dipole terms by replacing the usual dipole emitter Wkij given in (5.1) by
the modified emitter W̃kij introduced in (5.18). It is interesting to compare the massless and
massive cases to illustrate the dead cone effect [2, 131–133] mentioned in the introduction.
In Figure 5.4 we plot the real-emission integrand (5.48) multiplied by the measure sin θ as
a function of θ. The plot shows the collinear divergences at θ = 0 and θ = π, which are
present in the massless case βi = β j = 1, while the massive integrand vanishes at the end
points. One also observes that the monopole contribution significantly reduces the radiation,
compared to the pure dipole contribution shown by the dotted line in the plot.
To see what effect the mass has on the size of non-global corrections, we consider the gap
fraction in e+e− collisions. To define a gap region, we fix a direction ~n for each event and
impose a veto Etot < Q0 on radiation outside a cone around this direction. We then define














For massless final-state quarks e+e− → qq̄, one has to ensure that the reference vector ~n is
chosen such that radiation collinear to the original partons is included to obtain a collinear



































Figure 5.5: Size of the two-loop terms in (5.57) as a function of the rapidity ymax of the gap
region. The global contributions S (2)GL are shown with dashed lines, the non-global parts
S (2)NGL using solid lines. The black lines in both panels are identical and correspond to
radiation from a massive dipole with βi = β j = 0.5 and a reference vector ~n along the
direction of the massive quarks. Left panel: Comparison to the massless case. Note
that the massless coefficients (blue lines) have been divided by 10 to make their size
similar to the massive ones. Right panel: Comparison to the same βi = β j = 0.5 dipole
with ~n perpendicular to the quarks, corresponding to emissions from a massive quark
inside the gap region (red lines).
safe cross section. To do so, one uses for ~n the thrust axis or the direction obtained from
running a jet algorithm on the events. In the massive case e+e− → tt̄, on the other hand, we
are completely free to choose the reference vector and we compare results obtained when
choosing ~n collinear or perpendicular to the top-quark direction.
To study the contribution from the first two emissions, we expand
R (Q0) = R(t) = 1 + S (1)t + S (2)t2 + . . . (5.51)
in the evolution time t, which is directly related to Q0, see (5.9). The coefficients of the
expansion can be obtained by iterating the one-loop anomalous dimension which determines
the evolution factor (5.5) at LL. Following the steps outlined in Section 5.2 of [24] for the
massless case, one finds
S (1) = 〈R2⊗̂1+ V2〉 ,
S (2) =1
2
〈R2⊗̂ (R3⊗̂1+ V3) + V2 (R2⊗̂1+ V2)〉 . (5.52)
The real-emission parts Rm of the anomalous dimension in (5.17) generate an additional
parton and the symbol ⊗̂ indicates the integral over its direction. The angular brackets
denote the normalized color trace, which in the large-Nc limit reduces to the trivial trace
〈1〉 = 1. Let us first discuss S (1). We label the initial hard partons as 1 and 2 and the newly
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The virtual correction Vm given in (5.16) has opposite sign and includes an integral over the
entire solid angle. Combining it with the real-emission part, one finds that
S (1) = 〈R2⊗̂1+ V2〉 = −4Nc
∫
Ω
3out W̃312 , (5.55)
where 3out = 1− 3in. The dipole structure after the first emission is (q̄, g, q) = (1, 3, 2). To
be consistent with the notation in the anomalous dimensions (5.16) and (5.17) one should
relabel the particles after the emission as (1, 2, 3), but we prefer to keep the original labels











We can rewrite all terms appearing in (5.52) in terms of angular integrals and combine real
and virtual parts as we did in (5.55). This leads to the two-loop result




















in agreement with the results given in [24] for the massless case. The global part of S (2)
is just one half of the squared one-loop contribution, while the non-global piece has a
more complicated structure that arises from the emission of a second gluon from the one
produced in the first emission.
Figure 5.5 shows the two-loop coefficients in different situations. In the left plot, where the
cone is chosen along the direction of the original dipole, we compare the massive case with
β = 1/2 to the massless one. In the massless case (shown in blue) S (1) ∝ ymax so that the
global part increases quadratically as ymax is increased. In the massive case (shown in black),
on the other hand, the radiation stops as the gluon becomes collinear to the quark so that
the global part of the gap fraction goes to a constant as ymax becomes large. Interestingly,
the non-global part becomes constant as ymax → ∞ in the massless case, while it vanishes
for a non-zero mass. The radiation from a massless dipole is much larger than the one in
the massive case; indeed it was necessary to divide the massless two-loop coefficients by a
factor of ten to make them similar in size to the massive ones in the figure. In the right panel
of Figure 5.5 we check how much of a difference the choice of the cone vector ~n makes. The
red curves show the result when ~n is chosen perpendicular to the direction of the massive
quarks instead of collinear to them. In this case, the massive quarks lie in the middle of the
gap region. We observe that the size of the two-loop coefficients for the two choices of ~n is
quite similar.
Having discussed the two-loop corrections, it is interesting to see how the fixed-order
expansions compare to the full resummed result. In Figure 5.6 we show the result of the
LL resummation of the gap fraction starting with a single dipole in the center of mass
along the cone axis ~n for a gap with maximal rapidity ymax = 0.8. The left plot shows the
result for a massive dipole (β = 1/2) while the one on the right starts with a massless one
(β = 1). Along with the full LL result, we also plot its NLO and NNLO expansion. The
point made above is fully confirmed; the radiation from a massless dipole is much stronger
than from a massive dipole. In fact, both the one-loop and two-loop coefficients are an order
of magnitude larger for the massless case than for the massive one. On the other hand,
the large-order behavior will be identical to the massless case studied in [103], since the




























Figure 5.6: Results of the LL resummation of the gap fraction from a dipole along the cone
direction ~n. The left plot shows a massive dipole with β = 0.5, the right one a massless
one. The LL resummed result is shown in blue, fixed-order expansions at NLO in
brown and at NNLO in pink.
contributions arise from emissions off two massive quarks with a large number of gluons.
The figure shows the gap fraction as a function of t. The relation among t and Q0 depends
on the value of Q. We stress that the larger values of t in the figure correspond to very small
values of Q0. Indeed, for Q1 = 1 TeV, t ≥ 0.1 corresponds to Q0 . 1 GeV.
5.5 resummation of t t̄ production with veto on central jets
In this section, the formalism is applied to the resummation of non-global logarithms in a
cross section involving soft radiation from top quarks. We consider tt̄ production at the LHC
with a veto on additional central jet activity as measured by ATLAS [134]. This measurement
was performed to test the modeling of soft radiation from top quarks in parton shower
Monte Carlo codes and is therefore well suited to study resummation effects.
In the measurement ATLAS considers events with at least two energetic b-jets, opposite-
sign leptons and missing energy, subject to a set of selection requirements designed to
enhance the tt̄ signal and reject background. In detail, the imposed cuts are as follows:
Two of the b-jets must have pT > 25 GeV, |y| < 2.4 and ∆R(j, l) > 0.4, where ∆R(x, y) =√
(∆φ(x, y))2 + (∆η(x, y))2 with ∆φ(x, y) and ∆η(x, y) being the difference of the azimuthal
angle and the rapidity of particles x and y. The opposite charged leptons must fulfill the
usual ATLAS cuts: for muons pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5 and for electrons pT > 25 GeV,
|η| < 2.47. If the two leptons are of the same flavor, one imposes that their invariant mass
is not too small, m`` > 15 GeV, and not near the Z-resonance, |m`` − mZ| > 10 GeV. In
addition one requires missing EmissT > 40 GeV. In the mixed-flavor µe-channel, one instead
imposes that HT > 130 GeV, where HT is the scalar sum of the visible transverse momenta.
Starting with this event sample, ATLAS then defines a gap region as depicted in Figure 5.1.
The gap consists of rapidity intervals ymin < |y| < ymax, but the bottom-tagged jets are
removed from the gap region. In [134], four rapidity regions with various ymin and ymax are
measured. We will focus on the two regions with gap regions |y| < 0.8 and |y| < 2.1.
For a given region, the gap fraction is defined as the fraction of events which do not
involve a jet with transverse momentum above Q0 in the gap. The luminosity drops out in
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the ratio so that the gap fraction is the ratio of the corresponding cross sections, which are
both computed in the presence of the selection cuts discussed above, as defined in (5.50).
For our fixed-order predictions we use MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [34] and the Les-Houches
Event (LHE) files produced by this code are taken as an input for our resummation code.
We use NNPDF2.3 leading-order PDF sets, with αs(MZ) = 0.130 [68]. For the fixed-order
prediction of the gap fraction, we use the relation









Up to corrections of O(α2s ), we can use lowest-order cross sections in this formula. We obtain
these by generating tree-level events for tt̄ and tt̄g with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. To be
able to impose the selection cuts, specifically the exclusion of the bottom-tagged jets, we
let the tt̄ pair decay into leptons and a bb̄ pair. The b and b̄ are then acting as centers of a
jet with size R = 0.4 in the plane of azimuthal angle and rapidity. Therefore, a particle q
belongs to the gap region, if
∆R(b, q) > 0.4, ∆R(b̄, q) > 0.4, ymin < |y(q)| < ymax . (5.59)
In the plots of this section the fixed-order predictions for the cross section are shown
in green. As in any multi-scale problem, it is not clear what default value one should
use for the renormalization and factorization scales. The average partonic center-of-mass
energy
√
ŝ for tree-level tt̄ events at the LHC with
√
s = 7 TeV in the presence of the ATLAS
selection cuts is about 520 GeV, which is about three times bigger than the top-quark mass
and significantly larger than Q0, the lowest scale in the problem. We use an intermediate
value µr = µ f = 2mt as the default choice for the renormalization and factorization scales,
but one could argue that the relevant scale for αs in the ratio in (5.58) is a lower value
µr ∼ µs ∼ Q0 since the factors of αs associated with the production cross section drop
out in the ratio and only the coupling constant associated with the soft gluon emission
remains. Indeed, choosing a lower scale would somewhat improve the agreement of the
fixed-order prediction with data. The fixed-order uncertainty bands in the plots come from
varying the scales µr and µ f by factors of two around their default values while imposing
1/2 ≤ µr/µ f ≤ 2, i.e. we are using the 7-point method to get the scale bands. Looking at
the predictions for different scale values, we observe that the largest variations arise when
both scales are simultaneously varied up or down. The fixed-order scale bands are fairly
narrow. While the cross sections themselves have a relatively large scale uncertainty, most of
it drops out in the ratio in (5.58).
Let us now turn to the resummation, which is performed on the basis of the LHE files for
tt̄ production. The shower code reads out the momenta of the top quarks and the initial-state
particles in order to obtain the directions of the initial Wilson lines. These, together with
the large-Nc color dipole structure provided in the event file are the starting point for the
shower, which then emits gluons until an emission goes into the gap. The value of the
evolution time t ≡ t(µh, µs) in (5.9) is later translated into a value of Q0, the scale associated
with the emission. The shower also calculates the angular integrals in (5.23) as it evolves
from the hard to the soft scale.
As the default hard scale we use µh = Q1 = 150 GeV which was calculated using (5.2)
with an average Q =
√
ŝ ≈ 520 GeV. The soft scale µs should be chosen to be of the order
of Q0. However, we want to switch off the resummation at larger Q0 values where we
enter the fixed-order regime. To this end, we use a profile function which switches off the



































Figure 5.7: Results of the resummation of the non-global logarithms in tt̄ production at
√
s = 7 TeV
with a veto on additional jets in the two regions with |y| < 0.8 (left) and |y| < 2.1
(right). The full leading logarithmic resummed result is shown in blue, its expansions
to NLO in brown and to NNLO in pink. The blue dashed line is the resummed result
when the radiation from the decay is omitted. The fixed-order calculation to NLO is
shown in green. The uncertainty bands are from scale variation, see text.
resummation for Q0 → Qmax. We choose Qmax = µh = 150 GeV and use the same functional
form as in [19], namely
µs =
xsQ0
1 + xsQ0µh − 4Q̂0 + 6Q̂
2
0 − 4Q̂30 + Q̂40
, (5.60)
where Q̂0 = Q0/Qmax. The profile function is constructed such that µs → xsQ0 for Q0 → 0
and that µs → µh for Q̂0 → 1. The higher-power terms in the denominator are chosen such
that the first few derivatives at Q̂0 = 1 vanish and the parameter xs = { 12 , 1, 2} is used for
scale variation. Beyond Q0 = Qmax all resummation effects are switched off and only the
fixed-order prediction remains.
The results of the resummation (blue) along with its fixed-order expansion to the second
order (brown and pink) as well as the fixed-order calculation results (green) are given in
Figure 5.7. From this plot, one can clearly see that the difference between the LL result (blue)
and its first-order expansion (brown) is moderate for the gap region with |y| < 0.8, while
this difference is very large when the gap covers the interval |y| < 2.1. The effect of the
radiation from the top decays is not negligible and reduces the gap fraction. By leaving it
out (dashed blue line) one obtains a gap fraction that is sizeably larger especially at low Q0.
The ultimate goal of this section is to match the NLO calculation to the LL resummation
in order to obtain LL+NLO predictions. The size of the difference between the LL result
and its first order expansion, which we denote by LL@NLO, is relevant for the matching
procedure, as discussed below.
















so that the expanded LL result depends on µr, µh, µs as well as the factorization scale µ f at
which the PDFs are evaluated. To estimate the scale uncertainties of the matched result, we
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Figure 5.8: Results of the resummation of the non-global logarithms in tt̄ production at
√
s = 7TeV
with a veto on additional jets in the two regions with |y| < 0.8 (left) and |y| < 2.1
(right). Shown are the ATLAS measurements (blue points with error bars), the fixed
order result (green bands) and the resummed and matched cross section (red bands).
The uncertainty bands are from scale variation, see text.
vary the scales µr, µh, µs and µ f individually by a factor of two and then take the envelope.
It turns out that the variation of the soft scale is dominant throughout the plot.
There are two classes of schemes to combine resummed results and fixed-order predictions:
additive and multiplicative matching. In the additive matching scheme, one simply adds
the LL gap fraction to the NLO prediction and subtracts the one-loop expansion of the LL
gap fraction to avoid double counting
Radditive = RLL(µ f , µh, µs) + RNLO(µ f , µr)− RLL@NLO(µ f , µr, µh, µs) . (5.62)
Predictions obtained with the additive matching scheme (red) are shown in Figure 5.8
together with the NLO fixed-order results and data from the ATLAS measurement.
In multiplicative matching, one factors out the resummed prediction before matching to
fixed order. One way to achieve this is to perform the matching for the logarithm of the
distribution, a scheme called log-R matching [146]. This amounts to exponentiating the
matching corrections in the form
Rlog-R = RLL(µ f , µh, µs) exp
(
RNLO(µ f , µr)− RLL@NLO(µ f , µr, µh, µs)
)
. (5.63)
The results obtained by means of log-R matching are shown in red in Figure 5.9. This
prescription exponentiates the entire first emission, which is similar in spirit to what is done
in the POWHEG method [65, 147]. A simpler form of multiplicative matching factors out
the resummation but keeps the matching corrections only to NLO. This was called the M
scheme in [148] and leads to results which are numerically similar to the ones in the log-R
scheme.
The ATLAS paper compared their measurements to NLO results matched to parton
showers using POWHEG and also MC@NLO [126, 149]. Both schemes reproduce the data to
better than 5%, POWHEG is typically even within 1%-2% of the measurement. The ATLAS
paper does not provide the uncertainties of the theory prediction to which they compare,
but we would expect them to be similar in size to the NLO uncertainty bands in our plots.
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Figure 5.9: Same as Figure 5.8, except that the log-R matching scheme was adopted.
than from massive ones. Consequently, we expect that, in order to get a good description of
the gap fraction, the modeling of the initial-state radiation is the most important effect. For
this reason, it is not clear to us if a comparison to the ATLAS data provides a sufficiently
stringent test of the description of soft radiation from massive quarks in a parton shower.
One observes that the additive matching scheme works well for the gap region |y| < 0.8
and actually mildly improves the agreement of central value with the data. However, for the
case in which the gap region is |y| < 2.1, the predictions obtained with additive matching
become unphysical for small values of Q0. This is not surprising, since the higher-order
emissions are enhanced by factors of the gap size ∆y. If these rapidity logarithms become
larger, they must be resummed. The formalism to carry out this resummation exists [24, 25]
but we do not implement it in the present work.
Multiplicative matching leads to better results since the matched gap fraction correctly
vanishes for Q0 → 0, as the resummed result does. Predictions obtained by means of log-R
matching are shown in Figure 5.9, which shows that they are in good agreement with the
experimental data, within the large scale uncertainty bands. To reduce these, it would be
important to go to higher logarithmic accuracy, or to at least include higher-order corrections
to the hard and soft functions, as it was done in the massless case [19].
In order to compare predictions to the Run I ATLAS measurement [134], all calculations
were carried out at
√
s = 7 TeV. For the tree-level top production process at
√
s = 13 TeV,
one finds that the average partonic center-of-mass energy is Q ≈ 550 GeV, which translates
into Q1 ≈ 170 GeV, only 20 GeV higher than at 7 TeV. Consequently, we conclude that the
result for the gap fraction at
√
s = 13 TeV would be quite similar to the ones at Run I.
5.6 conclusion
In this paper, we have developed the necessary formalism to carry out the resummation
of non-global logarithms for processes involving massive quarks. More specifically, we
discussed how the parton shower approach needs to be modified to go beyond the high-
energy limit, implemented those changes and then compared the radiation patterns of
massive and massless partons. As an application, we have performed the leading logarithmic
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resummation of the cross section for tt̄ production with a veto on central jet activity, an
observable measured at Run I of the LHC.
Soft radiation has a well-known eikonal form, independent of the mass of the emitting
parton. However, in the massive case, the velocity vector of the emitting parton is time-like
rather than light-like. This fact makes the kinematics of the process more complicated. A
second important difference to the massless case is that for massive emitters one needs to
account for monopole radiation. The radiator Wkij describing an emission between legs i
and j is nonzero for i = j for massive legs; therefore the parton shower must also include
radiation from a single leg, despite the fact that it is a purely soft shower. We have shown
that in the large-Nc limit this radiation can be absorbed into the dipoles by replacing the
usual radiator with a modified one, indicated with W̃kij. The monopole radiation has a
negative relative sign with respect to the dipole contribution, but the total contribution W̃kij
remains positive. These properties make it straightforward to implement massive partons in
the shower code that was previously developed for the emission from massless quarks [18,
19].
Comparing the two cases, we observe that the massive dipole radiator is numerically
significantly smaller than the massless one and that the radiation is further reduced by the
monopole terms. For example, when analyzing the fixed-order expansion of the leading
logarithmic resummation for a gap in the central rapidity region of size ∆y = 1.6, both
the one-loop and the two-loop coefficients are an order of magnitude larger for a massless
dipole compared to one with two massive legs with β = 0.5 each.
ATLAS measured the gap fraction in tt̄ production with a veto on central jet activity [134].
This provides an interesting test case for the computational framework developed here.
However, to compare to experiment we also need to account for radiation from the top-quark
decay. To do so, we work in the narrow-width approximation in which the process factors
into production and decay and then apply the parton shower to all color dipoles associated
to the tt̄ production as well as to the dipoles associated with the decay of the tt̄ pair. The
predictions that we compare to the ATLAS measurements are obtained by matching the
LL resummed result to the NLO fixed-order computation of the gap fraction. There are
two schemes commonly used to combine resummed and fixed order results: additive and
multiplicative matching. For small gap sizes ∆y both schemes give similar results while
for larger gaps the additive matching yields unphysical gap fractions. The problems for
large gap sizes are not unexpected since the higher order corrections (and also the power-
suppressed terms added in the matching) are enhanced by ∆y, i.e. by collinear logarithms.
If these logarithms become large they must be resummed as well. The formalism necessary
to implement this resummation exists [24, 25], but the corresponding calculation is beyond
the scope of the present paper.
In the present work, we resummed the leading non-global logarithms. In order to go
to higher logarithmic accuracy, one needs to include the one-loop corrections to both the
hard and the soft function, the tree-level result of the hard function with one additional
emission, and to evolve with the two-loop anomalous dimension matrix. In the massless case,
calculations including the first three ingredients listed above were recently presented [19].
Work on the final ingredient, the two-loop anomalous dimension matrix, is ongoing.
In this paper, we have extended the resummation of non-global observables to processes
involving massive partons in the large-Nc limit. Obviously, it would be desirable to extend
the formalism to include logarithmic corrections beyond the large-Nc limit. This would
be especially interesting since Glauber phase effects then start to play a role in hadronic
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collisions. There are a few first finite-Nc results in [100, 150] based on a different formal-
ism [151] and there is a considerable amount of ongoing work focused on the inclusion of
subleading color effects into parton showers [56–58, 152–157], but a full implementation of
all subleading-color effects, in particular Glauber phases, is not yet available.
An understanding of non-global logarithms could prove useful in the context of the
top-quark mass determination. Given the complicated structure of these types of logarithms
and our limited ability to perform all-order resummations, it is of course desirable to avoid
them in the context of precision physics. On the other hand, to maximize sensitivity to
the top-quark mass, jet observables are preferable to inclusive cross sections. It has been
proposed to use jet substructure techniques such as grooming to reduce the sensitivity
to soft radiation [158] and a factorization theorem implementing grooming has been put
forward [159]. These techniques can reduce the size of non-global logarithms, and our
approach could be used to get a better understanding of the remaining effects and their
uncertainty.
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5.a details of the monte carlo algorithm
This appendix describes in detail the algorithm used to obtain the results presented in
Section 5.5. We will start with a sample tree-level file and will then show how it is processed
step by step by our code. This level of detail is not necessary for most readers, but should
be useful for someone implementing a similar shower. It can also serve as a documentation
of our code (written in Python), which we plan to make public in the future.
The starting point for the LL resummation algorithm is a Les Houches Event File
(LHEF) [59] for the hard process produced using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [34]. The gener-
ated process is the collision of two protons with center-of-mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV producing
a tt̄ pair. Each top quark in the pair decays in a bottom quark and a W-boson. The latter
is required to decay leptonically. In this way, the final state includes a bb̄ pair, two leptons
and two neutrinos. In MadGraph5_aMC@NLO syntax, the process is generated by the
following command:
generate p p > t t~ > vl l+ vl~ l- b b~
In tt̄ production at leading order, the partonic initial state includes either two incoming
gluons (gluon fusion channel) or two incoming quarks (quark annihilation channel). Mad-
Graph5_aMC@NLO computes the cross section for Nc = 3 and then randomly assigns one
of the possible large-Nc color structures to each tree-level event so that it can be analyzed by
a parton shower. The large-Nc color structure is given by a set of dipoles, as illustrated in
Figure 5.2. An event consists of four or five dipoles in total, namely two (quark annihilation)
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or three (gluon fusion) dipoles associated to the production of the top pair and two dipoles
from the radiation in the decay to bottom quarks.
In narrow-width approximation, the amplitudes squared factorize into production and
decay. We will separately compute the emissions from production and decay and obtain the
cross section as a product
σEventLL (t) = σ
Event
0 Rtt̄(t) Rt→b(t) Rt̄→b̄(t) , (5.64)
where σEvent0 is the Born-level event weight supplied by MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. The
factors Rtt̄(t), Rt→b(t) and Rt̄ ,→b̄(t) are computed by showering the color dipoles arising in
the production and decay process. The product form (5.64) holds on the level of the squared
amplitudes in the large-Nc limit, but the observable Q0, the energy inside the veto region,
is additive and the cross section will therefore be a convolution of the different pieces, not
simply a product. However, at LL accuracy, the cross section is Q0-independent as it only
depends on t ≡ t(µh, µs) and the convolution then reduces to the product in (5.64).
Below, we illustrate the parton shower using the production process Rtt̄(t), but we run
exactly the same shower for the dipoles in the decay. We consider an event in the gluon
fusion channel to discuss the showering process in detail in the following, since this is the
most involved case. The dipole structure of this event is shown in Figure 5.10. We could
separately shower each of the three dipoles, but it is more efficient to treat the event as one
dipole with two intermediate gluons, see below. The form of the shower for Rtt̄(t) is then
similar to (5.23) except that the process starts with four partons








H6(t) + . . . , (5.65)
where σtt̄0 is the Born-level production cross section, andHi ≡ 〈Hi〉. In the quark annihilation
channel, the two dipoles need to be showered separately.
The remainder of this appendix is organized as follows. The set up of the shower is
discussed in Section 5.A.1 by looking at an explicit example. The shower procedure is
discussed in 5.A.2, also in this case an explicit event is considered as an example. Finally, a
brief outline of the algorithm is provided in Section 5.A.3.
5.a.1 Interface to LHE files
The LHEF produced by MadGraph5_aMC@NLO contains, for each event, a list of particles
with their momenta and information about the nature of the particles. One of these events
is listed below. For simplicity, only the particle id, status, colors and four-momenta are
provided here.
This particular event consists of two incoming (status: -1) gluons (id: 21), four in-
termediate particles (status: 2), namely a top quark (id: 6), a W+-boson (id: 24) and
their antiparticles (denoted with a negative id), and the six final-state particles (status: 1)
νµ (id: 14), µ+ (id: -13), ν̄e (id: -12), e− (id: 11) and the bb̄-pair (id: (-)5). The color-
connection indices c1 and c2 will be explained below. For illustrative purposes in the rest
of this appendix, calculations are carried out by rounding to three digits after the decimal
point.
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id s c1 c2 x mom y mom z mom energy
21 -1 503 502 +0.000e+00 +0.000e+00 +9.106e+01 9.106e+01
21 -1 501 503 -0.000e+00 -0.000e+00 -6.834e+02 6.834e+02
6 2 501 0 +1.256e+02 +8.244e+01 -4.504e+02 5.047e+02
24 2 0 0 +1.165e+02 -4.050e+00 -2.698e+02 3.042e+02
-6 2 0 502 -1.256e+02 -8.244e+01 -1.419e+02 2.697e+02
-24 2 0 0 -2.846e+01 -6.129e+00 -5.262e+00 8.540e+01
14 1 0 0 +4.077e+01 +2.321e+01 -4.318e+01 6.377e+01
-13 1 0 0 +7.575e+01 -2.726e+01 -2.266e+02 2.404e+02
-12 1 0 0 +2.455e+01 -1.372e+01 +9.769e+00 2.978e+01
11 1 0 0 -5.301e+01 +7.597e+00 -1.503e+01 5.562e+01
5 1 501 0 +9.077e+00 +8.649e+01 -1.806e+02 2.005e+02
-5 1 0 502 -9.715e+01 -7.631e+01 -1.366e+02 1.842e+02
The final state leptons in the event must satisfy the cuts listed in Table 1 of [134]. The
momenta of the bb̄ pair are needed, because they define the direction of the b-jets, which are
cut out of the gap region (or veto region), see (5.59) and Figure 5.1.
In the following we illustrate the shower algorithm with the tt̄ production process. The
additional dipoles arising from the top-quark decay can be showered exactly in the same way.
In the end, it is necessary to multiply the results of each shower to get the complete result
of each event, see (5.64). The showering process of the dipoles associated to the top-pair
production starts by selecting the momenta of the initial-state partons and the momenta of
the tt̄ pair. These momenta are stored in dipoles according to the large-Nc color information
assigned by MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. In the sample event depicted in Figure 5.10, the
color index associated to the top quark is c1: 501, while the color indices associated to the
gluon in the second line of the list above (g2) are c1: 501, c2: 503. The color indices of
the gluon in the first line of the list (g1) are c1: 503, c2: 502 and the color index of the
anti-quark is c2: 502. The color indices indicate which lines are color connected and the
shower algorithm orders the particles in such a way that equal color indices are adjacent
to each other; so that the list of the color indices is 501,501,503,503,502,502. Therefore
the ordering of the particles is (t,g2,g1,t̄) which represents a dipole with two intermediate
gluons.
Since the algorithm only requires information about the direction of the particles, we
normalize the components of the momenta to their energy. These normalized momenta are










































such that each adjacent pair of vectors represents a color dipole.
We then calculate the virtual correction of each dipole using (5.44) by boosting the two
vectors in each dipole into a frame where they are back-to-back, as explained in Section 5.3,











Figure 5.10: Color dipoles in the sample top-pair production event discussed in text.
and by subsequently evaluating the velocities β′i, β
′

















where Nc = 3.
Let us illustrate the process by explicitly calculating the virtual corrections for the first
dipole in the list, V12, according to the method put forward in Section 5.3. The first step
consists in boosting the two normalized momenta in the rest frame. The sum of the two
normalized momenta is







This vector is then aligned to the x-axis by means of the matrix
X =

1 0 0 0
0 0.130 0.085 −0.988
0 0.085 0.992 0.097
0 −0.988 0.097 −0.122
 , (5.69)




















with Ǔ having vanishing y and z components by construction.
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For the dipole under consideration the factor β introduced in (5.28) is β = 0.958, which
leads to boost matrix B in (5.32) with the following entries
B =

3.481 −3.334 0 0
−3.334 3.481 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 . (5.71)




















with ~̃u1 = −~̃u2 and ~̃U = 0 by construction.




1 0 0 0
0 0.811 0.175 −0.558
0 0.175 0.838 0.517
0 −0.558 0.517 −0.649
 . (5.73)
By applying the matrix Z to the vectors in (5.72) one finds













In this frame we obtain the factors β′1, β
′
2, ymin, ymax that are needed in the calculation of
the virtual corrections
β′1 = 0.483 , β
′
2 = 1 ,








= 0.677 , (5.75)
and the full boost and inverse boost
L =

3.481 −0.433 −0.284 3.293
−2.705 0.933 0.360 −2.704
−0.583 −0.360 0.933 −0.583
1.860 0.433 0.284 2.047
 , L−1 = g LT g , (5.76)
with g = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). Let us briefly explain the value of ycut which cuts off the
collinear divergence arising for massless partons. Following (A.1) of [18], we obtain the
value of the cut-off by imposing a rapidity cut ηcut in the lab frame and then computing the
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where θ is the angle between the two vectors forming the dipole in the lab frame. One
immediately sees that ycut = ηcut for back-to-back vectors θ = π. The value ycut for the
dipole under consideration is obtained after setting ηcut = 6.
Since the top quark is massive and the gluon is massless, one has δv1 = 1 and δv2 = 0
in calculating the contribution of this dipole to the virtual corrections (5.67). The virtual
correction associated to the first dipole in the event is given by V12 = 52.332. The value of
the virtual corrections in (5.67) for each of the three dipoles in the event is stored in another
array
{V} = (52.332, 144.000, 78.443) . (5.78)
5.a.2 Monte Carlo implementation of Hi(t)
As outlined in the introduction of this appendix, we could also have set up the showering
of each of these three dipoles individually and then multiplied the results. To reduce
computation time, we treat color-connected dipole structures such as (5.66) as a single
dipole which has already emitted two gluons at t = 0. It is convenient to multiply (5.65) by
the virtual correction and to define








Ĥ6(t) + . . . , (5.79)
where the hat indicates a multiplication of the hard functions by the total virtual correction
of the four legs
V4 ≡ Vtot = V12 + V23 + V34 , (5.80)
and division by the LO cross section, see (5.65). The term H4(t) corresponds to the initial
tree-level configuration with associated dipole-structure (5.66), while H5(t) contains an
additional gluon emitted from one of the dipoles in (5.66).
Let us now analyze the individual terms in (5.79). The first term Ĥ4(t) denotes the
evolution from the hard scale to the low scale without any radiation from any of the dipoles




e−tV4 = V4e−tV4 , (5.81)
since by definition Ĥ4(0) = Rtt̄(0) = 1. At this stage it is convenient to define the probability
distribution
P(V, t) = V e−V t (5.82)
such that Ĥ4(t) = P(V4, t).
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The function Ĥ5(t) consists of the initial four hard partons plus one additional parton
emitted by any of the dipoles at an evolution time earlier than t. In the large-Nc limit, the
new emission occurs from any one of the three dipoles in the list so that we get three terms
Ĥ5(t) = Ĥ(1)5 (t) + Ĥ
(2)














each evolving with its specific virtual correction
V(1)5 = V15 + V52 + V23 + V34 ,
V(2)5 = V12 + V25 + V53 + V34 ,
V(3)5 = V12 + V23 + V35 + V54 . (5.84)
The quantity R5ij corresponds to the real correction factor as given in (5.45) when the fifth




To bring (5.83) into a form suitable for Monte Carlo implementation, we now strategically




























dΩ5/4π, over the direction of the emission in (5.79), is evaluated by Monte
Carlo methods. The factor V12/V4 is the weight of the dipole (12) in the total virtual
correction V4 and is interpreted as the probability of having an emission from the dipole
(12).




ut, n5, ug2 , ug1 , ut̄
)
, {V} = (V15, V52, V23, V34) . (5.87)
The contribution of terms arising from Ĥ(1)5 (t) to Ĥ6(t) in (5.79) is denoted by
Ĥ(1)6 (t) = Ĥ
(11)
6 (t) + Ĥ
(12)
6 (t) + Ĥ
(13)
6 (t) + Ĥ
(14)
6 (t) . (5.88)
It involves four terms Ĥ(1i)6 (t), where i denotes the position of the dipole which makes the








where the relevant virtual contribution is given by
V(12)6 = V15 + V56 + V62 + V23 + V34 . (5.90)
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One can rewrite the quantity in (5.89) by strategically inserting factors of one, as it was done












P(V(12)6 , t− t
′′) . (5.91)
This iterative procedure can be repeated to calculate all of the terms Ĥi(t).
In the parton shower algorithm, this procedure is implemented as follows. For the
numerical example, we again consider the event already set up for the showering in
Appendix 5.A.1. At first, the shower is initialized as follows:




The initial weight w of an individual event is the inverse of the number of showerings of a
tree-level event in the LHE file, nsh; additional weight factors arising from integrands such
as the one in (5.86) are discussed below.
At first it is necessary to randomly generate a time step ∆t according to the probability
density P(Vtot, ∆t). We generate random time steps ∆t according to this distribution by
taking the cumulant u ≡ P/Vtot ∈ [0, 1], inverting it
∆t = − ln u
Vtot
, (5.93)
and using an equally distributed random variable u ∈ [0, 1]. For our sample event, we choose
u = 0.5 for illustration, which yields ∆t = 0.00252. To account for Ĥ4(∆t) = P(V4, ∆t), we
add a weight w into a histogram in a bin corresponding to the time tnew = ∆t = 0.00252.
Once the shower will be finished, this histogram will provide the gap fraction R̂tt̄(t).
Next, we use (5.83) to iteratively compute Ĥ5(t) at a time t > tnew. To do so, we interpret
tnew as the time at which one of the three original dipoles emits a parton. Looking at (5.83),
one sees that Ĥ5(t) has three terms. The first of these terms is given in (5.86); it involves
a product of several factors. The first factor is the probability density P(V4, t′) which was
taken into account when generating the time step ∆t. Showering multiple times, one gets a
Monte Carlo approximation of the integral over dt′. We then have the three factors R512/V12,
V12/V4 and V4/V
(1)
5 . The last two of these factors can be treated as probabilities since the
value of these ratios is always in the interval [0, 1]. The factor R512/V12 corresponds to the
phase-space integral and will be treated as a weight. The very last factor P(V(1)5 , t− t′) in
(5.86) represents the emission probability in the time interval t− t′.
The factor V12/V4 in (5.86) is the weight of the dipole (12) in the total virtual correction
V4 and is interpreted as a probability of selecting the dipole (12) for the emission. The
shower algorithm selects one of the terms Ĥ(i)5 (t) according to the probabilities {V}/Vtot =
{V12, V23, V34}/V4. To implement this, one can draw a random value u ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the i-th
dipole is assumed to emit, if the cumulative sum of the virtual corrections of all the dipoles
from 1 through i divided by the total virtual corrections is smaller than u. In the example
under consideration, this means that if u < 0.190 = V12/Vtot it is the first dipole that emits,
if 0.190 < u < 0.715 = (V12 + V23)/Vtot the emission arises from the second dipole, and if
0.715 < u the third dipole emits. For the purposes of this discussion, let us assume that
u = 0.1, such that first dipole emits.
Now that the algorithm has determined which dipole does radiate, one can boost into the
back-to-back frame of the selected dipole. The procedure to do this for the first dipole was
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already illustrated in Appendix 5.A.1. In this frame, the algorithm draws two more random
numbers, namely
φ′ = 2πuφ ,
y′ = ymin + uy (ymax − ymin) , (5.94)
with ui ∈ [0, 1] and the integration boundaries ymin and ymax as given previously in (5.75).
For illustration, assume that uφ = uy = 0.5, which yields φ′ = π and y′ = −1.754. With this














with nz = (e2y
′ − 1)/(β′1e2y
′
+ β′2) and nT =
√
1− n2z .
The new vector is then boosted back to the lab frame by using the inverse boost matrix
L−1 given in (5.76). Subsequently, the vector is normalized in such a way that the energy
component is 1:































= 1.106 . (5.97)
The quantity in (5.97) is strictly positive (as shown in Section 5.3.3), but it can not be
treated as a probability, since it can exceed unity.1 Therefore the algorithm accounts for it by





We have to ensure that the real emission is not in the veto region, as imposed by the
Θin(n5)-function in (5.85). This is done by checking the conditions (5.59) with q = n5. We
obtain
∆R(b, n5) = 2.860 , ∆R(b̄, n5) = 2.561 , y(n5) = −3.496 , (5.99)
implying that the new emission fulfills all the conditions Θin(n5) and one can proceed to the
next step of the algorithm. If the condition would have not been fulfilled, the shower would
1 This arises because we include the monopoles as a weight factor into the dipole integral. Alternatively, one
could integrate the full, modified dipole W̃kij given in (5.48). The integral can be done and leads to a more
complicated version of the rapidity variable (5.41). However, the inversion to the angle θ can then not be done
analytically, in contrast to (5.41).
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have been stopped at this point and the algorithm would have restarted at the beginning,
after erasing all information on this showering other than the histogram entry for Ĥ4(t) at
t = ∆t.
Since the generated vector n5 was not in the gap region, the algorithm continues by
adding the new vector to the list of vectors in between the first and second vector of the
list in (5.66). In addition, the algorithm updates the virtual correction list by replacing the


































{V} = {54.806, 61.974, 144.000, 78.433} ⇒ Vnewtot = V
(1)
5 = 339.212 . (5.101)
There is one last factor in Ĥ(1)5 (t) that was not accounted for so far, namely the factor
V4/V
(1)
5 . This last factor can again be treated as a probability, as the new virtual corrections
are always larger than the old ones.2 This means that instead of multiplying the weight by
this factor, one can again draw a random variable u ∈ (0, 1) and if u < 0.810 = V4/V(1)5 =
Voldtot /V
new
tot , the algorithms continues with the generation of a time step starting at t = t
new
with weight w = wnew. In the opposite case, the shower is stopped. One could also treat
V4/V
(1)
5 as a weight factor, but, due to the iterative nature of the shower, the weights of
the individual steps multiply each other, leading to events with small weight which would
render the shower inefficient.
The new time step is generated in exactly in the same way as before according to the
new probability density P(Vnewtot , ∆t′) and completes the calculation of Ĥ5(t) by writing
the weight into the histogram at t = ∆t + ∆t′. After this is done, the algorithm proceeds
to calculate Ĥ6(t). Looking at (5.89), one sees that the same procedure described for the
calculation of Ĥ5(t) can be used, since it involves the same type of ingredients:
a) An emitting dipole is chosen, each with probability of Vij/Vtot.
b) The emission is generated and the factor R6ij/Vij is calculated and multiplied to the
weight.
c) If the emission is not in the veto region, the algorithm proceeds with probability
Vtot/Vnewtot and and generates a new time step using P(Vnewtot , ∆t′′), which gives Ĥ6(t)
with t = ∆t + ∆t′ + ∆t′′.
The iterative calculation of all the Ĥi(t) with i > 6 can be carried out in the same way until
one reaches the necessary maximal value for t determined by the lowest value of µs ∼ Q0
in the problem under consideration. Each showering generates several hard functions at
successively larger times until it terminates. In the calculations presented in this work, we
used an upper limit of tmax = 0.1, which corresponds to µs ≈ 0.75 GeV after applying the
profile (5.60) and µh = 150 GeV.
2 Whether this is true depends on the form of the angular cutoff used in the shower, see [18].
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5.a.3 Parton shower algorithm
This section summarizes the different steps in the shower algorithm, which were discussed
in detail in Appendix 5.A.2 in the context of the showering of a particular event. The shower
algorithm described below is applied nsh times to each tree-level event. In the following, we
describe one such shower event. For the results presented in our paper, we used about 105
tree-level events and worked with nsh = 104.
Step 0. Set up the shower
Store all Wilson-line directions according to their color information into an array, and
calculate the virtual corrections of each dipole
{u} = {u1, u2, . . . , um} ,
{V} =
{



















An expression for the rapidity values can be found in (5.42). Initiate the shower algorithm
with the initial settings
t = 0 , Vtot = ∑
i




Step 1. Generate time step
Generate a random number u ∈ [0, 1] and calculate
∆t = − ln(u)
Vtot
, (5.105)
which is added to the variable of the evolution time
t→ t = t + ∆t . (5.106)
Step 2. Insert weight into histogram
At this new time t, insert w into the histogram.
Step 3. Choose emitting dipole
Randomly choose a dipole which emits the next emission, where each dipole with legs i
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Step 4. Create emission
Boost to the frame where the emitting legs are back-to-back along the z-axis and in that
frame choose an emission direction n′k by generating a random angle φ
′ ∈ [0, 2π] and
rapidity y′ ∈ [ymin, ymax]. Boost n′k back into the lab frame and normalize it as nk = (1,~nk).
Update the event weight according to





















Step 5a. Emission not in veto region
If the emission nk is in the allowed region, add the new direction to the list {u} of particles
in the event and replace the virtual corrections between legs i and j by the two virtual
corrections between the legs i, k and k, j:
{u} =
{













V12, . . . , Vik, Vkj, . . . , V(m−1)m
}
. (5.109)




V12 + · · ·+ Vij + · · ·+ V(m−1)m
V12 + · · ·+ Vik + Vkj + · · ·+ V(m−1)m
. (5.110)
The algorithm restarts from step 1 with the new arrays {u}, {V} and Vtot = Vnewtot .
With the probability of 1− (Vtot/Vnewtot ) the shower is stopped. Of course one can also set
an upper limit tmax on t after which the shower stops.
Step 5b. Emission into veto region
If the emission nk lands in the gap region, the shower stops.
5.b fixed-order expansion of the ll result
In this appendix, we detail how one can obtain the coefficients S (1) and S (2) in the fixed-
order expansion of the leading logarithmic resummation (5.51) from the parton shower.
When extracting the fixed-order coefficients for a given tree-level event, we look at each
dipole at t = 0 individually, calculate its expansion coefficients and then combine the results.
Averaging the expansion coefficients of the individual events then gives the final result for
the two-loop expansion of the resummed cross section. In the following we describe the
computation for a single dipole.
5.b.1 One-loop coefficient
The one-loop coefficient of the fixed-order expansion may be extracted easily from the
shower. To do so we write (5.55) as
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where 1 and 2 are the legs of the dipole and R312 = 4NcW̃
3
12. Please note that throughout this
appendix we write out the appropriate Θin(nk) and Θout(nk) angular constraints and we do
not include the factors Θin(nk) into the definition of Rkij as we did in (5.85).
The factor R312/V12 is produced by the shower, see Appendix 5.A, and gives S (1) after
multiplication by −V12. All that needs to be done is to account for the constraint Θout(n3)
which ensures that the emission is in the veto region. From the first step of the parton
shower one obtains














While the global part of the two-loop coefficient is just one half of the one-loop coefficient
squared, the non-global part is much more involved mainly due to collinear divergences in
individual terms in the integrand in (5.57). Rewriting the non-global part as














one notices that collinear singularities arise in R312 since the light-like direction n3 is in the
jet region (not in the veto region) and can become collinear to n1 or n2. However, the full




23 − R412 → 0 for n3 → n1 or n3 → n2 . (5.114)






23 have a simple interpretation in the parton shower. The
first emission of the shower produces R312 and results in the dipole configuration (1, 3, 2). The
term R413 arises when the second emission occurs in the dipole (1, 3), while R
4
23 corresponds
to the emission from (3, 2). However, the subtraction term R412 does not arise in the parton
shower. To include it, the factor R412 can be split in two parts according to
R412 = R
4
12 θ(n2 · n3 − n1 · n3) + R412 θ(n1 · n3 − n2 · n3) . (5.115)
In this way, the first term is evaluated if the spatial angle between n3 and direction n1 is
smaller than the one between n3 and direction n2 and is therefore used to cure the collinear
singularity when n3 → n1 . The same argument holds for 1 ↔ 2 and removes the other
divergence. One can thus write




























θ(n2 · n3 − n1 · n3)
)]
. (5.116)
The terms in the second and third line of this expression are separately collinear finite and






23 in the two lines can be implemented
as weight factors in the shower.
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To implement (5.116) in the shower, we store the weight R312/V12 of the first emission. We
then go on to the second emission and check whether it is emitted by the dipole (n1, n3) or
(n3, n2). We also check if n3, the direction of the first emission, is closer to n1 or n2. With
this information, one can then calculate the two-loop coefficient as a sum of weights







The weights for the two cases (i, j) = (1, 2) and (i, j) = (2, 1), corresponding to the second






























, if Θout(n4) = 1 and ni · n3 < nj · n3 ,
0 , otherwise .
(5.118)
We have written s2 in terms of factors V12/V3 and Vi3/V3, with V3 = V13 + V32, which arise
in the shower algorithm, analogous to (5.86). They represent the probability to continue the
shower after the first emission and the probability to choose the dipole (ni, n3) rather than
(nj, n3) for the second emission.
6
C O N C L U S I O N A N D O U T L O O K
Anyone who stops learning is old, whether at twenty or eighty.
Anyone who keeps learning stays young. The greatest thing in life
is to keep your mind young.
— Henry Ford
We made good progress in improving the understanding of non-global observables during
the course of my PhD studies over the last four years, but a lot more remains to be done.
Thankfully, the field of Soft-Collinear Effective Theory is still relatively young and with the
number of scientists working collinear to its direction growing steadily, we are confident
that more will be learned so that the field will not grow old too fast.
Using a factorization theorem for wide-angle jets in Soft-Collinear Effective Theory and
the renormalization group evolution belonging to it, we were able to resum non-global
logarithms in various observables in collider physics. To achieve this goal we wrote a
dedicated computer code ngl_resum, implementing a parton-shower equation derived from
first principles to resum non-global logarithms at LL in the large-Nc limit.
An early version of ngl_resum was applied to resum non-global logarithms at LL for the
interjet energy flow and cross sections involving isolation cones. To realize this resummation,
we interfaced our code with the tree-level event generator of MadGraph5_aMC@NLO,
which provided the kinematic configuration and color structure of the hard partons. This
early proof-of-concept of our parton-shower approach reproduces results obtained by the
dipole shower of the original paper on non-global logarithms by Dasgupta and Salam and
successfully applied SCET to new observables, for example cross sections with photon
isolation cones.
Due to the fact that our parton-shower framework is derived from first principles, the
ingredients needed to resum non-global logarithms at subleading logarithmic accuracy are
clear. At NLL we need a) the NLO corrections to the hard functions, b) the NLO corrections
to the soft functions, and c) the two-loop anomalous dimension. In a first improvement of
ngl_resum, we achieved for the first time a resummation of non-global logarithms beyond
LL. We included both a) and b) from above, but did not yet include the two-loop anomalous
dimension into the renormalization group evolution (see below). Even though it is not yet full
NLL, this so-called LL′ resummation is an important first step towards higher-logarithmic
calculations. As an application, we were able to calculate the interjet energy flow at LL′
accuracy and the jet mass even at NLL′, as this is a double-logarithmic observable, improving
both predictions compared to crude LL and NLL resummation, respectively. While the
NLO corrections of the soft function were uncomplicated to implement in a general way,
the ones of the hard functions are highly non-trivial due to the loop-corrections and real
emissions suffering individually from collinear divergences. Of course, this problem also
occurs in general-purpose parton showers, which by now have achieved a fully automated
implementation. Our parton shower comes with the additional complication that it does
not conserve momentum, rendering it impossible to use its first emission as the collinear
subtraction term for the hard function with one additional real emission.
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Let us note that these first two applications of the formalism were done in the high-energy
limit, where all partons are treated as massless. We were able to adapt the theoretical
framework to also allow the resummation of non-global logarithms in cross sections with
massive quarks. After developing the necessary formalism, we extended the first version
of ngl_resum such that it also works for massive quarks. We investigated the different
behavior of time-like and light-like Wilson lines and observed that massive dipoles emit
significantly less soft radiation compared to massless ones. We also did a phenomenological
study and compared the LL resummation of the interjet energy flow in tt̄ production to
ATLAS measurements. In doing that, were able to slightly improve the predictions of the
NLO fixed-order calculations.
By this point, ngl_resum is a general-purpose computer code to resum the non-global
logarithms at LL for a multitude of observables, involving both massive and massless
particles. However, it certainly is far from perfect and there is room for improvement.
The most obvious one would be to allow for subleading logarithmic accuracy, in a first
step to NLL. As discussed above, we achieved the inclusion of NLO corrections to both the
hard and soft functions for certain di-jet observables, but we did not yet include the two-loop
anomalous dimension. This matrix looks similar to the one-loop anomalous dimension, but
in addition to the entries in the diagonal and off-diagonal, it comes with a third entry per
line. The entries on the diagonal are now accounting for double-virtual corrections, the
off-diagonal ones for the emission of an additional leg with a one-loop correction, and the
second-off-diagonal entries account for the double-real correction, which is the emission
of two additional legs. Even though this general form is known, the explicit result is still
missing. The challenge is to find a formulation of the three entries in such a way that all
intermediate collinear divergences cancel in a consistent way.
Even if the anomalous dimension matrix is complicated, one should at least resum the
logarithms at LL′ and implement this part in our code ngl_resum. While we managed to
do this for certain di-jet observables as discussed above, our solution is at the moment still
process-specific and we restrained from including it into the general tool ngl_resum. An
automation of the hard corrections would be an important next step.
In addition, let us also not forget that our framework is fundamentally based on the
large-Nc limit. If we would include non-planar diagrams, the two entries in each line of the
one-loop anomalous dimension would become much more involved. However, it would be
very interesting to get away from this specific limit, especially for non-global observables at
hadron colliders. At finite Nc, such calculations would then include Glauber phase effects.
While some general-purpose parton showers start to include such finite-Nc results, a full
implementation of subleading-color effects has not yet been realized.
One additional limitation of the current version of ngl_resum is that it does not return
reliable results for narrow-angle cones. In any jet observable, we also have terms enhanced
by the logarithms of the cone size. If the cone size becomes small, these logarithmically
enhanced terms should also be accounted for and get resummed. The intrinsic structure of
narrow-jet physics is however more involved than its wide-angle counterpart. Factorization
theorems for such processes exist and we look forward to the resummation of non-global
logarithms also in this case!
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